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Welcome Message

I

t is with much joy and anticipation that we celebrate the launch of “Ad Astra” with this inaugural IAC Special
Issue. On behalf of the International Programme Committee, we would like to extend a very warm welcome to the
readership of Ad Astra. We take this opportunity to thank our authors, co-authors and reviewers, our IAF Alliance
Partner - the Chinese Society of Astronautics, and all of whom have volunteered to contribute to the success of Ad
Astra. An enormous amount of work has been done for the development of this Special Issue, and we believe you
will see this effort reflected in this edition and the impact it will have on the space field. It has been an interesting
journey in many aspects.
Ad Astra contains a selection of 13 papers that will be presented during the IAC 2019 Interactive Presentations
Session on Thursday 24 October. The reviewers have a fiduciary responsibility to the readership to ensure that only
high-quality papers appear in the Special Issue. Accordingly, we have “raised the bar” for acceptance. For a paper to
appear in Ad Astra, it must not only be methodologically immaculate but also have substantial conceptual novelty
and a potentially large impact on the space field.
We want to encourage more contributions from the international space community to ensure a continued success
of the IAC Special Issue. Authors, but also guest editors are always welcome. We also welcome comments and
suggestions that could improve the quality of the Special Issue. We invite everyone to participate in the creative
process that we are undertaking together.
We hope you will find Ad Astra informative.
Enjoy your reading! Thank you.
Jean-Yves Le Gall
President,
International Astronautical Federation (IAF),
France

Pascale Ehrenfreund
Incoming President and Vice-Precident Communications,
Publications And Global Conferences,
International Astronautical Federation (IAF),
France

Created by the International Astronautical Federation (IAF) and printed by the Chinese Society of Astronautics.
First Issue - 70th International Astronautical Congress - 21-25 October 2019, Washington D.C. - Unites States
Copyright © International Astronautical Federation.
All rights reserved. No part of this Special Issue may be reproduced or transmitted by any form or by any means, electronical
or mechanical, including photocopying or recording by any information storage or retrieval system without prior written
permission from the IAF.
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take great pleasure in welcoming you to “Ad Astra”, our new IAC Special Issue which contains a selection of papers
that will be presented at the IAC 2019 Interactive Presentations’ Session on Thursday 24 October.

I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge all the authors who contributed to this inaugural IAC Special
Issue. I am grateful to all our reviewers for their time and effort in reviewing the papers and providing us and
the authors valuable review comments. I am thankful to our IAF Alliance Partner - the International Society of
Astronautics for their strong support in producing and launching this Special Issue. Our vision is to create a highquality Special Issue that will be relevant, challenging, thought-provoking, and inclusive of a diverse range of voices
and perspectives, including academic researchers and scholars, policy-makers, and students. Together, the 13
papers in this special issue reflect the rich variety of topics addressed by the space field and depth of theoretical,
methodological, and practical approaches and challenges underpinning this year’s Congress Theme “Space: The
Power of the Past, the Promise of the Future”.
Based on the three review criteria on technical contributions, novelty, and completeness, 13 papers were provisionally
accepted and requested for quality improvements according to the reviewers’ comments and suggestions. This
message not only delineates the paper submission, thorough review, and quality assurance of the Special Session
papers, but also significantly appreciates the authors’ patience for paper revisions according to the comments. I am
also keen to hear your constructive ideas and suggestions for helping the growth of this new born but promising IAC
Special Issue.
We are delighted that you are joining us as readers and hope you will also join us next year as contributors. Thank
you all.
S. Somanath
Vice-President for Technical Activities,
International Astronautical Federation (IAF),
France
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a

“Lead an innovative and sustainable program of exploration with commercial and international partners to enable human
expansion across the solar system and to bring back to Earth new knowledge and opportunities. Beginning with missions
beyond low-Earth orbit, the United States will lead the return of humans to the Moon for long-term exploration and
utilization, followed by human missions to Mars and other destinations;”. – White House Space Policy Directive #1

Abstract

T

he US administration has laid out, in the clearest terms yet in many years, what the nation expects NASA to do in the
immediate term: Return people to the Moon asap(2020s timeframe) with the goal of building the technological and
operational infrastructure to conduct a safe human Mars expedition within the next two decades(2030s).
A fresh new space policy outlook drives an invigorated agency impetus to incorporate homegrown private space
companies, that are chomping at the bit with creativity and new visions for utilizing human spaceflight for commerce
and profit, and NASA is already showing signs of nurturing many more partners, both commercial and international
entities into the core of this vital civilian endeavor, particularly in human space activity.
How to jumpstart a self-sustainable cislunar economy that does not wither and fade with each administration cycle
and be victim yet again to the on- again off-again visions for human space activity ?
Robotic precursor missions to both Moon and Mars have been underway for some years now, with the aim of gauging
in-situ resources for extended human activities, eventually leading to permanent settlements. Following the Apollo
missions nearly half a century ago, several reports have presented the case that the Moon is the most proximal celestial
body where much of the hard engineering data and experience needed for more ambitious missions may be tested,
evolved and certified.
Commerce is the lifeblood of modern civilization. Commerce is a pillar of national security. Open-ended government
funded space exploration, by itself, is not sustainable for future long duration missions. Hence the role of commerce
and international partners in human space activity. An effort to expand the International Space Station model to include
more partners on a global scale is also proceeding in parallel.
The goal to develop and field the next generation of human occupied space station, one that can safely keep her crew
and reliably operate beyond the protective cocoon of the Earth’s magnetic field is logically the next step along the critical
path for evolving a Mars expedition vehicle, one that has to withstand the interplanetary environment, before crew can
be delivered to the surface of Mars.
While large, heavy lift launch vehicles and planetary landers are being developed, integrated and tested, are there
ways to speed up human spaceflight activity ? What projects can we do with existing human spaceflight assets that are
aligned with administration space policy directives ? The ADAM Project attempts to explore options available in the
immediate term, to satisfy the national space policy goals set forth by the current administration, while encouraging
new visions for human space activity, utilizing existing space technology to accelerate real space commerce for the
immediate benefit of all society.
The USC 2018 ADAM Project continues in a long line of past lunar projects that make the case for speedy lunar return.
The ADAM project concepts and earlier works of the ASTE527 Studio may be accessed at:
https://sites.google.com/a/usc.edu/aste527/home
The current US administration White House directives, the ISS Transition Report and the National Space Exploration
Campaign Report were helpful in shaping the Adam Project concept synopses that are presented.
Keywords: Return to the Moon, White House Policy SPD#1, Mars Forward Agenda, Gateway Project, Commerce
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1. Introduction
“Lead an innovative and sustainable program of
exploration with commercial and international partners
to enable human expansion across the solar system and
to bring back to Earth new knowledge and opportunities.
Beginning with missions beyond low-Earth orbit, the United
States will lead the return of humans to the Moon for
long-term exploration and utilization, followed by human
missions to Mars and other destinations;”. – White House
Space Policy Directive #1

T

he US administration has laid out, in the clearest terms
yet in many years, what the nation expects NASA to do in
the immediate term: Return people to the Moon asap(2020s
timeframe) with the goal of building the technological and
operational infrastructure to conduct a safe human Mars
expedition within the next two decades(2030s).
A fresh new space policy outlook drives an invigorated
agency impetus to incorporate home grown private space
companies, that are chomping at the bit with creativity and
new visions for utilizing human spaceflight for commerce
and profit, and NASA is already showing signs of nurturing
many more commercial entities into the core of this vital
national endeavour, so the United States can continue to
be preeminent in spaceflight, particularly in human space
activity.
Barely had word got out, and enthusiastic debates
are already raging about how to go about unpacking this
directive, and whether we should go to lunar orbit or
directly to the Moon first. Why are we going to the Moon, if
we are not landing on the Moon ? How to jumpstart a selfsustainable cis-lunar economy that does not wither and
fade with each administration cycle and be victim yet again
to the on- again off-again visions for human space activity
that past administrations have proposed ?
One of the prime functions of systems architecting is to
resolve such conflicts using synergies that are not apparent
at first sight. Indeed, the national space policy does offer
solutions to all those questions and more. Subsequent
documents including SPD-2 and SPD-3 along with the
ISS Transition Report and the National Space Exploration
Campaign Report offer some clues on how to go about
realizing the vision laid out in SPD-1, the first directive.
If we follow the space policy agenda laid out by the
current administration, the essential human spacecraft
architectural elements needed to achieve this goal for
lunar return with a Mars Forward vision quickly and safely
include:
1. A safe launch system from Earth to an orbit that various
nations, commercial space companies and their launch
systems can access using proven hardware, both for
crew and cargo,
2. A sturdy interplanetary transit vehicle for the crew to
go to Mars and back, one that can protect the crew and
systems from the unknown effects of interplanetary
and solar weather(Galactic Cosmic Radiation and
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solar particle radiation) especially on crew during long
transit period,
3. A reliable planetary lander that can safely land and put
the crew on transit back to Earth,
4. A dependable atmospheric entry craft for returning
the crew safely back to Earth.
5. And most important, a reliable communication system
that can keep the crew and mission control in contact
throughout the course of the expedition.
Many of the elements listed above are in various stages
of development, some yet to start, and NASA is training
both government and commercial crew for missions to the
ISS in LEO and beyond.
Note that ISS is a Low Earth Orbiting space station. An
interplanetary vehicle, especially during the long transit
period, will have very different characteristics while
operating in interplanetary space. For instance, the vehicle
will not have the same thermal cycling profile, since the
spacecraft attitude along the trajectory is different. Hence
the power system optimization is different. The systems and
configuration are affected by deep space radiation as well,
to name a few. A new set of engineering requirements will
follow in the design of such interplanetary spacecraft, to be
evolved, tested and certified before such an expedition is
commissioned.
Robotic precursor missions to both Moon and Mars
have been underway for some years now, with the aim of
gauging in-situ resources for extended human activities,
eventually leading to permanent settlements. Following
the Apollo missions nearly half a century ago, several
reports have presented the case that the Moon is the most
proximal celestial body where much of the hard engineering
data and experience needed for more ambitious missions
may be tested, evolved and certified.
NASA holds global mystique. NASA has agreements with
more than 130 nations to conduct joint missions and space
experiments, much more than any other nation has in any
complex international endeavour to date. Several robotic
spacecraft, many carrying components and equipment
developed by international partners are expanding the
frontiers of knowledge, from detecting water on our Moon
and monitoring Climate Change on Earth, attempting to
measure the pulse of Mars, to studying our sun at close
range. Some spacecraft are even racing beyond the domain
of our solar system. Other missions are currently peering
out to gauge the depths of our vast universe, unravelling
the mysteries of our Cosmos and our origins and future
prospects for our home planet and our species while
searching for others.
This alone should prove US pre-eminence in space
activity, not to mention the ISS is the only permanently
occupied human crewed orbiting facility that is approaching
an unparalleled two decades of continuous operations.
Needless to say, NASA folks have their hands full, and is
welcoming new partners to begin human missions beyond
low Earth orbit.
Commerce is the lifeblood of modern civilization.
Commerce is a pillar of national security. Open-ended,

taxpayer funded space exploration, by itself, is not
sustainable for future long duration missions. Hence the
role of commerce and international partners in human
space activity. An effort to expand the International Space
Station model to include more partners on a global scale is
also proceeding in parallel.
The goal to develop and field the next generation of
human occupied space station, one that can safely keep her
crew and reliably operate beyond the protective cocoon of
the Earth’s magnetic field is logically the next step along
the critical path for evolving a Mars expedition vehicle,
one that has to weather the interplanetary environment,
before crew can be safely delivered to the surface of Mars.
While large, heavy lift launch vehicles and planetary
landers are being developed, integrated and tested,
are there ways to speed up human spaceflight activity?
What projects can we do with existing human spaceflight
assets that are aligned with administration space policy
directives? The ADAM Project attempts to explore options
available in the immediate term, to satisfy the national
space policy goals set forth by the current administration,
while encouraging new visions for human space activity,
utilizing existing space technology to accelerate real space
commerce for the immediate benefit of all society.
The USC 2018 ADAM Project continues in a long line
of past lunar projects that make the case for speedy lunar
return. Earlier projects may be accessed at : https://sites.
google.com/a/usc.edu/aste527/homeThe White House
directives, the ISS Transition Report and the National Space
Exploration Campaign Report were helpful in shaping the
Adam Project that is presented.
The following sections 2-10 are synopses of various
concepts presented by graduate students in the ASTE527
Space Concepts Studio on December 11th, 2018, the first
anniversary of the signing for the Space Policy Directive
#1 on December 11, 2017 by the president of the United
States of America.

2. Modular Assembly of A Lunar Orbiting Station
in Low Earth Orbit(LOS-MALEO)
In 2017, per Space Policy Directive-1, NASA has now
refocused agency efforts on returning to the Moon. The
current plan calls for the construction of a Lunar Orbiting
Station (LOS) in 2022, with support from commercial and
international partners. LOS will lay a technological and
logistical foundation that will eventually enable human
expeditions to, and exploration of Mars and beyond.
The proposed concept architecture provides an option
to achieve such a goal within the given timeline by using
existing and mature technologies and infrastructure of
various national space agencies and private industries,
and incorporating lessons learned during ISS development
and commission. This strategy would allow many new
and emerging spacefaring nations to take an active,
collaborative role in sharing resources for a quick and
sustainable return to the Moon, setting the stage for more
ambitious expeditions to Mars and beyond.
As space exploration advances, so does the need for
heavier payloads. Scaling up launch vehicles to take on
heavier payloads has proven to be difficult and costly.
Therefore, it is less risky and more economical to launch
heavy payloads in smaller, modular segments. Small, lowcost, and reliable stable of rockets, currently available in
the international arena and within the private sector, can
be used to bring those small segments up to space and
assemble there, preferably in Low Earth Orbit (LEO).
The International Space Station (ISS), which was
originally conceived to be “an assembly capability from
which large space structures and systems are assembled
and verified”, will provide a valuable platform to build and
test the LOS in LEO. The experience and expertise of ISS
astronauts along with state-of-the-art telerobotic agents
can significantly reduce cost, risk, and schedule during
assembly and test operations.

Figure 1. The International Space Station (ISS), which was originally conceived to be “an assembly capability from which
large space structures and systems are assembled and verified”, will provide a valuable platform to build and test the LOS
in LEO, even though the facility might not be in the ideal location for supporting lunar missions. Eventually, Mars expedition
vehicles may also be assembled at certified for missions in suitable orbits in LEO.
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Once completed, a translunar injection can be
performed to bring LOS to its destination. In addition, as the
ISS was projected to offer “a servicing capability from which
payloads and vehicles are maintained, repaired, replenished
and refurbished”, it can also be used as a service center for
other future LEO stations, providing valuable cooperation
opportunities between NASA, international agencies, and
private entities.
Given the current schedule, the LOS-LEO proposal
presents the case that the best strategy to meet Space Policy
Directive-1 vision in a cost effective and timely manner is
to assemble the LOS in LEO, employing a modular strategy,
using as much current technology and infrastructure as
possible, including the experience gained by ISS assembly
and commission and her crew. This is a reliable, low-cost,
and low-risk approach that still has the potential to be
scaled up for much larger and more ambitious missions,
including construction and commission of an interplanetary
Mars Expedition Vehicle. [See Figure 1.]

is inversely related to the square of the distance from
the sun. Most importantly, NASA can study the effects of
deep space and solar particle radiation incident from all
angles, providing a high fidelity simulation environment.
The hard data would be used to determine the threat to
crew and develop countermeasures to shield crew and
living matter like plants from their deadly effects over a
prolonged period of time, comparable to interplanetary
transit. Current technologies are insufficient to protect
humans from highly damaging Galactic Cosmic Radiation,
which has forced us to limit our space exploration to orbits
just above the atmosphere inside the relative safety of the
Earth’s Magnetosphere. Innovations such as using water
and fuel as a shield between space and crew (near-term)
and creating a portable pseudo-magnetosphere using
plasma and electromagnets (long-term) need a provingground that effectively mimics the level of exposure on the
Lunar surface and especially during transit to Mars. The
utility of an in-situ test ground for developing technologies
that have applications above Low-Earth Orbit cannot be
overstated, and L1 is the ideal location for such activities.
Stepping out further into space is a vast undertaking that
will require collaboration to push- boundaries and achieve
lofty goals. It is short-sighted for NASA to create a lunar
station that serves only the purpose of exploring the Moon
when humans are so close to taking that next step out into
the Solar system. It is time to expand our knowledge, put
new technologies to the test, and push the future of human
spaceflight to the Moon and beyond.[Figure 3]

3. OCTANE: A LEO Fuel Cache-Tanker
A paradigm shift is currently underway in terms of the
commercialization of space. For in the first time since
the dawn of the space age, space travel is no longer the
exclusive domain of governments. The last few years have
seen a proliferation of private space companies that are
racing to fill and create markets near Earth and in cislunar
space. However, as with government-backed efforts, a good
deal of progress is being hampered by the fact that any fuel
used to operate beyond orbit must be carried along all
the way from the Earth’s surface. This severely limits the
range of movement of spacecraft and constrains the ability
to conduct missions on a large scale. A possible solution
to this limitation and one way to circumvent the laws of
physics is to place the fuel in orbit.
Orbit-based fuel depots are not a new idea in the realm
of space mission architectures. For there have been many
proposals for the storage and distribution of rocket fuels in
space. However, the focus of many of these proposals have
been to either make commercial applications secondary
in nature, as in the proposed use for NASA Near-Earth
exploration missions, or are relegated to very long-term
development timelines, such as large fuel stations that
produce and store fuels.
There is a niche market for near-term fuel access within
the next half a dozen years that is being overlooked. An
intermediate solution may be viable. OCTANE is intended
to fill this market gap and serve as an interim step between
now and the future deployment of large scale fuel depot
facilities. How OCTANE proposes to go about achieving this
is through the use of short term fuel caching. [see Figure 2]
It will try to take advantage of many existing
technologies such as storable hypergolic fuels, and an
initial, simple design that aims to incorporate existing
hardware and strive towards a modular, plug-and-play
mode of usage. The design will need to mature with time
to incorporate technologies such as fuel transfer and
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Figure 2. Analogous to gas stations on Earth, short term
fuel caching would allow refueling capabilities in the near
term
modular assembly in order to extend range of operations
and compete with more efficient fuel types. With an
emphasis to capture market share, initial operations will be
well within earth’s orbital regime in roles such as: satellite
servicing, on-demand orbit transfer/plane changes, orbital
debris mitigation and station keeping. From this point, with
the concurrent development of fuel depot technologies,
it can be expanded to support the operations in cis-lunar
space such as the Lunar gateway, EM-L1, or lunar surface
missions. Further studies, detailed trades, and investigation
of the OCTANE concept is warranted.

4. Architecture for Radiation Testing at EarthMoon L1 Station (ARTEM1S)
Space Stations require long-term investments of both time
and money from multiple collaborating nations and must
therefore be designed with the future in mind. Commercial
and government agencies are rapidly developing
technologies to make what was once only possible in sci-fi
into reality, and it’s time to start putting their creations to
the test. The next generation space station must be used
as a proving ground for critical deep-space technologies.
In addition, it should provide access and support for nearterm lunar missions as well as long-term Martian missions.
The ARTEMIS concept proposal will explain why NASA’s
current plan for an incrementally-built lunar space station
in a Near-Rectilinear Halo Orbit around the Moon is not the
optimum approach to creating a human presence beyond
LEO. Instead, the optimal location for the ARTEMIS lunar
station is between the Earth and the Moon at Lagrange
Point 1. The L1 location has almost no restrictions on when
or how often it can be accessed from either the Moon or
Earth and can be in constant communication with both. By
using two Bigelow B330 expandable modules as the core
of the station, it can be assembled in LEO and pushed out
to L1 very soon, up to 12 passengers can stay at a time,
and a universal docking port design will allow multiple
government and commercial companies to ferry astronauts
and tourists between the ISS and ARTEMIS at L1S. It can
operate as a test-bed for nuclear-fission reactors, such as
Kilopower, which will be necessary for long-term lunar
bases that will see 14 days of constant shadow during a
moon “night” and for missions to Mars since solar power

Figure 3. Deep Space Radiation tests may be conducted at
ARTEMIS at the Earth-Moon L1 point

5. Lunar Prospector ElectroMagnetic Rover for
Sample Return (LEMURS)
Lunar samples have provided a wealth of information on
planetary formation. All Apollo lunar samples to date have
been recovered by manned missions, resulting in samples
from six locations. Increasing the diversity of samples from
various lunar sites could lead to further insight into the
evolution of the solar system and also how the Moon and
planets are formed. Since the Moon has been geologically
dormant for long, careful sampling from specific regions
may also help us to learn more about solar activity over
geologic time. Since the termination of the Apollo and
Lunar programs, no new lunar samples have been brought
back in almost five decades. Currently, several nations are
planning robotic lunar sample return missions.
A lunar orbiting station is being planned with orbit-to-

surface tele-robotics as a prime technology that is integral
to this facility as well as a critical architectural element for
future planetary exploration vehicles. The proposed lunar
polar orbit would allow this station to closely examine
wide swaths of lunar terrain for detailed investigation of
resources and potential landing and settlement sites in
advance of deploying landers and vehicles to explore and
eventually develop lunar surface infrastructure.
A concept architecture proposal is presented for a
Lunar Prospector & Sample Return Rover that can be
operated autonomously, telerobotically, or in-situ. The
proposed rover will launch lunar encapsulated samples
to be retrieved by an existing Lunar Station that is in lowlunar orbit through propellant-less means. The reusable,
propellant-less concept for lunar sample retrieval will
extend the range and operational life of the sample rover.
Using a telerobotically operated mobile system to pick
up samples from the surface, small sample specimens
from various regions are encapsulated and launched to
low lunar orbit where it is captured and retrieved by an
electric propulsion-based chaser system. After rendezvous
and capture, the sample capsule is delivered to the orbiting
station for study or for return to Earth. The chaser system
architecture is part of this concept but not detailed in this
presentation. It is planned for future studies.
A roving sample return platform would be capable
of returning a variety of samples from different regions
of the Moon. Such a Lunar Prospector & Sample Return
Rover system architecture can provide an augmented lunar
prospecting and sample return capability by involving
industry that is already working on key technologies that
would be required for such a program to be feasible.
[see Figure 4]
The capability to augment the prospecting rover into a
mining system is discussed.

6. Architecture for PrePositioning Lunar
Expedition Supplies (APPLES) Strategic Logistics
for Human Space Activity
Supply caching has been utilized by humans and animals
throughout history in order to save for unexpected needs
and carry out complex tasks. It involves prepositioning
supplies and spare equipment in strategic locations for
retrieval and later use. This strategy has been widely applied
in military ground operations, especially in scouting missions
and forward operating base procedures. When applied to
strategic logistics in cislunar space missions, caching can
greatly improve and enable mission architecture while
lowering costs, extending range of operations, allowing for
adaptation to new mission requirements, and enhancing
safety of crew and equipment.
Fuel and supplies can be cached in various locations,
such as low Earth orbit, lunar orbit, and on the lunar
surface. Consumables, such as fuel, food, water, and
medical supplies, as well as spare parts and vital redundant
hardware are all good candidates for caching.
The APPLES architecture proposes utilization of existing
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These probes would act as initial scouting missions of
potential skylight and lava tube structures, allowing for the
determination of whether the structure is worth a dedicated
robotic mission, followed by human exploration. These
probes and their architectures, once established, could be
extended to explore the many planetary features including
Martian skylights and associated lava tube systems.
Since the Moon is the closest celestial body to Earth,
orbiting just a quarter million miles away, it may be possible
to conduct the first robotic lunar lava tube exploration
mission from Earth, followed by telerobotic controlled
missions from a lunar orbiting station. If such precursory
activity points to promising data, then detailed exploration
could be undertaken by more sophisticated means
including astronaut assisted exploration of lunar lava tubes,
eventually leading to establishing permanent lunar lava
tube settlements.[Figure 6]

Figure 4. LEMURS concept proposes electromagnetic propellant-less launch of lunar samples and electric propulsion assisted
sample capture and rendezvous system for prospecting from lunar orbiting station(Gateway)

assets like low cost launch vehicles as well as state-of-theart commercial developments in lunar landers. By splitting
up supply missions to send ahead of their need, smaller
and more cost-effective commercial launch vehicles can be
used. Excess capacity on launchers and missions to various
orbits and destinations could also be used to deliver and
aggregate caches, bolstering strategic logistics in cislunar
space and on the Moon and beyond.
Caching also allows for staging longer duration missions
by providing fuel and other supplies precisely where they
are needed to continue the next leg of the mission. This is
especially useful for refueling after launch and can also be
applied to lunar surface exploration to expand the mission
range.
Mission safety to both crew and equipment is also
improved by caching. By placing critical supplies in
close proximity, emergencies can be addressed quickly.
This also allows for flexibility to adapt to new mission
requirements.
Supply caching, which can be done with existing
hardware, will greatly reduce cost, advance logistics, and
improve safety for immediate and near-term lunar missions
and further enable humans to reach the Moon by 2022.
Furthermore, caching could play a vital role in accelerating
the Mars Forward vision laid out by the administration.
[Figure 5]

7. Lunar Lava Tube Exploration (LuTE)
Underground cavities formed by molten lava flows after
volcanic eruptions are called lava tubes. Lava tubes are
common geological features on planetary bodies that are
formed by volcanism. Past proposals have pointed to using
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while pushing towards national objectives of a manned
return to the Moon[2]. These short duration sorties would
leverage the gateway as a dispatch post with global reach,
small commercial unpressurized landers[3], and heritage
hardsuits[4] to ensure rapid response. The quick response
and in situ presence of astronauts has the potential to
drastically decrease system downtime due to anomaly
resolution, which is typically executed remotely. These
maintenance sorties provide an opportunity to train for
future global exploration campaigns on Mars while also
prioritizing sustainable robotic operations on the surface.
The capstone of this concept is the deployment of a surface
repair facility. This facility provides generic support for
mechanical and electrical failures and an air purge system
to clean the rover surface of harmful lunar dust, preventing
premature loss of mission. In addition, the repair facility
serves as a local command, control and communications
(C3) hub for surrounding assets. This deployment will
target landing sites populated with a variety of robots
and rovers delivered in the early-to-mid 2020’s, delivering
critical capability and providing a path forward for future
commercial handover. [Figure 7]

Figure 6. Recent discovery of roof breaches called “skylights”
would allow exploration of lunar lava tubes

8. EVE: Rapid Orbit to Surface EVA for Repair and
Anomaly Resolution
Figure 5. Strategic Caching can lower costs and extend
mission range and also enhance crew safety
such structures for habitation but also noted the difficulty
to access them.
Recent high-resolution imagery of the Moon and Mars
continue to detect terrain formations like pits, bridges,
cave-like structures and breaches in what appear to be
lava tubes. The lunar surface features over 200 skylights,
which could present access points to such lunar lava tubes.
These skylights and lava tubes could provide great scientific
returns, might hold resources, and perhaps provide
natural habitable space for human settlements and other
underground networks and applications including logistics,
all sheltered from the harsh lunar environment.
While proposals have been made to explore lunar
lava tubes, currently, there are no missions scheduled to
explore lunar skylights or lava tube interiors, largely due to
the uncertainty of a profitable exploration.
The LuTE concept architecture presentation focuses
on the concept of low cost planetary exploration probes
that can piggy back on other exploratory lunar missions.

This concept prioritizes potential commercial services
provided by the proposed Lunar Orbital Gateway to spur
commercial development of cislunar space, acting as a
beneficial piece of infrastructure, while also informing
future Mars missions. The commercial development of the
lunar surface is dependent upon the sustainable operation
of a fleet of robotic surface assets to cooperatively extract,
refine, and transport resources. Landers, launchers,
resource extractors, prospectors, movers and manipulators
are all examples of the different robotic lunar surface assets
needed to develop an end-to-end lunar economy.
This concept proposes utilizing the Lunar Gateway to
provide key services including low-latency teleoperations,
and responsive manned orbit-to-surface sorties for anomaly
resolution and repair. This concept concludes that a Lunar
Gateway in Low Lunar Orbit (LLO) is beneficial to provide
such services. This concept architecture relating to the
Lunar Gateway allows for extensions of recently executed
telerobotic experiments on the International Space Station
(ISS)[1]. A reference telerobotic mission including astronaut
assistance is presented.
Short duration anomaly resolution and repair sorties
provides a valuable service for surface assets and operators

Figure 7. A lunar orbiting station(Gateway)can support
prompt lunar surface operations anomaly resolution across
the globe by deploying crew from orbit as and when needed.
This is a vital technology for future planetary exploration

9. EDEN: Extraterrestrial Distributed Ecoculture
Network
Astronaut crew will need ample supplies for the long Mars
expedition which will take at least six months of one-way
transit in interplanetary space. Crews on the International
Space Station are currently fed dehydrated Earth food
which is produced and delivered to Low Earth Orbit on a
periodic basis for an enormous cost of around $72,000/kg.
Extended human presence in cislunar space, on the lunar
surface and en route to Mars will simply not be sustainable
on finite rations from Earth resupply. In contrast, the Moon
is the closest, largest geocentric satellite with enormous
solar potential and vast, natural, pristine surface available
for extraterrestrial farming. And at 1/6th the gravity well
of Earth, the Moon affords tempting, sustainable cost
advantages for crop cultivation and transportation of fresh
food from the lunar surface into both cislunar orbit and
even to LEO at a lesser delta-V than traditional Earth-based
resupply. Therefore space architectures which enable lunar
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agriculture offer an attractive option to realizing a selfsustaining, space-faring society.
In this proposed Extraterrestrial Distributed Ecoculture
Network (EDEN) architecture, the feasibility of lunar surface
agriculture to sustain human presence on the lunar surface
and in lunar orbit is considered in context of NASA’s current
Lunar Exploration Campaign Roadmap.
A long-term vision is presented depicting the engineering
of a crop cycle on the lunar surface by staggering lunar
greenhouse modules across lunarlongitudes following
natural diurnal lunar cycle. The architecture is evolved
in phases, and enabling technologies for the Phase 1
design are considered. A detailed design for Phase 1
of the architecture is presented in the form of a remote
demonstration of a mobile greenhouse spacecraft ready
by 2022. The critical deliverable of the design is a versatile,
reusable lunar ascent/descent utility lander capable of
sub-orbital hops and injection into Low Lunar Orbit, where
it may rendezvous with NASA’s Lunar Orbiting Gateway.
Finally, associated challenges to the architecture are
assessed, and future works are itemized for subsequent
phases of the mission architecture.[Figure 8]
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Building on past tourist missions to the Mir and ISS, as
well as the current log on Virgin Galactic and Blue Origin
among others, this proposal sees a near
term opportunity to extend space tourism into the
cislunar domain. The MOBIUS concept proposes such an
architecture.[Figure 11]

Figure 11. The MOBIUS architecture proposes mostly
existing space systems and employs supersynchronous
orbits to bring tourists on close approaches to the Moon.

Figure 9. Reusable launch systems like the Spacex Falcon
series has forever changed the cost of Earth to Orbit
transportation.
Reusable launch vehicles and transatmospheric
spacecraft like the STS and the Dreamchaser currently in
development have changed the “access to space” paradigm
forever.

Figure 8. Using augmented lunar resources and following
the lunar day/night cycle to produce fresh food for crew
would be a critical step in developing a truly efficient
spacefaring capability for humanity.

10. Sustainable Enterprise Roadmap for
Profitability Employing Nascent Tourism
(SERPENT)
Reusable launch systems have forever changed the cost of
Earth-to-Orbit space access. The operational Spacex Falcon
series of rockets and current vehicles in development at
Virgin Galactic, Blue Origin and StratoLaunch have proven
that the age of expendable launchers is fast coming to an
end. [Figure 9]. This has resulted in the burgeoning space
tourism industry that is on the precipice of transforming the
way humans utilize the vast unknown frontiers all around
us. From the first commercial space tourist, Dennis Tito, to
the two hundred thousand that signed up for a one-way
trip to Mars with Mars One, the space tourism business
is ripe with eager customers. These customers should be
able to experience what the current space age has to offer
while funding the capital necessary to build the future and
explore further and faster. [Figure 9,10]
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Figure 10. From Earth orbit to lunar orbit, space tourism
is the low-hanging fruit that is ready to jumpstart a truly
spacefaring economy

Using existing and maturing assets, including fully
reusable rockets that have drastically reduced the cost
of access to space, this concept architecture attempts to
create and operate a self-sustaining model, that could
evolve gradually from lunar orbital missions to landing and
lunar surface excursions.
As the rate of space tourism picks up, data collected on
human physiology and human factors can greatly enhance
and accelerate space technologies needed for much
more ambitious missions. Such activity could spearhead a
revolution in rapid “rocketset” global transport of people

and cargo to anywhere in the world in less than half an
hour!
Space no longer belongs solely to NASA and the
handful of other government agencies around the
globe that have fully funded and subsidized openended human space exploration till now. While NASA
has led the way by spending billions on research
and advancement of knowledge, the future lies with
corporations reaping trillions of dollars in economic
gain. Space will be capitalized by corporations like
Blue Origin, SpaceX, Virgin, Bigelow, Stratolaunch and
hundreds of smaller organizations. These organizations
are willing to spend billions of dollars of capital to tap
the potential reservoir of trillions in human hopes and
dreams. People have lined up and paid upwards of $50M
just to see and experience space. More will que when
the price drops and the experiences blossom into a
wealth of long duration adventures. The first few high
net worth customers from around the world to take the
leap into the unknown and orbit the Moon will bring
much needed capital that can accelerate current agency
plans to reach the Moon by 2024.

11. ADAM Project Recommendations
1. Follow US Administration Policy
The space policy set forth by the current administration
and the supporting bodies established to guide NASA,
including the National Space Council and NASA Advisory
Council, offers the best path yet to make humanity a truly
spacefaring species: Return humans to the Moon and Mars
quickly, in a practical, speedy and economic manner.
2. Build Lunar Orbiting Station(Gateway)
The goal of establishing a Lunar Orbiting Station(Gateway)
is clearly aligned with the current space policy and is
logically the right mission and engineering program, ahead
of any lunar landing mission.
3. Speedy Buildup in Low Earth Orbit
Given the complexity of assembly involved, and the

number of private and international partners involved,
Gateway may be speedily built and commissioned in Low
Earth Orbit.
4. Build and Test and Certify Lunar Orbiting Station(Gateway)
at or near ISS
Though not ideally located for frequent lunar access,
the ISS offers a practically useful platform from where to
supervise, help assemble and certify the safety of lunar
orbiting station(Gateway), using existing assets, vehicles,
ISS crew and proximal Earth mission control.
5. Versatile Upper Stage Needed for TLI – Full Reusability
preferred
A versatile and capable and fully resuable upper stage is
needed for trans lunar injection(TLI) of the lunar orbiting
station(Gateway) from ISS. If a reusable upper stage can
be serviced and refueled in LEO, it would make cislunar
missions routine, after the initial buildup of lunar orbiting
station(Gateway).
6. Strategic Logistics and Caching
Prepositioning of consumables including fuel, spares and
vital redundant hardware and supplies can improve mission
performance, especially during exploration missions with
open-ended approach, enhancing the ability to tailor the
mission as it proceeds in real time.
7. Lunar Orbiting Station(Gateway) - Raison d’etre – Deep
Space Radiation
Radiation kills. Practicing doctors and radiation medicine
professionals know exactly how the body deteriorates
from, and succumbs to, radiation exposure. NASA Astronaut
Office keeps careful check on crew dosage for all missions.
We cannot let radiation affect the safety of brave astronaut
crew. We need to protect our crew from the beginning to
end of mission tour of duty. We do not have any hard data
effects of deep space radiation on living tissue.
The primary and critical mission of this lunar orbiting
station(Gateway) is to study the effects of deep space
environment, especially deep space radiation(GCR) and
anomalously large solar particle events(ALSPE) on live
biological tissue. Animals and plants are to be exposed first,
and parallel development and test of countermeasures,
as needed, will then lead to development and test of
countermeasures as needed(if needed) to safely sustain
human crew physiology, and for evolving sturdy crewed
spacecraft systems for mission to Mars, especially during
interplanetary transit.
Since design and engineering experience and hard data
is currently limited to short Apollo missions and Low Earth
Orbital stations, this deep space radiation data is deemed
critical to develop, evolve and certify a safe Mars Transit
Vehicle architecture. No crew safety certified interplanetary
transit vehicle(IPTV) = No Mars mission. This technology
development and certification is along the critical path
for Mars Forward vision. IPTV operational environment,
especially during long transit period, is quite different
from orbital environment. Vehicle systems, engineering
requirements and configurations will be quite different,
accordingly.
Note that computational extrapolation of 2pi steradian
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exposure to deep space radiation on the lunar surface to
4pi steradian in deep space is not a substitute for high
fidelity, hard data that can and must be acquired from deep
space environment or closest approximation alone.
The methods to be adopted to test the effects and
develop countermeasures for radiation are to be evolved
from state-of-the-art facilities used now in radiation
medicine. Plants and animal specimens are proposed as
the first occupants for this lunar orbiting station(Gateway).
Keeping specimen alive and active without crew
onboard will require state-of-the-art telepresence and
telerobotic systems that are continually monitored and
controlled from Earth. Periodic, short crew visits would
enable collection of irradiated specimen, rack changeouts
and experiments and develop and test and evolve
countermeasure strategies.
Ethical rules exist and are strictly adhered to in
laboratories around the world and must be followed in the
treatment and upkeep of test subject animals.
8. Lunar Orbiting Station(Gateway)Location–Nearside
Earth-Moon LPoint EML-1
The Earth-facing Earth-Moon Lagrangian point L1 may
offer the better spot for this deep space radiation
exposure simulation than any lunar orbital location for
the Lunar Orbiting Station(Gateway). It could also serve
as a high-bandwith, line-of-sight laser communications
node between the Moon and the Earth with 100% link
connectivity, obviating the need for satellite constellations.
EML-1 better simulates environment for interplanetary
vehicle evolution.
If an orbital location is chosen for the Lunar Orbiting
Station(Gateway), both low lunar equatorial and polar orbits
are better options than the proposed Near Rectilinear Halo
Orbit(NRHO). Any orbit and site is achievable from EML-1
and it could be a waystation node and potentially evolve
into and Mars Expedition Vehicle departure site.
9. Kilopower Nuclear Fission Reactor Testbed for Power and
Propulsion Element
For the proposed Power and Propulsion Element(PPE)
onboard the lunar orbiting station(Gateway), the recently
NASA certified Kilopower Nuclear Fission reactor could
be an ideal testbed. Kilopower could be provide auxiliary
power and eventually make way for bimodal nuclear
thermal rocket and VASIMR technologies for faster, more
compact and efficient crewed interplanetary missions.
10. Low Lunar Orbit for Lunar Orbiting Station(Gateway)
Advantages
Low lunar orbital operations for the lunar orbiting
station(Gateway) provides some very useful exploration
capabilities. Crew can conduct global exploration and site
selection for various activities, compare and contrast terrain
features, ISRU resources and usefulness, virtually and
with telepresence and telerobotic agents, before setting
payloads and equipment down on the surface. Orbit-to
surface-teleoperations can be a useful asset for lunar or
planetary exploration and infrastructure development alike.
The study of how crew physiology and performance are
impacted by prolonged weightlessness followed by surface
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activities is also seen as a critical issue that needs hard data
and evaluation before countermeasures can be developed
and certified. Crew and co-robotic agents working together
on the lunar surface can speed up exploration and buildup
missions.
11. Global Lunar Prospecting and Sample Return to Lunar
Orbiting Station(Gateway)
Using existing technologies, prospecting and sampling
for lunar materials is possible. Current planetary rover
technologies may be quickly adapted for lunar surface
exploration, to propel small lunar samples from various
regions to the Lunar Orbiting Station(Gateway) where it
may be captured, tests conducted, and even sent back to
Earth as mission requirements dictate.
12. Lunar Lava Tube Exploration - Top Scientific Priority
The exploration of lunar lava tubes should be high on
the priority list for the entire space science community.
Currently we know nothing about the interior of lunar or
planetary lava tubes, except that they exist and that there
are breaches through which we might be able to access
them. The potential of such geologic features to provide
natural shelter from the harsh and extreme extraterrestrial
environment and to verify potential resources they may
hold, is vital to gain a foothold for humanity on the Moon
and planets, to become a truly spacefaring species.
13. ISRU for Consumables and Agriculture
Use of natural lunar materials to replenish consumables
including breathable atmosphere, potable water, distillation
of carbonaceous volatiles, and production of fresh food
can impact long duration interplanetary missions, and
eventually, the establishment of permanent extraterrestrial
settlements.
14. Tourism – Key to Truly Self-Sustainable Human Space
Activity in the Immediate Term
And finally, to make human space activity sustainable, space
tourism may hold the key in the immediate term. NASA
was involved in the first civilian space tourist mission. NASA
charter could be expanded to accelerate this vital industry
in the 21st century. Using existing assets and infrastructure,
including governmental, international, commercial and
private enterprise, it is possible to inject revenue generated
by space tourism to accelerate human space activity. This
activity can begin at ISS with NASA and State Department
coordinating with FAA and the Commerce Department, and
extend to short tourist visits to the Lunar Orbiting Station
Gateway. Immediate benefits include the arrival of rapid
“rocketset” travel for the global public using fully reusable
vehicles that can provide access to any place on Earth in
under 30 minutes.

Conclusion
“Lead an innovative and sustainable program of
exploration with commercial and international partners
to enable human expansion across the solar system and
to bring back to Earth new knowledge and opportunities.
Beginning with missions beyond low-Earth orbit, the United
States will lead the return of humans to the Moon for

long-term exploration and utilization, followed by human
missions to Mars and other destinations;”. – White House
Space Policy Directive #1
The US administration has laid out, in the clearest terms yet
in many years, what the nation expects NASA to do in the
immediate term: Return people to the Moon asap(2020s
timeframe) with the goal of building the technological and
operational infrastructure to conduct a safe human Mars
expedition within the next two decades(2030s).
A fresh new space policy outlook drives an invigorated
agency impetus to incorporate homegrown private space
companies, that are chomping at the bit with creativity and
new visions for utilizing human spaceflight for commerce
and profit, and NASA is already showing signs of nurturing
many more commercial entities into the core of this vital
national endeavor, so the United States can continue to
be preeminent in spaceflight, particularly in human space
activity.
NASA holds global mystique. NASA has agreements with
more than 130 nations to conduct joint missions and space
experiments, much more than any other nation has in any
complex international endeavor to date. Several robotic
spacecraft, many carrying components and equipment
developed by international partners are expanding the
frontiers of knowledge, from detecting water on our Moon
and monitoring Climate Change on Earth, attempting to
measure the pulse of Mars, to studying our sun at close
range. Some spacecraft are even racing beyond the domain
of our solar system. Other missions are currently peering
out to gauge the depths of our vast universe, unraveling
the mysteries of our Cosmos and our origins and future
prospects for our home planet and our species while
searching for others.
This alone should prove US preeminence in space
activity, not to mention the ISS is the only permanently
occupied human crewed orbiting facility that is approaching
an unparalleled two decades of continuous operations.
Needless to say, NASA folks have their hands full, and is
welcoming new partners to begin human missions beyond
low Earth orbit.
Commerce is the lifeblood of modern civilization.
Commerce is a pillar of national security. Open-ended,
taxpayer funded space exploration, by itself, is not
sustainable for future long duration missions. Hence the
role of commerce and international partners in human
space activity. An effort to expand the International Space
Station model to include more partners on a global scale is
also proceeding in parallel.
The goal to develop and field the next generation of
human occupied space station, one that can safely keep
her crew and reliably operate beyond the protective
cocoon of the Earth’s magnetic field is logically the next
step along the critical path for evolving a Mars expedition
vehicle, one that has to weather the interplanetary
environment, before crew can be safely delivered to the
surface of Mars.
While large, heavy lift launch vehicles and planetary
landers are being developed, integrated and tested,

are there ways to speed up human spaceflight activity?
What projects can we do with existing human spaceflight
assets that are aligned with administration space policy
directives?
The ADAM Project attempts to explore options
available in the immediate term, to satisfy the national
space policy goals set forth by the current administration,
while encouraging new visions for human space activity,
utilizing existing space technology to accelerate real space
commerce for the immediate benefit of all society.
This paper lists synopses of various concept
architectures presented by graduate students in the
ASTE527 Space Concepts Studio on December 11th, 2018,
the first anniversary of the signing for the Space Policy
Directive #1 on December 11, 2017 by the president of the
United States of America.
The USC 2018 ADAM Project continues in a long line
of past lunar projects that make the case for speedy lunar
return. Earlier projects may be accessed at : https://sites.
google.com/a/usc.edu/aste527/home
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“This will not be Lucy and the Football again” – NASA
Administrator Jim Bridenstine
Gateway or Moon ? – When given two good choices, take
both !
Truly CAVU – Ceiling and Visibility Unrestricted
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Abstract

I

n 2015, at the Image Processing Research Laboratory (INTI-Lab) of the Universidad de Ciencias y Humanidades, one
proposed the INCA programme (Research Programme on Aerospace Sciences). As a part of this programme, the design
of a nanosatellite was included. Although the progress was plodding, after three years one wants to show these advances.
One of the main limitations to have access to space, especially for developing countries, is the high cost of missions.
In this sense, in the present work, we propose the use of commercial electric, electronic and electromechanical (EEE)
devices, these being more economical than those for military use. UCHSat-1 nanosatellite advances are mainly at the
simulation level. It is a CubeSat of 3 units that can be simulated with the help of the beeApp tool of Open Cosmos.
Likewise, the nanosatellite modules are being implemented as a function of Arduino Nano. The obtained results show, at
least in the first instance, the feasibility of the use of Arduino Nano for the implementation of the different nanosatellite
modules.
Keywords: Arduino Nano, Open Cosmos, Simulation, 3U CubeSat, INTI-Lab

1. Introduction

I

n recent years, the design, implementation, and
deployment of nanosatellites have increased exponentially, especially in developing countries. In many cases,
these nanosatellites use commercial components known as
COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf), which makes it possible
to reduce the costs of the mission.
Peru is no stranger to this growth since 3 Peruvian
universities have already put their nanosatellites in orbit
[1]. It is the Pontificia Universidad Catolica del Peru with
the PUCPsat-1 and the PockePUCP [2, 3, 4], the Universidad
Nacional de Ingenieria with the Chaski-I [5, 6, 7, 8, 9], and
the Universidad Alas Peruanas with the UAPSat [10, 11, 12].
The Universidad de Ciencias y Humanidades does not
want to be left behind, and that is why, in 2015, through the
Image Processing Research Laboratory (INTI-Lab) propose
the Research Program on Aerospace Sciences (INCA
Program for its acronym in Spanish) [13]. This program
includes the design, implementation, and put into orbit
a nanosatellite that will be called UCHSat, among other
projects.
The use of the COTS electric, electronic, and
electromechanical (EEE) components will allow a reduction
of the costs of a nanosatellite mission.
In recent years, the term “Space COTS” developed in
Germany has been designed to indicate those commercial
components that have been qualified for use in space.
Although the use of COTS in space missions has already
been mentioned since the 2000s, the term Space-COTS was
born in recent years. [14, 15, 16].

Due to the technological advancements, nanosatellites
missions have been achieved not only for educational
purposes but also for more scientific tasks, in the same way.
The continuation of this work is as follow; Section
2 shows the methodology developed for designing and
simulating the nanosatellite. In Section 3, authors present
the obtained results of the simulation and very first
implementation based on Arduino Nano. Finally, Section 4
presents the discussion and conclusions.

2. Design of the UCHSat
The UCHSat will be a CubeSat of 3 units based mainly on
Arduino Nano platforms. Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure
3 show an artistic illustration of what is expected to be
achieved.

Fig. 1. 3U CubeSat platform chosen for the UCHSat-1
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All satellites have the following well known basic
modules [13, 17]:
- On-Board Computer (OBC)
- Power Source Module (PSM)
- Communications Module (COM)
- Thermal Control Module (TCM)
- Attitude Control Module (ACM)
- Structure Module (STM)
- Payload Module (PLM)
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All nanosatellite has limitation respecting to power
resources, its size, and its weight. In this sense, the idea
is to design a very efficient and low power consuming
platform. One will include a robust and redundant design
for reducing the failure rate in the CubeSat. All the electric,
electronic, and electromechanical (EEE) components will
have a ceramic or metal package and a wide operating
temperature range.

best reload cycles and power consumption, continually
monitoring the status level of the batteries. For a 3U
CubeSat, a nominal power consumption of 6W (+/- 1) can
be expected. This power source permits the satellite to
be operational during sunlight and eclipse. In the present
design, the following components will be used:
• Solar Cells with a 3gr of weight and an efficiency
of 27 %.
• Li-Ion batteries with a capacity of 1300 mAh or
higher.
• ADP3810 battery charger controller.
• DC-DC converter and adjustable MAX1745 with
output voltage from 1.25 V to 18 V.
• DC-DC converter MAX1744 with an output voltage
of 5 V or 3.3 V.

2.3 Communications Module (COM)
The communication module would be implemented using
a modem that could be i900-000-DIL or similar, which
converts the digital data in an analog signal. This analog
signal will go to the antenna and transmitted to the ground
station. The most used communication standard is AX.25,
so, UCHSat-1 will use the same standard for packaging
purposes. The working frequency for transmission and
reception will be UHF (the exact allocated frequency
will be according to the authorization of the Ministry of
Communication and Transport of Peru).
2.4 Thermal Control Module (TCM)
The temperature will be monitored by a temperature
sensor that could be the LM75 or similar. Heating could also
be possible by using a thermostat, for example, the DS1821
or similar. The idea is to regulate the temperature inside of
the UCHSat-1 in a typical range between -20°C and +60°C
for saving the operational condition of sensible electronic
components.
2.5 Attitude Control Module (ACM)
The ACM system will consist of two different subsystems.
The first one will be a sensor set of Sun sensors,
magnetometers, and gyroscopes to determine the satellite
position; the second subsystem will be based on an actuator
set of magnetic coils and micro-reaction wheels. The idea
is that the UCHSat-1 ACM system could have an accuracy of
+/- 5°. The ACM will have its own Arduino Nano (slave) to
manage the complex required calculations of the attitude
control.

Fig. 3. Exterior surfaces of the nanosatellite UCHSat-1

Fig. 4. Example of a module for a 3D Printed version

2.1 On-Board Computer (OBC)
As mentioned above, the UCHSat-1 will be based on
Arduino Nano platform; in this sense, the main component
of the OBC would be an Arduino Nano. It works with 5 V
and has enough interfaces to control all the other satellite
modules. The Arduino Nano has the following features:
•
Frequency: 16 MHZ
•
Flash Memory: 32 KB
•
EEPROM: 1 KB
•
SRAM memory (internal): 2 KB
•
Analog Input Pins: 6 (A0 – A5)
•
Digital I/O Pins: 14 (Out of which 6 provide PWM
output)
•
Communication: IIC, SPI, USART

Fig. 2. Distribution of the different modules of the UCHSat-1
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2.2 Power Source Module (PSM)
The PSM would be implemented with the combination of a
set of solar cells, Lithium-Ion batteries, and the electronic
control system to regulate and distribute the power to the
CubeSat. The reload cycles is essential for a battery long
live. The electronic control system will take care of the

Fig. 6. Example of an attitude control module for a 3D
printed version
Fig. 5. Example of a power source module for a 3D printed
version

2.6 Structure Module (STM)
The design of the structure will comply with the
requirements of the ISIPOD container. The idea is to use
specific types of duralumin like 5052 H32, 6061 T6, and
7075 T6. The solar panels will be fixed over the structure.
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Table 1. Mass budget
Module

Mass (gr)

OBC

70

PSM

340

COM

200

TCM

160

ACM

230

STM

200

PLM

900

Hardness

450

Margin
Margin

3.1 Payload Parameters
The payload will have two working modes. The first mode is
by default with a low power consumption of around 0.1 W
since the camera is in standby mode. The second mode is
when the camera takes pictures; in this mode, the payload
consumes about 2 W. In Figure 13, one can see a screenshot
of the parameters of the payload for the simulation. The
pictures taken by the camera will produce a data rate of
1.4 Mbps.

150
150

Respect to the power consumption, one has the
following table with approximately 6.4 W for UCHSat-1:
Fig. 9. Example of the structure side of a CubeSat for a 3D
printed version
2.7 Payload Module (PLM)
For the UCHSat-1 has been thought of having a camera
as a payload. The camera will have the ability to take
color or grayscale photos, including the ability to record
videos.

Table 2. Mass budget
Module

Power (W)

OBC

0.3

PSM

0.1

COM

2

TCM

1

ACM

1

PLM

2

Fig. 11. A 3D printed version of a 1U CubeSat

3. Simulation Results
Fig. 7. Example of the structure top and bottom of a CubeSat
for a 3D printed version

Fig. 10. Example of a board for any nanosatélites module
for a 3D printed version

Fig. 8. Example of the structure rails of a CubeSat for a 3D
printed version
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Adding the approximate weights of the different
modules, one has the following table with approximately
3 Kg for UCHSat-1:

Nowadays 3D printing is beneficial in different fields of
engineering and other branches such as the design of
prostheses, printing of circuit and housings equipment,
development of models and maquettes, model preparation
for chirurgical operations, among others [18]. In this sense,
within the UCHSat-1 project, one also searched for a 3D
printed version of a 1U CubeSat model to be the motivation
and to mark the way forward. But not only to have a 3D
printing model, but one also has the advance of each one
of the modules based on Arduino Nano. These advances
can be seen in Figure 12.
For the simulation of the UCHSat-1 one will use the Open
Cosmos beeApp tool. Open Cosmos (https://www.opencosmos.com/) is a company founded in 2015 and which
is currently under the incubation of the European Space
Agency (ESA). Open Cosmos, within its different solutions,
offers the beeApp tool that is a specially developed cloud
software.
In INTI-Lab, one has access to use the beeApp thanks to
the agreement signed between the Universidad de Ciencias
y Humanidades and Open Cosmos. The simulation was as
follow.

Fig. 12. Advances of the different modules of the UCHSat-1
3.2 Mission Parameters
For the mission, it is established that the region of
interest in Peru since it is desired to take images of
Peruvian territory for different applications. It will have
the ground stations of Panama and Santiago de Chile,
which are the closest, in support of the mission. In Figure
14, one can see a screenshot of the parameters of the
mission simulation.
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3.3 Simulation Parameters
For the final parameters of the simulation, a height of 400
km is established assuming that the UCHSat-1 could be
launched from the International Space Station (ISS). The
simulation is configured for the 2020 year and for only 1
day. In Figure 15, you can see a screenshot of the simulation
parameters.
3.4 Visibility
In Figure 16, one can see the visibility results of the
simulation. Taking into account the two selected ground
stations, there is a total of 7 passes, 3 passes over the
Panama ground station and four passes over the ground
station of Santiago de Chile. The details of these passes can
be seen in the Appendix A and Appendix B.
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3.5 Parameter Values
In Figure 17, one can observe different results of the
different nanosatellite parameters. One can see the
consumption of the batteries, the generation of energy, the
state of memory, the rate of data generation, and events.
According to this information, it can be observed that
the power generated is enough to feed the nanosatellite
modules, among other aspects.

Fig. 15. Simulation parameters

Fig. 13. Payload parameters for simulation
Fig. 16. Visibility simulation for the UCHSat-1

Fig. 14. Mission parameters for simulation
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Fig. 17. Results of parameters simulation for the UCHSat-1
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3.6 Events
As already mentioned, the UCHSat-1 during the simulation
day will have seven contacts with the ground stations,
3 with Panama and 4 with Santiago de Chile. Likewise,
UCHSat-1 will have 2 passes over the point of interest. The
details of these 9 data are described in Table 3.
Table 3. Events: Ground Station and Point of Interest Passes
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Appendix B: Details of 4 Passes over the Ground
Station of Santiago de Chile

Appendix A: Details of 3 Passes over the Ground
Station of Panama

Name

AOS UTC

LOS UTC

Duration

Max El.

[GS]
STG

29/03/2020
09:43:18

29/03/2020
09:49:53

395.71 s

17.6 deg

[GS]
STG

29/03/2020
11:15:07

29/03/2020
11:21:10

363.68 s

13.79 deg

[GS]
STG

29/03/2020
22:31:41

29/03/2020
22:38:55

434.30 s

25.51 deg

References

[GS]
STG

29/03/2020
00:04:17

29/03/2020
00:09:00

283.43 s

9.44 deg

[GS]
PAN
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11:04:21
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Abstract

A

s the increasing space debris threatens the safety of on-orbit spacecraft, it is the current topic to remove the space
debris. The aramid fibre cloth has good performance of intercepting the debris cloud, which has been used as the
stuffed structure of space shield configuration. The study of aramid fibre cloth re moving the space debris cloud was
carried out in the paper, and three fibre cloth intercepting structures are designed to intercept 5mm-dia meter aluminum
projectile with the velocities fro m 3.2 km/s to 5.4 km/s. The first structure is the single layer of aramid fibre cloth. The
second structure is several layers of aramid fibre cloths with some distance, and there is no stuffing between the cloths.
The third structure is also several layers of aramid fibre cloths, and there is Al honeycomb between the cloths. There are
several layers of Al plate placed after the intercepting structure, which are used to validate the cracking and decelerating
of the projectile. The impact process is recorded by the self-developed sequenced shadowgraph instrument, which is
mainly used to record the projectile integrity. The hypervelocity impact test results show that the aramid fibre cloth has
the effect of intercepting and decelerating the projectile, which validates preliminary the feasibility of aramid fibre cloth
being used to re move the space debris. In order to eliminate the effect of aramid fibre cloth cracking the projectile, it
needs to optimize the thickness and distance of the fibre cloth.
Keywords: space debris, aramid fibre cloth, removal, hypervelocity impact, deceleration
Nomenclature
d = the diameter of the projectile (mm)
V = the impact velocity of the projectile (km/s)
S1 = the distance between the interception structure and
the bumper (mm)
S2 = the distance between the two witness plates (mm)
T1 = the thickness of the first witness plate (mm)
T2 = the thickness of the second witness plate (mm)

1. Introduction

W

ith the increase of human space activity, there are
more and more space debris, which causes high
threaten to the safe operation of the on-orbit spacecraft.
Shielding and re moving the space debris have been the ma
in study in the field of space technique for mo re than
10 years. In shielding filed, the ma in study works
include developing new material and configuration with
low a real density and high shielding performance, and
many study results have been used in the improvement of
the space shield. At present, the main possible methods of
re moving space debris include laser energy [1-4], net [58], harpoon [8-11], robotics arm [12-16]. However, not a
single space debris has been removed yet [17] according
to the public reference. As space debris are moving with
hypervelocity, it is very hard to re move them. In the space
shield configuration, the stuffed aramid fabric has good
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performance of intercepting the debris cloud. The Ara midIII cloth has been used on the shielding configuration of onorbit spacecraft, and the PBO fibre has good performance
of flame retardant. The Ara mid-III and the PBO with high
tensile strength are chosen to decelerate and intercept the
model with hypervelocity without damage in the paper,
which also provides useful reference for re- recovering
model [18, 19] and removing space debris.

2. Design of test target
There are three kinds of intercepting structures, and they
are impacted with hypervelocity by the Al projectile . The
first structure is the single layer of aramid fibre cloth. The
second structure is several layers of aramid fibre cloths
with some distance, and there is no stuffing between the
cloths. The third structure is also several layers of aramid
fibre cloths, and there is Al honeycomb between the
cloths, which plays the role of bracing fib re cloth. When
the model with complicated contour impacts the fibre
cloth, the interaction force on the model may be uneven.
The model moving direction would be changed when it
penetrates the cloth. However, the channel effect of the
honeycomb may play the role of restricting the model
moving direct ion. The areal densities are 320.5 g/ m2
and 105 g/ m2 for the Aramid-III cloth and the PBO cloth,
and their thickness is 0.53 mm and 0.15 mm respectively.
For the Al honeycomb core, its height is 20 mm, and its
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side length is 10 mm, and its areal density is 321.2 g/m2.
the integrity and the deceleration of the projectile. The
When the projectile with
hypervelocity penetrates the
parameters of the target configuration are shown Table. 1.
th
70 International Astronautical Congress (IAC), Washington, D.C. 21-25 October 2019.
fibre cloth, it may be parceled
by
the
fibre
dust,
and
it
is
hard
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process are shown in Fig. 5. As the projectile is parceled
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a. Face of the 1st cloth

projectile may be still intact when it penetrates the third
cloth according to the bumper damage.

a. Face of the 1st cloth

b. Face of the 2nd cloth

c. Face of the 3 cloth

d. Face of the bumper

b. Face of the 2nd cloth

121mm

2. The diameter of the penetration hole on the bumper
is 7.80 mm. The big penetration hole of the rear plate is
16.5x11.6 mm, and the penetration holes are distributed
in the range of φ65 mm, and the small bulges on the back
are distributed in the range φ35mm. The projectile is intact
before impact.

Fig. 2 The accessorial frame
Fig. 2 The accessorial frame
bulges on the back are distributed in the range φ35mm.
The on
projectile
intact
before impact.
bulges
the backisare
distributed
in the range φ35mm.
The projectile is intact before impact.

c. Face of the 3rd cloth
d. Face of the bumper
Fig. 4 Main damage images of the target A02
2nd cloth

Bumper

e. Face of the rear plate
Fig. 6 Main damage images of the target A03

Fig. 2 The accessorial frame
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of the
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is 21.2x15.7 mm. The shadowgraph images of the impact

a. t=0			
b. t=8 µs
Fig. 5 Shadowgraph image sequences of projectile
impacting the target A02 (d=5.00 mm, V=5.42 km/s)
For target A03 (d=5.00 mm, V=4.28 km/s), the damage
images of fabric cloth and the bumper are shown in Fig.
6. The penetration holes of the three cloths are φ9.0 mm,
φ8.5 mm and φ8.0 mm respectively. And there are black
dust distributed on the circular of φ70 mm for the third
cloth. The penetration hole of the bumper is φ9.0 mm, and
there are black dust distributed on range of φ45 mm. The
big penetration hole o f the rear plate is 11.0x18. 0mm, and
the penetration holes are distributed in the range of φ80
mm, and the small bulges on the back are distributed in
the range φ42 mm. The shadowgraph images of the impact
process are shown in Fig. 7. As the projectile is parceled by
the dust when it penetrated the second and the third cloth,
it is hard to judge the projectile integrity. However, the

2nd cloth

Bumper

a. t=0		
b. t=8 µs
Fig.7 Shadowgraph image sequences of projectile
impacting the target A03 (d=5.00 mm, V=4.28 km/s)
For target A04 (d=5.00 mm, V=4.19 km/s), the damage
images of fabric cloth, Al honeycomb and the bumper a re
shown in Fig. 8. The penetration holes of the five cloths are
φ8.90 mm, 22x22 mm, 25x22 mm, 26x23 mm and 32x30
mm. The damage areas of the five honeycombs are φ34 mm,
φ38 mm,φ40 mm, φ45 mm and φ65 mm. As the projectile
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impacts the interception structure, the penetration hole
of cloth and the damage area of the A l honeycomb a re
increased gradually. The bumper is penetrated with two
holes of φ8.40 mm and φ5.50 mm distributed in the range
of φ33 mm, and there are black dust distributed in the
range of φ60 mm. The shadowgraph images of the impact
process are shown in Fig. 9. According the target damage
and shadowgraph images, the projectile is cracked when
it penetrates the interception structure, and it may have
been damaged when the projectile penetrates the first
layer of Al honeycomb.

a. Face of the 1st cloth

b. The 1st honeycomb
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Bumper

Bumper

Projectile

Projectile

i. Face of the 5th cloth

j. The 5th honeycomb

g. Face of the bumper
Fig. 8 Main damage images of the target A04
Bumper

a. t=0			
b. t=8 µs
Fig. 11 Shadowgraph image sequences of projectile
impacting the target A05 (d=5.00 mm, V=4.18 km/s)
For target A06 (d=5.00 mm, V=4.33 km/s), the damage
images of fibre cloth, the bumper and the rear plate are
shown in Fig. 12. The penetration hole o f the fibre cloth
is 8.1x8.4 mm. The diameter of the penetration hole on
the bumper is 8.65 mm. The big penetration hole of the
rear plate is 25.8x25.5 mm, and the penetration holes are
distributed in the range of φ77 mm, and the small bulges
on the back are distributed in the range φ45 mm. The
shadowgraph images of the impact process are shown
in Fig. 13. The projectile is parceled by the dust when it
penetrates the fibre cloth, and the parceling phenomenon
is weakened as the projectile moving forward. According
the target damage and shadowgraph images, the projectile
is intact when it penetrates the fibre cloth.

Interception
structure

c. Face of the 2nd cloth

e. Face of the 3rd cloth

d. The 2nd honeycomb

f. The 3rd honeycomb

a. t=0		
b. t=8µs
Fig. 9 Shadowgraph image sequences of projectile
impacting the target A04 (d=5.00 mm, V=4.19 km/s)
For target A05 (d=5.00 mm, V=4.18 km/s), the damage
images of the bumper and the rear plate are shown in Fig.
10. The diameter of the penetration hole on the bumper
is 8.40 mm. The b ig penetration hole of the rear plate is
21.6x15.5 mm, and the penetration holes are distributed
in the range of φ75 mm, and the small bulges on the back
are distributed in the range 45x41 mm. The shadowgraph
images of the impact process are shown in Fig. 11. According
the target damage and shadowgraph images, the projectile
is intact before impact.

a. Face of the fibre cloth

b. Face of the bumper

c. Face of the rear plate
Fig. 12 Main damage images of the target A06

g. Face of the 4th cloth
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h. The 4th honeycomb

a. Face of the bumper
b. Face of the rear plate
Fig. 10 Main damage images of the target A05

a. t=0		

b. t=8 µs

c. t=16µs
Fig. 13 Shadowgraph image sequences of projectile
impacting the target A06 (d=5.00 mm, V=4.33 km/s)
4.2 Discussion and analysis
According to the target damage images and the
shadowgraph image sequences of impact process, aramid
cloth is one effective method to decelerate the projectile
and keep its integrity. The backward load on the projectile
can not exceed 10% o f the forward load during the
process of decelerating and re-covering the model with
hypervelocity. When the thickness of the fibre cloth attains
the certain value, the interaction time between the model
and the fibre is long enough to crack the model. There
fore, the fibre cloth thickness and their distances should be
optimized according to the model size and moving velocity.
When contact method is used to re move the space
debris, it may generate the secondary debris during the
hypervelocity contact, which should be mainly considered
and eliminated.
The projectile is parceled by the dust when it penetrates
the fibre cloth, and it is hard to justify the projectile
damage in the shadowgraph image. The vision image may
justify the projectile damage. As the big distance between
the fibre cloth, it needs big space to fix the m. The ballistic
range of CA RDC has the 200m- long chamber [22], and the
equipped two stage light gas gun can launch the model
to hypervelocity, and the equipped shadowgraph imaging
system and vision measurement system [23] can be used
to record the process of model penetrating the cloth.
Meanwhile , the equipped measuring velocity system can
obtain the velocity change of the fibre cloth on the model.
The relative work will be carried out.
The Al honeycomb placed between the cloths plays the
role of bracing and restricting deform on the fibre cloth,
which increases the rigidity of the fibre cloth and the effect
on the projectile . When projectile impacts at the acme
of the honeycomb core, the projectile will be incised and
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cracked [24]. The improvement on the assembling structure
of the fibre cloth will be carried out.

5.

Conclusions

The hypervelocity impact test results show that the ara mid
fibre cloth has the effect of intercepting and decelerating
the projectile with hypervelocity. The feasibility of using the
aramid cloth to decelerate and intercept the debris cloud
is validated preliminarily. The study results provide useful
reference for capturing the space debris, decelerating
and intercepting model with hypervelocity. In the future,
the thickness and the distance of the fibre cloth, and their
structure mode will be improved. And the relative study
work will be carried out on the ballistic range.
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Abstract

D

uring the recent times, the growth of the global interest in the space exploration of the surface of Moon/Mars
is tremendous. With increasing advanced technology for planetary exploration, every mission including robotic
exploration with landers, vehicles, spacecraft, rovers, space colonies and communication purposes are required an
external power generation source and storage systems to fulfill the power requirements during space exploration
missions. To ensure the continuous external power supply system on moon surface, Notion Robotics Lab has designed a
prototype solar power tower and install a serial sophisticated solar powered Transformers of Heliostats and architecture
for successive missions in the desired same region and for simultaneous powering of multiple platforms thus enabling to
charge from the Heliostats. As procedures will be needed to combat the temperature differential that will occur on such
a structure when exposed to sunlight on one end and the cold of deep space on the other. This prototype solar power
tower will be equipped with autonomous system mounted with antenna mast and camera to support the system. This
tower will be tall enough to receive sunlight continuously and therefore provide a continuous supply of electric power to
lunar base. The research paper is in its initial development and presents an overall view of a new technology integrated
summary of the Future Landers with Artificial Intelligence to address the challenge building of Lunar Transformers /
Heliostats and to transform a region of an extreme hazardous environment into a friendly micro-environment/habitat,
thus projecting solar energy at the location’s where Robots or Human operate.
Keywords: - Prototype Solar Power Tower, Lunar Transformer, Autonomous Systems, Heliostats.

1. Introduction

S

pace exploration expands the envelope of human
knowledge and presence throughout the solar system,
and this process has been accelerated by a combination
of human and robotic activities. With increasing advanced
technology for planetary exploration, the next generation
solar power system for Vehicles, Spaceflight, Lander’s
in outer space and earth, using prototype solar power
tower and heliostats and storage systems, is becoming an
essential requirement for any space mission.
During the recent times, the growth of the global interest
in the space exploration of the surface of Moon/Mars is
tremendous. Better understanding of the Lunar surface
geology, geochemistry, morphology, geo-engineering and
atmospheric science will provide more valuable insights
to comparative planetary origins, the potential for pastpresent life and capabilities of the Lunar environment to
sustain a long term robotic –human colonized habitat/
presence.
To design the Autonomous Robotic Rover with
advanced Payloads /Instruments to bring in a new
transformation in the region of Lunar and survive extreme
space hazardous environment is the biggest challenge for

the new space exploration. The main survival is to have a
Power Generation, Power Houses/Transformer Heliostat
Stations and Thermal Control as an ingredients that would
allow the fleet of Robotic Rovers to cope with the Lunar
Transformers. Using the resources, example harnessing
the sun energy or using the Radioisotope Thermoelectric
Generator (RTG). The main perspective and objective of
this study is to have the advanced heliostat stations and
to project solar energy to the precise locations around the
autonomous fleet of rovers explorers , transforming it into
a friendly survivable environment thus enabling us to give
more experimental insights into future robot and human
habitat.
In this Sections we provide different perspectives on
notion rover, applications and directions of initial related
development. Section 2 outlines the notion concept, general
architecture , operational approach and deployment into
future testing, Section 3 overviews the architecture, the
software and functional organization of the rover.
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2. Missions, Goals, Integrated Design of
Autonomous Rover with the Prototype Solar
Power Tower and Artificial Intelligence Software,
TF Technologies
•
•
•

Phase 1- To design and integrate with Neural Network/
Artificial Intelligence for path planning of Autonomous
Robotic Rover System for Moon/Planetary Exploration.
Phase 2- To design and develop the Prototype Solar
Power Tower with Advanced Communication System
to know the surrounded environments.
Phase 3- To design, develop and install a Prototype
of Serial Sophisticated Solar Powered Transformers
of Heliostats and architecture for successive missions
in the desired same region and for simultaneous
powering of multiple platforms thus enabling the
rovers to charge from the heliostats.
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is stereoscopic camera system that will also have the
ability to zoom in on interesting targets 4. To develop
and sophisticated Alpha Particle X-ray Spectrometer
and to measure the composition and distribution of
various elements on the lunar surface by observing
the scattered X-rays from the bombardment of alpha
particles on rocks 5. To develop Imaging Spectrometer
to measure the composition and resources of the lunar
surface via imaging and spectrometry in the visible and
near-infrared wavelengths.
-To adapt an new approach Notion Planner for long -range
planetary navigation that bridges the gap between path
planning and classical planning. Notion Planning calls upon
the Incremental Search Engine (ISE) to enable heuristic
path planning and efficient re-planning.

3. Construction of Autonomous Robotic Rover

-To study the topography of the Shackleton crater, karst,
cave etc.

3.1 Advanced Instruments System

3.2 Rover Concept and Testing Notion

-To examine and design a field Integrated Design and
Operations Rover with robotic arm for Lunar Surface
Exploration with advanced payloads thus able to satisfy the
full set to target scientific exploration requirements with
300-310W of Power.

Notion is a technology integration and mission simulation
tested for semi-autonomous in situ science exploration.
The usual operational paradigm for this class of rover is
as follows: Based on down-linked panoramic imagery, as
obtained from a rover-mounted camera’s, notion scientists
designate nearby targets of interest to which the rover
navigates via intermediate way-points. These are designed
ground coordinate locations, as referenced to the rover
world frame and/or features autonomously recognizable
by on-board sensing (information which taken together
constitute part of trajectory sequence planning). The
rover visually detects and avoids local obstacles en- route,
while updating absolute trajectory coordinates. Rover
localization over short distances is projectable from onboard odometry and inertial measurements; an extended
traverse is referenced to sun-sensor absolute heading.
Either source can be supplemented by visual terrain
tracking/matching. In any case, it is usual and safe practice
to confirm a hypothesized rover position by ground
analysis—contrasting latest rover downlink imagery with
an expected position (re-initializing local position in a larger
panorama, setting as needed new local coordinate frame
references for science activities).
This rover weighs approximately 140 to 160 Kilograms
including a payload mass of 20 Kilograms and solar power
tower weight approximately 30 to 40 Kilograms. It features
a mast that facilitates the vehicle’s stereo and navigation
cameras and communication antenna, standing about 1.50
meters tall. The rover body is rectangular cuboids that
feature solar panels and a robotic arm that holds part of the
instrument payload. The rover is expected to survive three
months in the harsh environment on the lunar surface –
three lunar days & nights.

Fig.1. Notion Robotics Autonomous Robotic Rover
-Advanced instruments are selected as the payloads
including Robotic Arm with advanced drill, 3D Panoramic
Cameras, Ground Penetrating Radar IR Acoustic
Spectrometer , X-ray Spectrometer, Engineering Cameras,
Navigational Camera and Infrared Point Spectrometer,
also a front mounted robot arm with multiple smaller
instruments etc.
1.
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To develop 3D Cam and objective is to acquire 3D
imagery of the lunar Surface for surveying the terrain,
geographical features and structures, and craters inside
the target region. It will also monitor the operational
state of the Lander 2. The objective of the Ground
Penetration Radar is to measure the lunar soil depth
and the structural distribution of soil, magma ,lava tube
and sub-surface rock layers 3. To use the Mast Cam,

3.3 Power & Thermal Control System
The rover uses two rectangular solar panels that are locked
on the top deck of the rover for launch and descent and
deploy shortly after landing. Using the panels to generate
electrical power, the rover operates throughout the two
weeks of lunar day and charges its battery to survive the
long lunar night. In its Lunar-Night-Sleep Mode, the rover
is powered down to a large extent, only running core
functions such as health monitoring and powering survival
heaters.
The Rover carries Radioisotope Heater Units distributed
throughout the vehicle to keep critical components at
acceptable temperatures. RHUs unlike RTGs only provide
thermal energy and no electricity. Using a small amount
of a radioactive isotope (presumably Pu-238), the RHUs
can provide about 1 Watt of thermal energy over a period
of several decades. Typically, small RHUs weigh about 40
grams including shielding and are very compact in size,
enabling them to be installed at various positions within a
spacecraft for thermal control. The rover also uses passive
thermal control featuring multilayer insulation to keep the
vehicle from overheating in the sun.
3.4 Locomotion System
Notion rover uses a six-wheeled main- and sub-rockerbogie suspension system similar to that used by NASA’s
Mars Exploration Rovers and Curiosity. The vehicle features
rockers on each side of the suspension system that are
connected to each other and the rover chassis through a
differential. This technique allows the rover to maintain
balance – when one rocker goes up because the vehicle
driving over a small obstacle, the other side goes down.
One end of a rocker is outfitted with a wheel while the
other is pivoted to a bogie. This design allows the rover
to climb over obstacles while keeping all six wheels on the
ground. The tilt stability of the rover depends on the height
of its center of gravity.
This six rover wheels are individually powered by six
brushless DC motors. According to computer animations
showing the rover, steering motors are used on the front
and rear wheels which would allow the rover to turn in
place. Each wheel has cleats that provide grip when driving
through the fine lunar regolith. Rover can tolerate slopes
of up to 20 degrees and drive over obstacles of up to 20
centimeters. Overall, the rover has been conceptualized for
a total driving distance of up to 10 Kilometers.

4. Proposed Integrated Neural Network Model
/ Artificial Intelligence for Path-Planning of
Autonomous Robotic Rover Systems for Moon/
Planetary Exploration
The advancement of robotics and space exploration in
foray of technology that involves the manufacturing,
design, and maintenance of robot machines that can
operate in an autonomous robotic rugged design and can

be used in a wide variety of applications including space
exploration, weaponry, household, and transportation. The
most sophisticated planetary rover which is a robot vehicle
that moves across the surface of a planet and conducts
detailed geological studies pertaining to the properties of
the landing cosmic environment is designed developed by
the Notions Computational Scientists. Rovers are always
impeded by obstacles along the traveling path which can
destabilize the rover’s body and prevent it from reaching
its goal destination. This paper proposes an ANN model
that allows rover systems to carry out autonomous pathplanning to successfully navigate through challenging
planetary terrains and follow their goal location while
avoiding dangerous obstacles. The proposed ANN is a
multilayer network made out of three layers: an input, a
hidden, and an output layer. The network is trained in
offline mode using back -propagation supervised learning
algorithm. A software-simulated rover is developed and
experimented and it revealed that it was able to follow the
safest trajectory despite existing obstacles. As future work,
the proposed ANN is to be parallelized so as to speed-up
the execution time of the training process.
4.1 Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks or ANNs for short are very
influential brain-inspired computational models, which
have been employed in various areas such as computing,
medicine, engineering, economics, and many others. ANNs
are composed of a certain number of simple computational
elements called neurons, organized into a structured graph
topology made out of several consecutive layers and
immensely interconnected through a series of links called
the synaptic weights. Synaptic weights are often associated
with variable numerical values that can be adapted so as to
allow the ANN to change its behavior based on the problem
being tackled.
Training an Artificial Neural Network is usually done by
feeding the network’s input with a pattern to learn. The
network then transmits the pattern through its weights
and neurons until it generates a final output value.
Afterwards, training or a learning algorithm compares
the produced output value to an expected output and if
the error range is high, the algorithm marginally alters
the network’s weights so that if the same pattern is fed
again to the network, the output error would be smaller
than the previous iteration. This process gets repeated
for many cycles called epochs using different set of input
patterns until the network produces acceptable outputs for
all inputs. This learning progression allows the network to
identify many patterns and further generalize to new and
unseen patterns. Such type of training is called supervised
learning which uses classified pattern information to train
the network in offline mode. On the other hand, there
exists what so called the unsupervised learning which uses
only minimum information without pre-classification to
train the network while being in online mode. Some of the
most successful supervised learning approaches are feed-
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forward and back- propagation; while, the most successful
unsupervised learning approaches are the Hebbian and the
competitive learning rule.
4.2 The Proposed Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Model
This paper proposes an Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
model for robotic planetary rover systems to accomplish
path-planning on harsh and bumpy terrains. Its aim is
to let the rover vehicle navigates through and follows
its intended goal location while avoiding collisions with
obstacles, rocks, holes, and sharp slopes of arbitrary shape
and size. The movement of the rover is fully autonomous
as it is totally controlled by the neural network without
any human assistance except when training the network in
offline mode.
The proposed ANN is a three layers “2-3-2” network
composed of an input, a hidden, and an output layer. The
input layer is made out of 2 input source nodes x and y with
two corresponding neurons which are physically fed by the
rover’s sensors. The hidden layer is made out of 3 neurons
which receive input data from the input layer and multiply
them by the values of the synaptic weights denoted by Wij
and then forward the resulted values to the output layer.
The output layer is made out of 2 neurons that are directly
linked to the rover’s motors which control its movement
and its mechanical operation.
The employed activation function is Sigmoid for the
hidden neurons; whereas, it is linear for the output neurons.
The synaptic weights range from W00 to W13 and they
represent the interconnection between the different
neurons of the network. Additionally, two biases are
employed in the hidden and the output layers to regulate
and limit the output of the network and they are denoted
by bh and bo.
Formally, the proposed neural network can be defined
as follows:
NN = {I, T, W, A } where I denotes the set of input
nodes, T denotes the topology of the network including
the number of layers and the number of their neurons, W
denotes the set of synaptic weights values, and A denotes
the activation function.
I ={x, y}
T = {Lin-2, Lh03, Lout-2}
WLin = {W00, W01, W02, W10, W11, W12, W20, W21,
W22}…………………….…………..(1)
Wh0-3 = {W00, W01, W02, W03, W10, W11, W12, W13} A
= {1/1+e–t, 1}…………………...(2)

Fig.2. ANN Architecture
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4.3 Advantages of ANN in Space Applications
Artificial Neural Networks have many ad vantages in space
applications due to the following reasons:
1. Generally, a space rover system is required to process
a very high number of parameters that are variable,
complex, and received from multiple sources.
2. Neural Networks can handle such large-scale problems
as it is able to classify objects well even when the
distribution of objects in the N-dimensional parameter
space is very complex.
Performance: Due to the nature of neural networks in
executing in a parallel fashion, they can solve problems with
multiple constraints and large number of data elements at
high-speed and simultaneously. Using parallel technology,
rover systems can increase their responsiveness and
quickness in detecting, identifying, and handling new
patterns behaviors.
Adaptability: Due to the dynamic and always-evolving
conditions and challenges in space exploration missions,
space rovers are always faced with new trends and patterns.
Neural networks can cope with such circumstances as they
are adaptable to unseen situations and have the capability
to learn data, identify new patterns, and detect trends. A
process that is too complex to be achieved by traditional
computational techniques
Low Energy Consumption: Commonly, rovers are
powered by solar panels which generate energy from
light and photons particles, and then store it into internal
batteries with limited lifetime and capacity. A supervisedtrained neural network often learns and adjusts its synaptic
weights in offline mode; thus, relieving the rover from
carrying out insensitive mathematical computations at
runtime and consequently reducing processing power,
energy, and power consumption.
Robustness & Fault Tolerance: Since in a space
applications a cosmic ray can be very destructive, it has
however a little impact on neural networks as it can only
destroy a few of the neurons, but not the thousands and the
millions of neurons which would be able to compensate.
For the damage and therefore the output of the network
would not be significantly affected.

5. Proposed a Patented Prototype Solar Power
Tower and Storage Systems to Fulfill the Power
Requirements
5.1 Solar Power Tower (SPT)
Solar power towers (SPT), also known as central receiver
systems (CRS), use a heliostat field collector (HFC), i.e., a
field of sun tracking reflectors, called heliostats that reflect
and concentrate the sun rays onto a central receiver placed
in the top of a fixed tower. Heliostats are flat or slightly
concave mirrors that follow the sun in a two axis tracking.
In the central receiver, heat is absorbed by a heat transfer
fluid (HTF), which then transfers heat to heat exchangers
that power a steam Rankine power cycle. Some commercial

tower plants now in operation use direct steam generation
(DSG), others use different fluids, including molten salts as
HTF and storage medium. The concentrating power of the
tower concept achieves very high temperatures, thereby
increasing the efficiency at which heat is converted into
electricity and reducing the cost of thermal storage.

Fig.5. Battery Management System
5.4 Solar Panel
Fig.3. Prototype Solar Power Tower Integrating with
Autonomous Rover
5.2 Microwave Beaming
Lunar Solar Power (LSP) arrays would receive higher energy
density from sunlight. The key to lunar based solar to
landers is microwave transmission. Energy from the sun
can be converted into microwave in the same way radar
beam generated.

Fig.4. Power Transmission System
5.3 Battery
Notion Robotics Lab designed the Li-ion battery that stores
energy. The way that it stores energy is by holding different
electro-chemically active materials together is such a
fashion so that they can generate and store free electrons
(electrical potential energy) for long periods of time and
only deliver that energy when the battery user demands
it. The inherent properties of the electro-chemically active
materials allow them to store energy chemically and then
release that energy electrically as a bi-product of a chemical
reaction.

Notion Robotics Lab has designed thin solar panel (also
solar module, photovoltaic module or photovoltaic panel)
is a packaged, connected assembly of photovoltaic cells.
The solar panel can be used as a component of a larger
photovoltaic system to generate and supply electricity
in commercial and residential applications. Each panel
is rated by its DC output power under standard test
conditions, and typically ranges from 100 to 320 watts.
The efficiency of a panel determines the area of a panel
given the same rated output - an 8% efficient 230 watt
panel will have twice the area of a 16% efficient 230 watt
panel. Because a single solar panel can produce only
a limited amount of power, most installations contain
multiple panels. A photovoltaic system typically includes
an array of solar panels, an inverter, and sometimes a
battery and or solar tracker and interconnection wiring.
Solar panels use light energy (photons) from the sun to
generate electricity through the photovoltaic effect. The
majority of modules use wafer-based crystalline silicon
cells or thin-film cells based on cadmium telluride or
silicon. The structural (load carrying) member of a module
can either be the top layer or the back layer. Cells must
also be protected from mechanical damage and moisture.
Most solar panels are rigid, but semi-flexible ones are
available, based on thin-film cells.
Lunar Solar Power Tower System:
• Initial: 5kW to 10 KW
• Non-Nuclear/ Non-Mechanical
• Solar Cells
- Current technology: 300 W to 500 W/kg
- From 300 to 3000kg to transport lightweight cells
- High costs
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Fig.6. Lunar Silicon Solar Cell
There are many advantages of collecting solar power on
the Moon rather than in orbit. First is saving the cost of
launching tons of materials from the Moon and, perhaps
more of a problem, catching the material in space. The
work of processing and construction would be easier in the
low gravity of the lunar surface than in zero gravity.
Even the problem of what to do with waste products is
much easier on the Moon, as are the problems of housing
and shielding workers.

2.

6. Autonomous Rover Control & Navigation

3.

This rover uses an onboard Delaunay algorithm that analyzes
imagery acquired by the Navigation and Hazard Avoidance
Cameras in real time using a stereo imagery analysis tool.
This way, the rover is able to recognize obstacles and hazards
that are automatically avoided. Furthermore, the rover is
able to identify driving targets and autonomously plan the
path towards the target location constantly determining its
own attitude using its onboard sensors and identifying its
relative position using real-time imagery.
Rover tele-operation from the ground is also planned
to be utilized. The signal delay for a two-way trip from
the Moon and back is 2.5 seconds allowing near real-time
interactions with the rover and insight into its performance
on the surface.
6.1. Multi Robot Distributed Control
We describe architecture for the development of autonomy
software for multi-robot distributed control and collective
estimation. That Control Architecture for Multi-Robot
Planetary Outposts provides communication facilities
for sharing of state information across robots and it uses
a behavior network for representation and execution of
group activities as well as the activities of a single robots.
6.2 Proposed Notion Software for Cooperative and
Coordinated Activities:
Notion Software consists of a number of key mechanisms
and architectural components that facilitate development
of multi robot systems for cooperative and coordinated
activities. These include the following:
1. Modular Task Decomposition: Following a behavior-
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4.

based methodology, The Software provides
fundamental building blocks for describing a system
in terms of task-achieving modules known as a
behavior-producing module or a behavior, for short.
While a behavior provides a convenient and efficient
architectural substrate to encapsulate perception
and action, it is its interactions with other behaviorproducing modules that generate the final behavior
of the system. In its current implementation, task
decomposition is done by hand and encoded in a
script/plan, which is then executed by the agents.
We are currently working towards extending with
automated planning of joint team activities.
Behavior Coordination Mechanisms: A system’s behavior
is described as a network of behaviors that interact
with each other and with the environment through
sensors and effectors. The behavior interactions are
regulated through behavior coordination mechanisms
(BCMs). The BCMs are used to restrict and control the
behavioral interactions so that the system can operate
according to its specifications. In other words, the
BCMs are used to ensure that the behaviors interact in
a desired and consistent manner.
Group Coordination: The Software uses the same task
decomposition scheme and representation to describe
group activities, the deference being that the nodes
(behaviors) of the network are distributed across
the group of robots and connected through implicit
(supported by extraprioceptive sensing) or explicit
(radio) communication.
Communications Infrastructure: Relying on sensing
for communication is not a feasible solution because
sensing can be unreliable, the sensory envelope is
often more range-limited than radio communication
and it requires more computation for processing than
is usually the case with radio communication.

The Software provides a software infrastructure that allows
transparent inter-robot communication, which enables the
robots to share state information, sensors, actuators, etc.
Future work developing control software for multirobot systems using the conventional tools used for singlerobot systems can become rather tedious and challenging.
One challenge stems from the lack of access to the state
of a multi-robot system, which is required for decisionmaking and control. Another challenge is the limitations
of conventional representations for the description of
group activities for a set of distributed entities with
independent computing platforms. A related challenge is
need for coordination of the activities of individual robots
to accomplish a desired group activity. These are hard
challenges for multi-robot, in particular for tasks which
require tight coordination of activities and where the
robots actions and states are interdependent. Our Software
provides communication facilities for sharing of state
information across robots and it uses a behavior network
for representation and execution of group activities in the
same way that it represents the activities of a single robot.

In our research, we have shown that Software almost
bridges the gap between multiple robots and provides a
level of abstraction that enables us to develop multi-robot
software in a manner much similar to what we use for
single robot software development. For future work, we
are interested in further bridging this gap by extending Our
Software with task planning capabilities and automation of
group activity generation. Currently, we use Notion facilities
to hand-craft the behavior network that represents a group
activity. We are investigating approaches to automate this
process so that behavior networks can be generated and
implemented automatically.

7. Advanced Heliostats and Sophisticated
Transformer
The biggest challenge is to build Lunar Transformers/
Heliostats and transform a region of extreme hazardous
and extreme environment into a favorable friendly
microenvironment projecting energy at a specific location
where robots operate for future missions.
Notion Robotics Lab have come up with a new design
for concentrated Solar Power that reduces the required
amount of land while boosting the amount of sunlight the
heliostat mirrors collect. The most beautiful example of
biomimicry yet, it’s inspired by sunflowers and developed a
computational model to evaluate the efficiency of heliostat
layouts — the system divides each mirror into discrete
sections and accurately calculates the amount of light each
section reflects at any given moment.
The study formulates the new paradigm shift in the
advancement of the concept. Advance the TF Concept
with various studies and prototype of a mission scenario of
Shackleton crater.
1. Focus on a polar volatile mission- to study and perform
a detailed mission concept analysis, eliminate highest
remaining risks. Increase TRL in various stages thus
providing robustness solutions to radiation, dust
meteorites, asteroids
2. 2Study the multi-hop reflections to project beyond line
of sight thus enabling the light into caves thus helping
controlled energy focus to reduce spill
3. Design study and scalability of the TFs unit with case
histories of 1000m2 with a 100-micron and a weight
of 8 -10 kg.
The micro-environment would have an advanced fleet
of small rovers and proves with Artificial Intelligence
with Neural imaging and would conduct a new series of
experiments. The experiments would be building of a series
of Heliostats or Lunar Transformers(LTs). Transformers are a
class of Robotic Systems. They transform the environment
/habitat of the region, and also adapt to the needs through
functional and shape Lunar Surface embeds A) solar cells
and batteries. B) Reflectors to redirect energy. C) Precisely
redirect energy through actuation and control elements to
change the shape and D) Computing.
The primary benefit of a TF is to make possible
affordable missions that require survival for long periods

of time without direct or with limited solar input. This way,
environments without sunlight (such as craters and caves)
can use TFs located in Sun-illuminated areas outside to
project energy inside the permanently shaded areas, power
solar panels, heat, illuminate, and relay communications.
This report shows how a TF can be used in missions to
lunar craters, lunar lava tubes, and Martian caves, relevant
both for space science and for human exploration, TFs are
the preferred solution for some missions and the enabling
solution for new mission categories, in particular missions
with multiple smaller rovers/probes, which cannot
accommodate their own power/heating in the constrained
size.
The concept and solutions for the Mission and the TFs
can be used in missions to lunar craters lunar lava tubes,
and caves which is relevant for Space Science/exploration
and also for future human exploration. The multiple rovers
is to build a multiple heliostats stations to direct the light to
the lunar crater.

Fig.7. Advanced TFs and Heliostat Design for Crater
Mission on the Moon
To perform a high level concept for Crater Missions on
the Moon Shackleton Crater and a deep analysis of both
mission trade-offs and also optical and thermal analyses
for providing power for charging the solar panels and
maintaining the rover warm while working to 30-80 k
crater temperatures. To design different generation of
rovers depending upon the study A rover with Notion
technology is to able to satisfy the requirements of the full
set of target scientific exploration with 250-300W of power.
The small sized co-operative networked rovers would carry
scientific payloads for different complex tasks. To embed
the functions in-100 micron layers such that the weight is
below 100 kgs and packs in less than 1 m3. To develop in
built functions including pointing, sun tracking and a means
to compute and actuate in the desired shape.
7.1 Heliostat and Field Layout
A single heliostat includes a set of mirrors, a tracking
system, a frame, a structure foundation and control
system. The heliostat turns so as to keep reflecting sunlight
toward a predetermined target, compensating for the
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sun's apparent motions in the sky. The target may be a
physical object, distant from the heliostat, or a direction
in space. To do this, the reflective surface of the mirror is
kept perpendicular to the bisector of the angle between
the directions of the sun and the target as seen from the
mirror. In almost every case, the target is stationary relative
to the heliostat, so the light is reflected in a fixed direction.

7.2 Heliostat Field

Fig.10. Architecture of Heliostat

Fig.8. Solar Power Tower with Heliostats

Fig.9. Heliostats System
Most modern heliostats are controlled by computers.
The computer is given the latitude and longitude of the
heliostat's position on the earth and the time and date.
From these, using astronomical theory, it calculates the
direction of the sun as seen from the mirror, e.g. its compass
bearing and angle of elevation. Then, given the direction
of the target, the computer calculates the direction of
the required angle-bisector, and sends control signals to
motors, often stepper motors, so they turn the mirror to the
correct alignment. This sequence of operations is repeated
frequently to keep the mirror properly oriented. Large
installations such as solar-thermal power stations include
fields of heliostats comprising many mirrors. Usually, all the
mirrors in such a field are controlled by a single computer.
The components of a heliostat are given below:
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Drive Components: These include azimuth and elevation
gear, motor drives, and all linkages. Based upon the
historical structural performance and costs for a heliostat
system, the drive unit is both the main cost driver, as well
as the most likely component to fail. In order to validate
the design and derive a consistent and cost effective unit,
the drive should be tested to the criteria in “Heliostats
Design Optical Performance,” below. The drive system
rated capacity should be based upon test rather than the
manufacturer’s nominal catalog ratings.
Heliostat Structural Components: These include all
mirrors support, the mirror attachment screws, the frames,
the torque tubes, and the foundations, but exclude the
drive mechanism. These items should be designed using
loads from Peterka and Derickson (1992) and the standard
building code factors of safety. Note that wind force levels
W1, W2, and W3 are considered operating load cases so
no increases in allowable stresses should be included. For
the W4 wind loads, allowable stresses may be increased as
permitted by the codes for short-term loads.
Tracking System: In the solar field, each heliostat
tracks the sun to minimize the cosine effect, and
therefore maximize the solar energy collection through
positioning its surface normal to the bisection of the
angle subtended by sun and the solar receiver. Heliostat
sun tracking can be classified either as Open loop system
or as closed loop system. The open loop system is based
on astronomic formulae relating the sun’s position to
the system geometry. This system is reliable-low cost
and it is recommended for larger solar field because the
heliostat is under computer control. On the other hand,
the closed loop system uses sensor to track the sun. This
system is then more accurate and very useful for small
heliostat fields. However, this system suffers from lower
performance during cloudy period. Two sun-tracking
methods are usually applied in CRS, i.e., the Azimuth–
Elevation (A–E) and Spinning–Elevation (S–E). Compared
with A–E the S–E tracking method allows more solar
energy collection at the receiver and reduces spillage
losses by 10–30%.

Heliostat field is the area surrounding the solar tower which
has a number of heliostats placed in a predetermined
manner. The best position for locating heliostats relative
to the receiver and how high to place the receiver above
the field constitute a multifaceted problem, in which costs
and heliostat “loss” mechanisms are the variables. The
layout of the heliostat field is an important aspect which
decides the efficiency of the power plant. The main types
of field layout are North-South radially staggered and
surrounding type. In a North-South type layout, there are
more number of heliostats placed on the northern side
of the field. This is done to increase the thermal energy
received on the central receiver. The radially staggered
design helps in saving the losses caused by blocking and
shadowing of the heliostats. In a surrounding type layout,
the heliostats are placed on equal intervals and the
number of heliostats to be placed in a particular row is
calculated accordingly.

Fig.11. Heliostats Field

8. Research and Development
--

--

Notion Robotics Lab has developed and plans to fly a
small satellite about the size of a small cube that could
help answer astrobiology fundamental questions
about the origin, evolution and distribution of the
life in the universe. We plan as secondary payload
micro/nano-satellite, an innovative way to extend and
enhance scientist’s opportunities to conduct research
in low Earth orbit by providing an alternative to the
International Space Station (ISS) or space shuttle
investigations. With our payload we can analyse the
stability of organics in the local space environment in
real-time and test flight hardware that can be used for
future payloads to address fundamental astrobiology
objectives.
We study the Solar Irradiance and Earth Radiation.
The micro/nano-satellite aims at measuring on the

---

same platform the absolute value of the Total Solar
Irradiance (TSI) and its variability, and the different
components of the Earth Radiation.
-Critical components of instruments payloads of future
large missions (coatings, UV filter etc.) also represent
an excellent alternative for instrumentation testing.
-This research paper is patented under Notion Robotics
Lab.

9. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presents an Artificial Neural Network model
for robotic rover systems to perform autonomous pathplanning during space exploration missions. The proposed
ANN is a three-layer network composed of three layers:
an input, a hidden, and an output layer. The network is
trained through a supervised learning approach using the
back-propagation algorithm. The purpose of the model is
to control the movement of space rovers allowing them
to travel across Lunar/ Planetary surfaces while avoiding
obstacles in a complete autonomous manner. Experiments
conducted showed that a software-simulated rover was
able to avoid collision with obstacles and reached its goal
location through the safe and correct trajectory.
As future work, the back-propagation algorithm, used
in training the proposed network, is to be parallelized so
as to take advantage of parallel and distributed computing
platforms and speed-up the execution time of the training
process.
Next generation Future Co-operative Robotic Rovers to
carry on complete tasks from installation of Heliostats to
Farming thus creating a Habitat of Autonomous Robots and
Humans to colonize the Moon. To examine and design a
Field Integrated Design and Operations Rover with robotic
arm for Lunar Surface Exploration with Scientific Payloads
thus able to satisfy the full set to target scientific exploration
requirements with 300-310W of Power.
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Abstract

T

he motor case for modern SRM is a complex compose structure with fiber reinforced resin matrix composite, EPDM
insulation and metal connections, the case forming process is a multi physical-chemical process which involving heat
transfer, chemical reaction and structure deformation. During the cure process, temperature determines whether the
case cure completely and the uniformity of temperature field is an important factor in causing residual thermal stress
and shrinkage stress, so temperature field is the key to the mutual coupling effect of each physical and chemical process,
and the basis to analyze the cure process of the case. During the cure process of case, fluctuation of cure temperature,
cure time or heat transfer of hot air in the furnace may occur, which make the actual forming process of case deviate
from the ideal cure process. In order to investigate the sensitive degree of thermal cycle, convective heat transfer
coefficient and thermal properties to cure uniformity during cure process of composite case, the influence rule of the
three factors on uniformity of temperature and cure degree fields were analyzed by numerical simulation. A thermalchemical model was built for a simplified composite SRM case firstly, and the model was verified. Then, the influence
degree of the three factors on cure uniformity of composite case was analyzed and quantized by the Morris global
sensitivity analysis method. The results show that he sensitivity order of the uniformity of temperature field for the
four parameters is: thermal diffusion coefficient>heat transfer coefficient>duration time>cure temperature. Besides, he
temperature and duration time of the fourth dwell stage have less effect on the cure uniformity of composite case than
that of heat transfer coefficient. Therefore, it is a challenge to design a thermal cycle that can not only guarantee the
vulcanization of EPDM insulation layer, but also improve the cure uniformity.
Key words: cure; cure degree; influencing factor; global sensitivity; Morris method; composite case; solid rocket motor

Introduction

C

ure process is the key technology to composite
manufacturing. The temperature change and distribution
during cure process are determined by external heating
and exothermic of cure reaction. However, thermal strain
and cure shrinkage deformation will cause residual stress
and deformation in composite, which may do damage to
the quality of composite[1-4]. The gradient of temperature
causes thermal strain and uneven cure, which leads to cure
shrinkage, so the non-uniformity of temperature field and
cure degree field of composite case during cure process is
an important factor causing residual stress[5].
In order to probe into the changes of temperature
of a composite laminate during cure process, Cheung
et al [1]and Chen X B et al [6]have established a
thermal-chemical coupling model which coupled the
heat conduction equation and cure kinetics equation.
Further, the cure reaction of resin leads to the change
of the thermodynamics parameters of composite with
the cure process, so a thermal- chemical coupling model
has been established by Abdelal et al and Yuan Z. Y. et al,
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with consideration of the changing of thermodynamics
parameters of composite during cure process to
study the temperature change of composite structure
during cure process [7,8]. Wang X. X and He J. L. have
determined the order that parameter effects on the cure
degree field of composite during the isothermal cure
process by using the Morris method and the dimensional
analysis method, respectively [9,10]. Wang J. M have put
forward a method to optimize thermal cycle to improve
the uniformity of temperature field and cure degree of
composite during cure process [11]. However, there are
few researches on quantitative analysis of the influence
of cure parameters on cure process, most studies focus
on qualitative analysis.
Sensitivity analysis method can study the sensitivity
of a model to parameters. Morris method is a global
sensitivity method, which is simple, easy to operate
and calculate, it can analyze the influence of multiple
parameters that change simultaneously in a large range
on the model.
The manufacture of composite case has the
characteristics of complex structure, mold and auxiliary,
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press layer, composite case, EPDM insulation, sand mold, steel mandrel and aluminum joints.
And the composite press layer provides pressure during co-cure process, which will be removed
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after co-cured. Parameters of experimental composite chamber and the kinetics parameters of
resin see [], and the kinetics parameters of EPDM are shown as table 1.

there is few studies about sensitivity analysis on cure
process of SRM composite case. Based on the actual
forming process of composite case, considering the mold
and hot air flow in cure furnace, Morris method was used
to quantify the influence of cure parameters on composite
case cure process in this work.

1 Mathematical model for cure process
1.1 Thermo-chemical coupling model
The temperature distribution of composite not only
affects the cure degree, but also determines whether the
composite is uniformly cured, is the most direct cause of the
residual stress of composite. The cure process is a process
of chemical and physical reactions in anisotropic materials
under external and nonlinear internal heat source, which is
a thermo-chemical coupling process. The thermo-chemical
coupling model are coupled of Fourier equation and the
kinetics of cure reaction[12]:

(

)

∂ ρ cC p , cT
∂  ∂T 
=
 k ij
 + q 0
∂t
∂ xi  ∂ x j 
q 0 = ρ rV r H u

dα
dt

(1)

(2)

Where ρ c is the density of composite, C p , c is the specific
heat capacity of composite, kij is the thermal conductivity
of composite in three main directions, T is the temperature,
t is the time, ρ r is the density of resin, Vr is the volume of
resin, H u is the total heat released by cure reaction,
α is the cure degree, which is obtained by the integral of
instantaneous cure rate:
t

α = ∫ α ′dt

(3)

0

and the internal heat source is directly related to the cure
rate of resin.

(1) Nth order model
The maximum reaction rate occurs at the beginning of
cure, which is the most prominent feature of the Nth order
model, expressed as:
(6)

dα
= k (1 − α ) n
dt

(7)

m
dα
= k (1 − α ) nα
dt

And the Kamal-Ryan Autocatalytic model expressed as:

dα
= (k 1 + k 2α m)(1 − α ) n
dt

dα
= k (T ) f (α )
dt

(4)

k (T ) = Ae − E / RT

(5)

Where k (T) is the temperature dependent reaction
rate function K(T) can be expressed by an Arrhenius
relationship, A is the pre-exponential factor which is the
frequency of vibrations of the activated complex, E is the

2.1 Geometric model of composite case and material
parameters
The experimental composite case structure is shown in
figure 1, composed of composite press layer, composite
case, EPDM insulation, sand mold, steel mandrel and
aluminum joints. And the composite press layer provides
pressure during co-cure process, which will be removed
after co-cured. Parameters of experimental composite
chamber and the kinetics parameters of resin see [], and
the kinetics parameters of EPDM are shown as table 1.

Value

Physical property
Composite case
ρ ( kg / m

)

1400

2081
0.00036 (T − 273.15 ) + 0.20

C p ( J / ( kg ⋅ K ) )

6.8 (T − 273.15 ) + 1000

7.8 (T − 273.15 ) + 1000

Hu ( J / g )

217.8714

217.8714

k (W / ( m ⋅ K ) )

A (1 / s )

24902

24902

E ( KJ / mol )

55.2683

55.2683

m

0.074

0.074

n

1.6362

1.6362

2.2 Validation of the co-cure model
In order to verify the correctness of the thermo-chemical coupling theory in the co-cure

2.2 Validation of the co-cure model

The increment of shrinkage strain, longitudinal thermal
strain and transverse thermal strain of composite are
defined as follows [14],

In order to verify the correctness of the thermo-chemical
coupling theory in the co-cure process of the composite
chamber, the numerical simulation of the temperature
field of the chamber’s co-cure process is carried out,
and the calculation results has been compared with the
results of the co-cure experiment in previous work[15].
The maximum error between numerical calculation and
experimental measurement is about 1.5%, therefore, it can
be considered that the numerical simulation calculation is
basically consistent with the actual measurement.

−1 + 1 + 4∆α V / 3
∆ε c =
2
T
sh

Composite press layer

0.00036 (T − 273.15 ) + 0.19

3

1.3 Thermal-chemical strain model for composite

(14)

th

(15)

th

(16)

∆ε L = α L∆T

Figure 1. Experimental composite chamber structure

Table1.1.Parameters
Parameters
composite
Table
of of
composite

(8)

T

The cure kinetics of resin is generally expressed as[13, 14]:

2 FEM model for co-cure process of the case

Figure 1. Experimental composite chamber structure

(2) Autocatalytic model
The Autocatalytic cure reaction has an induction period,
with the increase of cure degree, the cure rate speed
first increases to the peak and then decreases, it generally
expressed as:

∆ε T = α T ∆T

1.2 Cure kinetic model
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activation energy for the reaction, R is the gas constant,
f (α ) is the reaction mechanism function closely related
to the cure degree, varies with resin types and cure
conditions. According to the forms of f (α ) , cure kinetics
can be divided into the following two categories:

where ∆α is the increment of cure degree, V sh the
total volume shrinkage of composite with cured completely,
α L and α T the longitudinal thermal expansion co-efficient
and the transverse thermal expansion coefficient of the
composite, respectively.
From Eqs. (14), (15) and (16), it is obvious that the
inhomogeneity of temperature and cure degree is the main
reason for the thermal stress and shrinkage stress during
the cure process of composite.

3 Global sensitivity analysis based on Morris
method
3.1 Morris method
The Morris method was first proposed by Max D. Morris
in 1991, which is a discrete search method based on
parameter space, studying the impact on the system when
multiple parameters of the model change simultaneously
in a global scope. Suppose the model of system is:
y = f ( x1 , x2, ,  , xk ), k is the number of influence
factors. Mapping the variation range of each
influence factor to the interval [0,1], then discretizing,
so each influence factor can only be valued

by {0,1 / ( p − 1) ,  ,1}, p is the number of samples of
each influence factor. The steps to analyze global sensitivity
by using Morris method are as follows:
(1)Construct an m-by-k matrix(m=k+1):
0
1

1
B=
1


1

0
0
1
1

1

0
0
0
1

1








0
0 
0

0


1 

(17)

The first row of the matrix represents the basic state
of each influence factors, that is randomly valued
by {0,1 / ( p − 1) ,  ,1} . The rest rows determined all
the influence factors, and ‘1’ represent changing factors,
‘0’ represent constant factors. There is only one element
is different between any two adjacent rows in the matrix B.
(2)Input the elements of two adjacent rows into
computational model separately, suppose there is only the
elements in the jth column is different between the two
rows:
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cure temperature(℃)

140

145

150

155

160

duration time(hour)

6

8

10

12

14

AD ASTRA
– IACcoefficient
Special Issue – 20198
heat transfer

12

16

20

24

0.9α

α

1.1α

1.2α

thermal diffusion coefficient
 x1
B( j) = 
 x1

x2  xi
x2  xi

x j  xk 

x j′  xk 

(18)

∆ 1 p − 1, so the influence
Define ∆= x j − x j′ , and =
th
magnitude of the j factor is:

)

(

E ( j ) = y ( x1 , x2 ,  , xi , x j ,  xk ) − y x1 , x2 ,  , xi , x j′ ,  xk  / ∆



temperature of cure and vulcanization, a thermal cycle
consist of four heat rises, four heat dwells and two heat
downs has usually been applied in the cure process of
composite case, shown as Figure2.

(18)

(3)Due to the randomness of Morris method, it’s easy to
make errors in random sampling and randomization, so
running r times of the step1 and step2 is necessary in order
to reduce error.
(4)Calculate the average influence magnitude of r cycles.
(5)According the average influence magnitude, estimate
the global sensitivity of each influence factors. The larger
the average influence magnitude is, the more sensitive the
influence factor to the computational model is.

Figure2 Thermal cycle for composite case

3.2 Design of computational conditions

Because the vulcanization of EPDM needs higher
temperature, so usually more attention is paid to the
The motor case for modern SRM is a complex compose
temperature and duration time of the fourth dwell stage.
structure with fiber reinforced resin matrix composite,
Therefore, temperature of the fourth dwell stage and
EPDM insulation and metal connections, the case forming
duration time of the fourth dwell stage are two influence
process is a multi physical-chemical process which involving
factors for sensitivity analysis of composite case cure
heat
transfer,
reaction
process
of chemical
composite
case.and structure deformation. process. In addition, the convection heat transfer coefficient
During the cure process, temperature determines whether
and the heat diffusion coefficient of composite also have
the caseIncure
and the
uniformity
certain
on the curefactors,
process ofthe
composite
case.
thecompletely
actual cure
process,
dueoftotemperature
some man-made
oreffects
environmental
actual cure
field is an important factor in causing residual thermal
In the actual cure process, due to some man-made or
temperature,
duration
and heat transfer
may be somewhat
different
ideal
stress
and shrinkage
stress,time
so temperature
field is coefficient
basis
environmental
factors, the
actualfrom
curethe
temperature,
to analyze the cure process of the case. During the cure
duration time and heat transfer coefficient may be
process.
Besides,
the thermal
diffusivity of
composite
may alsodifferent
different
from
ideal
one due
to the
process
of case,
fluctuation
of cure temperature,
cure
time
somewhat
from
the the
ideal
process.
Besides,
or heat transfer of hot air in the furnace may occur, which
thermal diffusivity of composite may also different from the
the the
deviation
of theprocess
ratio ofofcase
resin
to from
fiber.theIn order
to due
investigate
the sensitive
make
actual forming
deviate
ideal one
to the deviation
of the ratiodegree
of resin of
to fiber.
ideal cure process.
In order to investigate the sensitive degree of temperature
temperature
of the fourth dwell stage, duration time
of the fourth dwell stage, convective heat
The cure reaction of composite case is accompanied
of the fourth dwell stage, duration time of the fourth dwell
with
vulcanization
of EPDM
stage, convective
heat transfer
coefficient and the
thermal
transfer
coefficient
and insulation
thermal layer(vulcanization
diffusivity to cure process
of composite
case quantitatively,
of EPDM is not studied in this work), the peak temperature
diffusivity to cure process of composite case quantitatively,
ofcomputational
cure reaction is about
130°C and
peak temperature
conditions
designed
table 2 and
the
ideal as
thermal
conditions
are the
designed
as table 2 the
andcomputational
table 3, Where
α isare
of vulcanization reaction is higher than 160°C. Due to
table 3, Where is the ideal thermal diffusion coefficient of
the
large sizecoefficient
the composite
case is, and considering the
composite.
diffusion
of composite.
Table
2. Four
factors
andcorresponding
correspondinglevels
levelsused
used to
to analyze
analyze
Table
2. Four
factors
and

global sensitivity of cure process of composite case

cure temperature(℃)

0
140

1/4
145

level
2/4
150

duration time(hour)

6

8

10

12

14

heat transfer coefficient

8

12

16

20

24

0.8α

0.9α

α

1.1α

1.2α

thermal diffusion coefficient

3/4
155

4/4
160

Table 3. Computational conditions base on Morris method
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Computational
conditions
1

cure
temperature(℃)
140

duration
time(hour)
6

heat transfer
coefficient(W/m2)
8

Thermal diffusion
coefficient(m2/s)
0.8α

0.8α

Table 3.
on Morris
Morris method
Table
3. Computational
Computational conditions
conditions base
base on
method
Computational
conditions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

cure
temperature(℃)
140
145
145
145
145
150
150
150
150
155
155
155
155
160
160
160
160
140
140
140

duration
time(hour)
6
6
8
8
8
8
10
10
10
10
12
12
12
12
14
14
14
14
6
6

heat transfer
coefficient(W/m2)
8
8
8
12
12
12
12
16
16
16
16
20
20
20
20
24
24
24
24
8

Thermal diffusion
coefficient(m2/s)
0.8α
0.8α
0.8α
0.8α
0.9α
0.9α
0.9α
0.9α
α
α
α
α
1.1α
1.1α
1.1α
1.1α
1.2α
1.2α
1.2α
1.2α

4 Results and analysis
4 Results and analysis
Based on the global sensitivity method, 5 Morris cycles were performed and 20

Based on the global sensitivity method, 5 Morris cycles
were performed
and 20conditions
computational
computational
wereconditions
designed.were
Numerical calculation was carried out for the 20
designed. Numerical calculation was carried out for the
20 computational conditions in table 3, and the variation
of the unevenness of temperature field of the composite
case with the cure process of each condition was obtained,
as shown in Fig.3-7. From Fig. 3-7, it can be seen that the
variation of unevenness of temperature field is similar and
closely relate to the thermal cycle. That is, the unevenness
of temperature field before temperature downs stage
increases in the heating stage and decreases in the
dwell stage, the maximum values of the unevenness of
temperature field are reached at the end of heating stage
Figure 3 The first Morris loop
and the minimum values of the unevenness of temperature
field are reached at the end of dwell stage. in the initial of
the first downs stage, the temperature of the outer case
decreases with the decreases of the thermal cycle, while
the temperature inside the case is still lower than the
outside temperature, so the temperature inside the case
continues to rise and the unevenness of temperature field
decreases to 0 gradually. As the unevenness of temperature
field reaches 0, the temperature of the outer and inner of
the case is the same, then the inner of the case begins
to cool down with the rate smaller than the outer, so the
unevenness of temperature field increases gradually. As
entering the second downs stage, the temperature drop
rate of the outer of the case becomes slower, so the
unevenness of temperature field decreases gradually.
Although the variation patterns are similar, the value of
Figure 4 The second Morris loop
unevenness of temperature field varies in each condition.
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5 Conclusions
8

unevenness of temperature field/%

Based on the actual forming process of composite case,
considering the mold and hot air flow in cure furnace,
Morris method was used to quantify the influence of cure
parameters on composite case cure process in this work.
Some conclusions can be drawn as follows:

condition17
condition18
condition19
condition20
condition1

7
6
5
4

(1) The sensitivity order of the uniformity of temperature
field for the four parameters is: thermal diffusion
coefficient>heat transfer coefficient>duration time>cure
temperature.
(2) The temperature and duration time of the fourth dwell
stage have less effect on the cure uniformity of composite
case than that of heat transfer coefficient

3
2
1
0

0

500

Figure 5 The third Morris loop

1000

1500

2000 2500
time/min

3000

3500

4000

4500

Figure 7 The fifth Morris loop

Figure 7 The fifthThe
Morris
loop
global
sensitivity calculation results of the composite
case are shown in table 4. It can be found that the
The global sensitivity calculation results of thesensitivity
composite
case are shown in table 4. It can be
order of the uniformity of temperature field for
thetemperature
four parameters
is: for
thermal
diffusion
coefficient>heat
found that the sensitivity order of the uniformity of
field
the four
parameters
is:
transfer coefficient>duration time>cure temperature. It is
worth noting that
in the actual
cure process,Itit’s
thermal diffusion coefficient>heat transfer coefficient>duration
time>cure
temperature.
is difficult
worth for
the thermal diffusion coefficient of composite to reach a
deviation
20%.thermal
Besides, diffusion
it is found that
the temperature
noting that in the actual cure process, it’s difficult
for ofthe
coefficient
of
and duration time of the fourth dwell stage have less effect
onfound
the curethat
uniformity
of composite
case
than thattime
of heat
composite to reach a deviation of 20%. Besides, it is
the temperature
and
duration
transfer coefficient. Therefore, it is a challenge to design a
of the fourth dwell stage have less effect on the curethermal
uniformity
of composite
than the
thatvulcanization
of heat
cycle that
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Figure 6 The fourth Morris loop

guarantee the vulcanization of EPDM insulation layer, but also improve the cure uniformity.
Table
4. 4.
Sensitivity
of the
the uniformity
uniformityofoftemperature
temperature
field
Table
Sensitivitydegree
degreecalculation
calculation results
results of
field
in composite case based on Morris method
in composite case based on Morris method
level
r=1
0

r=2
0.18

r=3
0.19

r=4
0

r=5
0

Mean
0.074

0

0

0.47

0.02

0

0.098

heat transfer coefficient

0.14

0.12

0.08

0.33

0.20

0.19

thermal diffusion coefficient

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.14

0.09

0.38

cure temperature
duration time

5 Conclusions
Based on the actual forming process of composite case, considering the mold and hot air flow
in cure furnace, Morris method was used to quantify the influence of cure parameters on
composite case cure process in this work. Some conclusions can be drawn as follows:
(1) The sensitivity order of the uniformity of temperature field for the four parameters is:
thermal diffusion coefficient>heat transfer coefficient>duration time>cure temperature.
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(2) The temperature and duration time of the fourth dwell stage have less effect on the cure
uniformity of composite case than that of heat transfer coefficient
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Abstract

T

he satellite’s descent time into the atmosphere dense layers can be longer than the time of the proposed active
existence for sufficiently large satellites orbits altitudes range. Continuous support for orbit parameters is most
relevant in low Earth orbits. Flight Control’s SETS department is developing various Hall effect thrusters (HET) that have
good performance and can be used to solve these problems. The paper discusses the prospects for the use of engines
to maintain the Earth remote sensing satellites orbit in low Earth orbits. Comparison of the application field of SETS
HET and traditional chemical thrusters for similar tasks is carried out. The trajectory parameters were calculated by
numerical solving the spacecraft's motion differential equations in the Earth gravitational field under the solar radiation
influence in a rarefied Earth atmosphere. The control system was considered such that it changes the daily time the
engine is turned on to maintain an orbit altitude. Such a scheme for modeling the operation of the control system makes
it possible to take into account the change in disturbing factors that are not known in advance. A comparative analysis of
chemical thrusters and HET was performed. The HET propulsion system mass is less than the chemical thruster system
for altitudes less than 450 km due to a significant reduction in the mass of fuel. The masses of the compared systems are
commensurate for orbit altitudes of the order of 500km. The HET propulsion system weight reduction will be more than
2 times when it is used instead of a chemical thruster at altitudes from 300 to 450km. The results obtained can be used
both in the new spacecraft design and in the existing solutions modifications to obtain more efficient use of the satellite
launch mass. The main result of this study should be to ensure the most efficient use of the satellite starting mass. The
considered methods of calculation can be useful in obtaining the necessary characteristics of newly created thrusters
designed to solve similar problems.
Keywords: low orbits, electrojet propulsion, monocomponent propulsion, maintaining orbit
Acronyms/Abbreviations
HET – Hall effect thruster
sfu – solar flux unit

1. Introduction

T

he development of space technology requires new
solutions, new ideas and constant improvements.
There is a steady tendency to miniaturization of satellites
in recent times. The number of annually launched satellites
up to 500kg increased more than 6 times in the period from
2010 to 2018. The same trend continues in 2019. Trends
indicate an increase in the number of small satellites
launches. At the same time, the share of micro- and nanosatellites increased significantly. Such progress is largely
due to the success in miniaturization of electronics and the
space market commercialization.
The task of distributing satellites into orbits appears
in the case of launching several satellites by one launch
vehicle when the satellites orbits will be distinguished
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by altitudes and (or) inclination. The use of HET for this
purpose will reduce the needed fuel amount compared
with chemical propulsion systems. A similar deployment
scheme is planned to be implemented by D-Orbit at the
end of 2019 [1].
The tasks of satellite positioning and maintaining orbit
parameters are crucial for a wide spacecraft’s range. The
most sensitive to the accuracy of positioning in space are
navigation satellites and remote sensing satellites. There
can be various perturbations of the orbit from the effects
of the atmosphere on the satellite depending on the orbit
altitude and solar activity.
Calculations [2] show that there is an increase in
the time of descent by 2 times from 450km to 350km
with a decrease in solar activity from 250sfu to 125sfu.
The calculation was carried out under solar activity and
atmospheric parameters constancy conditions. The
parameters of the atmosphere can vary quite strongly even
during one day of flight n real space flight conditions. Minor
fluctuations will not have a big impact on the overall result.

For the average level of environmental parameters, it will
be estimated to pass the same time as for real conditions.
It is important to choose the right type of thruster
for the satellite at the development stage since many
parameters will depend on the propulsion system. These
parameters include the starting mass and dimensions of
the satellite, power consumption, background radiation,
operating temperatures and other.
Reducing the orbit altitude while remaining unchanged
other characteristics will reduce the lifetime of the satellite
or require an increase in the total pulse of the propulsion
system to maintain the orbit. It should also be noted that
some satellites need a certain spatial position to solve the
tasks assigned to the satellites. It may be unacceptable to
reduce the orbit altitude, even for a long time, and the
parameters of the orbit need to be maintained.
For further consideration and comparison, a mono-fuel
engine has been adopted (BGT-X5 characteristics [3]) and
the best in terms of thrust to power ratio among electrojet
[4] HET ST25 SETS [5] (Fig. 1)

time per day increases with decreasing flight altitude and
vice versa. This orbit altitude support system behavior was
taken on the basis of the solar activity magnitudes and the
atmosphere parameters accurate prediction uncertainty
at each time point. Insignificant deviations of the flight
altitude from the one required for such a control scheme
are obtained.

3. Theory and calculation
Specific models of electrojet and chemical thrusters
were used in solving the set tasks. As an electrojet was
taken a perspective HET ST25 manufactured by SETS. The
monocomponent fuel thruster BGT-X5 on AF-M315E is
taken as a chemical thruster.

2. Material and methods
Differential equations of perturbed motion in the presence
of small perturbing forces can be written with respect
to orbits osculating elements [6]. The object movement
in the Earth gravitational field can be described using
models of the gravitational field with varying degrees of
accuracy [7]. The model of the central gravitational field
for preliminary calculations was chosen. In accordance
with the work [7], we take the big semi-axis of the Earth
ellipsoid equal to 6378 km, and the small semi-axis - 6356
km. Mutual consideration of the difference in altitude and
the diurnal change in the atmosphere density (especially
the upper layers) shows the ratio of maximum to minimum
atmospheric density up to seven [8].
The equations of motion are considered in the orbit
plane. The spacecraft’s trajectory parameters are obtained
by differential equations of motion numerical integration
with the Euler method. Test calculations were performed
for several previously launched satellites for which the
launch orbits are known at the time of the calculation.
The numerical solution results of the equations and the
spacecraft position on the orbit coincided with an accuracy
of up to 5%. The error in the calculation results is caused by
the use of an approximate model with average magnitudes
as initial solar activity magnitudes. When the atmospheric
calculation module is disabled, the equations are solved
with an error of less than 0.01% (in comparison with the
analytical calculation method given in [9, 10])
A spacecraft motion close to a circular orbit was chosen
for analysis. Atmospheric parameters were taken for the
equatorial spacecraft motion plane. The orbit eccentricity
turned out to be of the order of 10–6 to 10–7 for all
calculations.
The orbit correction during the day is performed by
switching on the HET for various time. The HET operation

Fig. 1. HET ST25 manufactured by SETS
The values of HET total pulse are not available for the
chemical thruster. The mass of the chemical thruster is
significantly less than HET. A chemical thruster may be the
most appropriate solution for small satellites that do not
require large total pulses. Large thrust per unit mass of the
chemical thruster allows to quickly change the parameters
of the trajectory of the spacecraft.
The spacecraft motion in a circular orbit was analyzed
with the orbit parameters being maintained separately
by each of the engines under consideration. Calculations
show that the amount of fuel required to maintain the orbit
by the HET is more than four times less than that by the
monocomponent one. From the criterion of the minimum
mass, it may seem that in all cases the using of the HET
is preferable. Consideration should be given to the smaller
mass of the mono-component propulsion system and the
absence of overall and heavy supplementary systems that
exist in HET. The maintenance of a satellite’s orbit with a
mass of 250kg and the spacecraft’s cross section area
of 2m2, orbiting an altitude of 550km, was considered
over five years period. The xenon mass required for the
operation of the ST25 engine will be about 1.1kg. A similar
task with using a monocomponent propulsion system will
require 5.6kg of fuel. The application of the HET system
will not give a positive effect if the mass of the structure
and additional systems (cathode [11], feed system, power
processing unit) of the HET is more than the chemical one
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by 4.5kg. The difference in the fuel mass will be 16kg for
an orbit with an altitude of 450km in solving the same
problem. The difference in the required amount of fuel will
be about 8kg per year to maintain the parameters of the
orbit with an altitude of 200km. The declared mass of the
propulsion system ST25 is 6 kg. This makes it possible to
determine the ranges of orbits, to maintain the parameters
of which, it is preferable to use this HET.
Reducing the required circular orbit altitude gives an
increase in the efficiency of the use of the HET as compared
with the chemical one. Analysis of the results indicates that
it is possible in principle to use ST25 to maintain the low
orbit parameters. The lower limit of electrojet thruster’s
applicability is associated with a low pitch. For altitudes
below 300km, in order to maintain the parameters of
circular orbits, it will be necessary to turn on the HET for
more than 50% of the time spent in orbit at a solar activity
level of 125sfu. Consequently, half the time solar panels
energy must be consumed to operate the thrusters but
not the target equipment. Also, should be noticed that the
fuel consumption to maintain the orbit parameters will be
commensurate with the resource of the engine, which does
not provide a reserve in case of emergency situations and
the uncertainty of the initial parameters.
Based on the foregoing, it is possible to make a
preliminary conclusion that the greatest effect from the
use of an electric propulsion system based on HET ST25,
based on the criterion of minimum mass, will be achieved
for orbit altitudes from 300 km to 450 km.

Fig. 2. Daily decelerating pulse of aerodynamic forces
To clarify the propulsion system characteristics, a
decelerating pulse was calculated, which creates the
aerodynamic drag force acting on a spacecraft in a
circular near-Earth orbit at given levels of solar activity.
The calculation was carried out according to the method
described in [10]. Geometric parameters were assumed
typical for this type of satellites. The decelerating pulse
calculations result at the level of solar activity F = 200sfu
for the various spacecraft’s cross section area combinations
are presented in Fig. 2.
The calculations result of the average daily HET
operating time to maintain the spacecraft orbit parameters
with the spacecraft’s cross section area of 1.1 square
meters, depending on altitude and solar activity, are
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presented in Fig. 3. Based on the characteristics of the
propulsion system, the annual fuel consumption (Fig. 4)
and the necessary resource of HET operation time (Fig. 5)
for performing the considered tasks were obtained.

Fig. 5. The resource of HET operation required to
maintain the orbit

Fig. 3. Average daily operating time of the HET to
maintain orbital parameters
The calculation of the required fuel amount was carried out
on the basis of the equality of the decelerating pulse and
the engine thrust pulse. The required resource is linearly
related to the amount of fuel and is necessary to assess the
possibilities for the implementation of a force pulse by the
propulsion system.

The propulsion system mass is considered to consist of
the engine, fuel and associated systems (for example, the
flow control system). The mass efficiency of the use of
propulsion systems various types is estimated by the total
mass of the systems included in its composition.
For a propulsion system using the ST25 HET, the
advantage in fuel reserves fully and with a large margin
covers a total mass of the associated systems. This indicates
a greater efficiency of the propulsion system based on
the ST25 by the mass criterion in comparison with the
monocomponent chemical propulsion system.

4. Results

The system with an electric propulsion system based on the
ST25 will be expected to be used on spacecraft with a service
life of more than a year. The calculation of the required
fuel and engine life for 5 years of work in orbit in a given
altitude range has been carried out. The calculation was
th
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The calculations results show that with solar activity close
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Table 1. The required resource of engine operation and
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fuel consumption to maintain orbital parameters over 5
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years
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the Table
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HET,
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example, the flow control system). The mass efficiency From
of the use of propulsion systems various types is combinations of the circular orbit and the spacecraft
in these orbits, the resource of one ST25 engine
5. Discussion
estimated by the total mass of the systems included in geometry
The results obtained are well compared with the
its composition.
results obtained in [9, 13, 14]. Other approaches to
For a propulsion system using the ST25 HET,
estimating the mass and dynamic characteristics of
the advantage in fuel reserves fully and with a large
spacecraft used in these studies are mainly based on
margin covers a total mass of the associated systems.
analytical methods for assessing the influence of various
This indicates a greater efficiency of the propulsion

will be sufficient to complete the task. A system containing
two identical HET can be used in the case of the planned
excess of the resource of the one HET. The use of such a
dual thruster system will make it possible to extend the
service life to the required value and, if necessary, increase
the thrust of the propulsion system to perform a quicker
maneuver.
It follows from the results of the calculations that the
use of low thrust HET is justified on small spacecraft with
a power deficiency. If the spacecraft’s cross section area
is significantly larger than 2m2 then should be used more
powerful HET, like ST40 [12].

5. Discussion
The results obtained are well compared with the results
obtained in [9, 13, 14]. Other approaches to estimating
the mass and dynamic characteristics of spacecraft used
in these studies are mainly based on analytical methods
for assessing the influence of various external factors
on orbit parameters. In these articles were laid more
accurate aerodynamic coefficients of specific satellites.
The differences are up to 5%, which is negligible in the
preliminary assessment.

6. Conclusions
The use of electrojet engines, such as the ST25 SETS, to
maintain satellite orbit parameters may be useful for certain
orbit ranges. The greatest efficiency (by mass criterion) of
the use of electrojet thrusters will be to maintain the small
satellites orbits with altitudes from 300 to 450km. In this
case, it will be possible to reduce the propulsion system
mass up to 40 kg when replacing the monocomponent
chemical propulsion with the HET.
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Abstract

F

uture lunar surface and gateway missions are being proposed and supported by a range of actors, namely commercial
companies, national space agencies, academics, and non-governmental organizations. In many instances, these actors
have published their own mission strategies and phases for developing a lunar settlement. While these plans differ in
their timelines and end objectives, they share a building blocks approach that transitions from robotic investigation, to
establishment of infrastructure and habitats, arrival of humans, long-term missions, and eventually an established human
settlement. Although the literature provides broad evaluation of the technical, scientific, and international requirements
for achieving these plans, it contains significant gaps in evaluating the sustainability of these proposals. These issues are
important because future lunar activity will likely rely on international, cooperative, sustainable strategies, rather than
past unilateral, geopolitically driven, short-term strategies. To address these insufficiencies, this paper reviews a variety
of roadmaps and establishes a consolidated five-phase summary of these roadmaps, with details for the infrastructure,
human factors, political, and economic prerequisites, to outline the gaps in sustainability evaluation. These gaps are
then organized into Lunar Sustainability Goals, which can be integrated into planned lunar surface missions. These
fifteen goals, developed in line with the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the Committee on the
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS) Long Term Sustainability of Outer Space Guidelines, and in consultation with the
broader space community, are: (1) Open Access, (2) Peaceful Purposes, (3) Diversity and Opportunity, (4) International
Cooperation, (5) Education and Outreach, (6) Environmental Protection, (7) Heritage Protection, (8) Health and Safety,
(9) Sustainable Transportation, (10) Standardization, (11) Space Debris Prevention, (12) Zero Waste, (13) Sustainable
Energy, (14) Sustainable In Situ Resource Utilization, and (15) Earth Applications. Ultimately, these goals, along with their
accompanying targets and drivers, help frame future mission plans in terms of an internationally cooperative, building
blocks approach to lunar settlement.
Keywords: roadmaps for lunar settlement, lunar development, lunar sustainability goals
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Committee on the Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space
China National Space Administration
Concentrated Solar Power
European Space Agency
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International Space Exploration
Coordination Group
In Situ Resource Utilization
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Japanese Aerospace Exploration 		
Life Support System
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National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
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Sustainable Development Goals
United Nations Office for Outer Space
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Introduction

N

umerous commercial companies, national space
agencies, and private organizations have independently
developed lunar exploration roadmaps for returning
to the Moon. While these roadmaps have different
underlying rationales (discussed in IAC-19-D4.2.8 [1]),
many share a basic phased approach moving from (1)
robotic investigation, to (2) establishment of infrastructure
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education and outreach for environmentally and socially
responsible future lunar missions.
Goal 6: Environmental Protection. Aims to ensure the
preservation of the lunar environment. This is done by
applying the concept of environmental protection to the
Moon, to preserve the natural lunar environment and to
avoid unnecessary changes or thoughtless pollution.
Goal 7: Heritage Protection. Aims to ensure the
preservation of heritage sites on the Moon. This is done
by preserving the natural, cultural, and scientific heritage
of the Moon.
Goal 8: Health and Safety. Aims to ensure that missions
to the Moon are undertaken with the highest levels of
safety and that sufficient astronaut rescue and emergency
protocols are in place. To achieve a sustainable lunar
settlement, human health and safety should be at the
forefront of mission planning to increase the probability of
an overall state of wellbeing for those involved in travelling
to, and living on the Moon.
Goal 9: Sustainable Transportation. Aims to encourage
the development of innovative sustainable infrastructure
for transportation to the Moon and in cislunar space.
This goal is important to ensure future transportation
will support traffic control regulations and consider the
sustainable use of lunar resources.
Goal 10: Standardization. Aims to ensure the
development of international standards as a key instrument
for the application of the Lunar Sustainability Goals.
There are two aspects to consider for standardization: (1)
the identification of applicable technology, and (2) the
scope of participants in the standardization process. It is
necessary to promote cooperation between various space
and non-space actors to adopt consolidated standards, and
ensure sustainable development of systems on the Moon.
Standardization is also a key instrument for long-term
international collaboration while ensuring Open Access
(Goal 1).
Goal 11: Space Debris Mitigation. Aims to prevent
the accumulation of debris in the Earth-Moon system to
ensure safe and sustainable lunar missions. This is done by
removal of space debris from Earth orbits, and preventing
the occurrence of similar pollution in lunar orbits to ensure
safe and sustainable missions.
Goal 12: Zero Waste. Aims to prevent the production
and disposal of waste on the lunar surface. This is done to
achieve sustainable habitation on the Moon for future longterm lunar crewed missions, which will require significant
amounts of food, water, and propellant supplies. Carrying
these supplies from Earth or relying on resupply missions is
impractical, which makes closed-loop systems a necessity
for long-term lunar exploration missions.
Goal 13: Sustainable Energy. Aims to ensure the
sustainable generation, storage, and distribution of energy.
Goal 13 is at the basis of all lunar activities because
sustainable energy use is a determining factor for longterm presence on the Moon. The energy produced and
stored should be safely and efficiently distributed to make
the most of its limited availability.
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Goal 14: Sustainable In Situ Resource Utilization. Aims to
ensure low environmental impact of activities that require
the use of lunar resources. Goal 14 focuses on the limited
nature of lunar resources, such as minerals and regolith, but
also frequencies, and orbitosphere. Additionally, ensuring
the sustainability of a long-term lunar habitation entails
operating mostly with in situ resource utilization (ISRU).
Goal 15: Earth Applications. Aims to ensure that
activities on the Moon improve life on Earth through
scientific advancements and spin-offs. Many of the
proposed activities to be carried out on the Moon could
benefit Earth directly, and these should be prioritized
until the lunar activity can generate its own revenue
and become self-sustaining. These activities include the
economic benefits created by multipliers, spin-offs, and
spin-ins described in IAC-19-D4.2.8 [1], all of which could
assist activity on Earth and should therefore be prioritized
to ensure a sustainable level of interest and investment
amongst relevant stakeholders.
These goals should inform the planning processes
undertaken by various lunar actors as they progress through
the generic phases of lunar settlement described below.

Phase 1: Robotic Surveillance (Present - 2025)
In most of the roadmaps listed in Table 1, an initial “Robotic
Surveillance” phase assesses the lunar environment,
establishes resource abundance, and determines potential
habitat sites. Uncrewed spacecraft carry out investigatory
missions to determine the suitability of potential locations
for a lunar settlement (Table 2), characterize the resources
available, where they are most abundant, and what their
abundance is. This phase typically supports the scientific
and technological rationales for lunar exploration discussed
in IAC-19-D4.2.8 [1]. The need to identify which resources
are located where and in what quantity are also the basis
for developing a future lunar economy, also discussed in
IAC-19-D4.2.8 [1].
Phase 1 Infrastructure
Power and Distribution. Only limited power is needed in
Phase 1, since low power demand surveillance activities
will predominante. Sustainability is essential for the power
and distribution system, since current international treaties
require avoiding polluting the Moon [19]. However, existing
roadmaps failed to consider the sustainability of their
power infrastructure, which led to the creation of Goal
13: Sustainable Energy. The potential power sources could
be a combination of photovoltaic arrays and batteries for
storage as part of rover designs, which would allow for
scaling in future phases, in line with sustainable settlement.
Alternatively, radioisotope heater units (RHU) or
radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG) could be
implemented, which have flight heritage and little sensitivity
to temperature gradients and radiation. However, due
to the radioactive decay process, methods of radioactive
disposal must be addressed to ensure the sustainable
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exploration of the Moon while generating zero waste (Goal
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Navigation. To permit rover surface exploration and
operation in areas far from the landing site, a groundbased lunar navigation system using machine-vision-based
autonomous navigation mapped to satellite generated
ground images could be employed [21].
Transportation. Scientific lunar surface surveillance
missions would require instruments to be transported
from Earth. Standard chemical propulsion transport, at
estimated per kg cost of $35-70,000 USD, is planned [22].
To reduce these costs, programs such as the Commercial
Lunar Payload Services have been established, which allow
selected companies (e.g., Lockheed-Martin, Moon Express,
Orbit Beyond) to deliver scientific payloads to the Moon at
reduced cost [23]. Given the nature of these prospecting
missions, the need for transport back to Earth is not
required. However, for surface-based surveillance missions
via rovers, soft landings are required, which has thus far
only been achieved by the US, Russia, and China [24].
In Situ Resources. A major lunar resource of interest is
water ice, which could eventually be useful for astronaut
life support and fuel production through electrolysis.
Past missions have identified its presence in the polar
regions, deep within permanently shadowed craters, and
even trapped within the lunar regolith itself [15]. Basaltic
lava regions also have compositions of metals (i.e., iron,
titanium, aluminum) and silicon, which could be useful for
habitat construction and mirror fabrication [26].
Phase 1 Governance
In initial phases, international governance is planned to
sustainably coordinate the activities of countries with
planned missions for robotic exploration of the lunar
surface (i.e., China, South Korea, Russia, India, Israel, Japan,
US, and the European Space Agency (ESA) member states).
As it exists today, governance mainly consist of international
partnerships and agreements (e.g., the International Space
Station (ISS) and the International Space Exploration
Coordination Group (ISECG)), which could be extended to
the Moon and should expand to incorporate new members
(Goal 4: International Cooperation). Guaranteeing open
access (Goal 1) to the Moon for new actors forms the
basis of initial governance, from which other more complex
governance could develop over time as the phases develop.
Safety zones (operational boundaries) are also established
to ensure the non-interference of lunar surface operations
(Goal 2: Peaceful Purposes). Well implemented governance
will enable sharing of crucial ongoing and future lunar
activity information, including mission objectives, area
of operation, and mission duration, and will create an
environment for collaboration and the sharing of scientific
data.
Phase 1 Summary
Collectively, robotic surveillance phases focus on assessing
in situ lunar resource usability via in-orbit remote sensing
and rovers. Potential outpost locations are identified

by considering local terrain, energy availability, and
communications. Power requirements are mission-specific
and achieved with on-board equipment, such as solar
arrays and RTGs, if proper waste disposal is available.
Communications during this phase are based on lineof-sight to Earth ground stations or relay satellites, with
navigation using autonomous machine-vision of ground
images. Equipment transportation would be reliant upon
chemical propulsion and can use Commercial Lunar Payload
Services. To achieve these tasks, international partnerships
between lunar actors and international governance are
needed.

Phase 2: Infrastructure Preparation (2025 - 2035)
In most roadmaps, a second “infrastructure preparation”
phase establishes the systems necessary for long-term
crewed lunar surface missions, with durations averaging
about 10 years. Initially, lunar infrastructure is installed
by robots. This initial infrastructure will provide structural
support, radiation and micrometeor protection, and dust
exposure reduction, to address human health concerns for
lunar settlement, discussed in IAC-19-D4.2.8 [1]. Roadmaps
from Airbus, ESA, and the Global Exploration Roadmap
(ISECG), describe the time and resource investment
required for infrastructure preparation. However, no
roadmaps establish the goal of determining the volume of
useful resources (e.g., water) that could be mined to ensure
resource and economic sustainably (Goal 14).

and serve as a backup source in case of other system
failures, to support Goal 8: Health and Safety. Furthermore,
implementing a standardized method of power transfer
during this phase would be beneficial, and support Goal
10: Standardization. It would allow instant access to power,
regardless of the circuitry within the lunar equipment,
robots, or future human settlement components while
also promoting the involvement of international partners
(Goal 4: International Cooperation) due to the standardized
power system. This would also benefit habitat preparation,
where no significant power infrastructure has been
developed, yet.
Communication. Communication between orbiters,
autonomous robots, and rovers on the lunar surface is
planned for line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight alternatives
[33]. Should radio signal delay of greater than five seconds
occur, it is recommended that robots use automated
subroutines to ensure safety and efficiency to avoid
time delay problems associated with human-in-the-loop
telerobotic commanding and monitoring [34].
Navigation. To provide the precise ground navigation
required for remote robotic construction, a celestial based
navigation system could be developed with star trackers
and sun sensors, making it independent of ground facilities
[35-36].

Phase 2 Infrastructure
Infrastructure preparation is influenced largely by resource
availability at a selected site, which is determined
during Phase 1, above. However, multiple infrastructure
preparation concepts exist, and are described below.
Architecture. Rigid structures with thermal protection
systems have been suggested for robots to prevent
damage to components caused by exposure to the
lunar environment [27]. To reduce costs associated with
transporting these structures from Earth, ISRU has been
suggested as a first infrastructure preparation step, for
example, through regolith 3D printing, solar sintering, or
ice implementation [28-30].
Power and Distribution. Here, infrastructure to power
robot operations, including energy generation, storage,
and distribution, is planned for development and reliability
testing. ISRU for these systems would decrease Earth
resource dependence, but should be conducted sustainably
(Goal 14: Sustainable ISRU) to allow other space actors
to utilize similar resources (Goal 1: Open Access, Goal 4:
International Cooperation). RHUs and RTGs in Phase 1
would not provide sufficient energy, so easy-to-install
and maintain solar arrays would be ideal, particularly for
polar sites [15]. However, if solar arrays would not suffice,
compact nuclear fission reactors could meet these needs
(e.g., NASA’s KiloPower (10 kWh over 10 years) [31]; and
ESA’s Lunar Surface Reactor (100 kWh over 10 years) [32],

Figure 2. Comparison of heavy launch vehicle
capabilities [37]
Transportation. As shown in Figure 2 below, a
combination of national agencies and commercial
companies are developing the ability to launch 50 metric ton
payloads to the Moon [37]. Commercial companies (e.g.,
SpaceX and Blue Origin) have developed reusable launch
vehicles to reduce production costs (Goal 9: Sustainable
Transportation), and mitigate space debris (Goal 11). The
ability to perform soft landings with high payload mass
is critical to the success of the phase, so development of
guidance systems that use landmark recognition to touch
down softly could facilitate safe cargo delivery and avoid
inadvertent landings in undesirable areas, such as heritage
sites (Goal 7: Heritage Protection) [38].
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In Situ Resources. Lunar regolith has been identified as
a main resource for base structure development. Useable
amounts of metals and composites would be implemented
for construction, so the collection of in situ resources (e.g.,
lunar regolith) for constructing habitats would be the primary
focus. This would involve small scale mining via on-site
robotics, which would establish the foundation of resource
collection that can later be scaled in future phases. Before
using the raw materials, methods of chemically processing
the regolith to extract useful resources is required. Fluorine
has been identified as a possible catalyzer. This process
involves heating the regolith in the presence of fluorine,
which binds to silicon and titanium components within the
regolith, while displacing oxygen [39]. The remaining byproducts can be re-condensed, allowing extraction of the
fluorine, making the process repeatable and sustainable
per Goal 14: Sustainable ISRU.
Phase 2 Governance
This phase aims to establish the basis for the habitat. Here,
the need for operational boundaries is important, but the
extent of the governance required will depend upon the
composition of the actors on the lunar surface (e.g., one
country or several countries, public or private organizations).
The current legal framework regarding the exploitation and
appropriation of lunar resources for this phase is limited
because while the Moon Agreement specifies that the
Moon’s resources are the common heritage of humankind
(Article XI) and provides for governing its exploitation, the
parties that ratified the Moon Agreement are too few to
have an impact on tackling these issues [40].
Some scholars believe that resources separable from
the ground of a celestial body would have a different
legal status than the lunar ground itself, which could be
a way of allowing ownership of extracted resources [41].
This approach would be a new challenge for outer space
activities, and forming an international consensus would
be essential for a lunar base with resource extraction
activities [42].
United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA)
and COPUOS can help define the best approaches for
resource utilization. Soft-law can help guide activity outside
and beyond international treaties, such as the Moon
Agreement, and can incentivize space actors to adopt
sustainable behaviors. However, it is important to note
that many of these soft-laws are created in parallel with
each other, creating duplication, and often at odds with
one another, allowing for select picking of space nations to
follow policies that best suit their aims and activities [43].
Therefore, having a consolidated set of policies that are
agreed upon, similar to the United Nations SDGs for Earth,
is necessary.
Phase 2 Summary
With outpost sites identified and resources characterized
during Phase 1, robotic infrastructure preparation
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and technology demonstrations can begin. In situ
manufacturing of rigid structures, 3D regolith printing, and
autonomous robots can all aid in construction, as powered
by photovoltaic solar arrays and compact fission reactors.
Line-of-sight and surface communications can be deployed
to handle robotic system command alongside automated
subroutines. Reusable commercial launchers provide
material and robot transportation from Earth to the Moon.
To govern resource utilization, updated legal frameworks
should be developed that support commonly agreed upon
policies, similar to the United Nations SDGs. Completion
of this phase would allow the first astronauts to be on the
lunar surface for short durations, where continued base
development would begin, as described in Phase 3.

Phase 3: Habitat Development (2035 - 2040)
Many roadmaps include a “habitat development” phase,
which establishes humans on the lunar surface using
a series of short duration crewed missions. These 1-2
week missions involve building upon the infrastructure
developed robotically in Phase 2 so that the Moon is
suitable for long duration crewed missions of 6-10 people.
This would be achieved through cooperation between the
new lunar crews conducting the missions and robots, which
would already be present on the surface, along with new
robotic technology that may be sent. Together, they can
produce fully pressurized, completed habitats and a living
environment, similar to the ISS, to lay the foundation for
larger operations. This phase will be concluded when there
is infrastructure in place to sustain a permanent human
presence on the Moon, with crew members rotating
approximately every six months per year [34].
Phase 3 Infrastructure
Phase 3 infrastructure plans address the expansion required
for long-term operations, which includes additional habitat
structures tailored for human occupation, their power,
communications, and navigation systems, and expanded in
situ resource collection.
Architecture. Here, the architectural goal would be
a fully pressurized habitat, capable of the same level of
operations as the ISS, the pressurized volume of which
equates to 916 cubic meters, including 388 cubic meters
of habitable volume [44]. Similar to the ISS, the number of
crew would be determined by the evacuation capabilities,
in line with Goal 8: Health and Safety. The pressurized
modules can be transported from Earth to ensure increased
reliability and Earth-based testing, over in situ production.
Habitable modules can be either rigid, as are ISS modules,
or deployable/expandable, like the Bigelow Expandable
Activity Module. Using thin-membrane inflatable modules
is easier to transport from Earth than rigid modules,
but surviving harsh lunar conditions requires additional
radiation and micrometeorite protection [45].
Power and Distribution. New robots, vehicles, habitats
will increase energy demands rapidly. To meet this demand,

an alternative method for collecting solar energy may be
implemented, such as Concentrated Solar Power (CSP),
which uses mirrors to redirect sunlight to a solar energy
collector [46], but requires precise alignment and human
setup. Reusing parts of rockets, rocket stages, and tugs has
been suggested as a sustainable approach to improve the
power-to-weight ratio of CSP systems. As shown in Figure
3, components such as the nose cone, and rocket tank/
stage could be pre-manufactured with reflective coatings,
and later set up to concentrate solar energy from the Sun.
Moreover, the second stage propulsion tanks could be
reused as on-site storage tanks for in situ production of
hydrogen, oxygen, and water [47].
Communications. The Phase 3 communication
requirements are specific to the individual crewed missions
that will be conducted. However, Phase 3 plays a vital role
in preparing for the later phases including the development
of more robust communication platforms for the operations
that will take place during Phase 4.
Surface Communication. Here, communication links
could be astronaut-to-astronaut, astronaut-to-robot/
rover, between the lunar base and the Extravehicular
Activity (EVA) crew, and facilities. For these purposes, the
use of omni-directional Very High Frequency antennas
system could provide the necessary capabilities for these
communication requirements. Relay satellites could be
used for point-to-point lunar communications when there
is no line of sight [33].
Earth-Based Communications. Here, it is anticipated that
the amount of scientific data transfer required for missions
will increase. Schedules would need constant updating and
live-feed video surveillance of the crew would be desirable
for mission safety and public outreach (Goal 5: Education
and Outreach). The increased amounts of data transfer
would still be carried out by traditional RF communication
systems, with the support of the relay satellite systems
Navigation. Navigation capabilities would need
expansion for crewed missions and human exploration

of the lunar surface. While the rudimentary positioning
system used to coordinate robotic activity in Phases 1 and
2 could be relied upon as a basis, refining the localization
capabilities of the system would be important for safety
and efficiency of crewed missions.
Transportation. The arrival of humans to the Moon
would require far more reliable systems of transportation,
compared to those presented in earlier phases. Soft
landings conducted in previous phases for cargo drops
would be analogous to the method of transportation for
humans to the lunar surface in this phase. However, safely
landing humans on the Moon is a feat that was achieved
nearly 50 years ago, and has yet to be replicated since.
Surface-to-Low Lunar Orbit Transport. While direct
transfer to the lunar surface is feasible, it is possible
that during Phase 3 there could be other technological
developments for transference of humans to and from the
lunar surface. Roadmaps produced by NASA and ESA have
referenced the use of an in-orbit platform to facilitate the
transportation of humans to and from the lunar surface.
One example of this is NASA’s Lunar Orbital Platform
Gateway [50]. To test the reliability of the human landing
systems and overall safety, a series of operational steps
should occur, as outlined in Bridenstine and Gerstenmaier
[51]. Overall, implementing a reusable system for human
transport leads to lower costs, higher access frequency, and
increased reliability of lunar surface transport, and directly
supports Goal 9: Sustainable Transportation.
Three commercial launchers provide another lunar
descent element and two refueling elements for the
transfer vehicle and ascent element, respectively. The same
three-element infrastructure used to deploy a four-person
crew to the lunar surface in the same fashion as seen in
Step 2.
Surface Transportation. Using the Apollo missions as
an analog, the use of unpressurized Lunar Roving Vehicles
allowed access to the surrounding terrain from the lunar
module of up to 7.6 km during Apollo 17 in 1972. Similar

Figure 3. A CSP system constructed by reusing parts of fuel tanks and tugs
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technology could be used for surface exploration involving
lunar-geology missions or long distance mining operations.
The Lunar Roving Vehicles developed during the Apollo
era operated using an electrical power source (batteries).
However, improvements in battery technology since 1972
could increase the maximum range to over 120 km [52].
In Situ Resources. This phase provides an opportunity
to develop the larger infrastructure required for an in
situ resource collection operation, in parallel with the
development of the human habitation. While some in situ
resources would be used up until this point, the majority
of the past activities would consist of using regolith and
other easily accessible surface resources. In this phase,
the required machinery could be brought to the Moon to
begin something similar to a small-scale mining operation,
where below surface resources could be extracted and
refined for other uses. The resources include water,
semiconducting compounds and other heavy metals that
have been referred to both in Phase 1 of this roadmap
and in IAC-19-D4.2.8 [1]. This phase is only preparatory in
terms of bringing the required equipment and developing
the extraction site(s). All larger scale resource collection,
refinement and utilization would take place as part of the
operations of Phase 4
Phase 3 Governance
With Phase 3 signifying the first-time humans have
returned to the Moon since 1972, the level of governance
required expands beyond global governance on Earth, to
local (operational) governance on the Moon. Operational
governance is essential to ensure human health and safety,
and create an environment that allows for the base to
extend its capabilities.
The local governance required to maintain control
over different emerging space activities with the arrival
of the first wave of humans to the Moon could build upon
existing international agreements such as the Antarctic
Treaty, which uses a consensus-based approach to ensure
appropriate uses and broad activities (e.g., science,
tourism, maritime, etc.). The local governance is a form of
public-private partnership which divides duties between
stakeholders. [53-55].
Over time, as activities develop and areas such as lunar
ISRU become operational, lunar governance may shift to
represent something similar to the high seas. The United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea could be a useful
analog in that it serves to manage the ocean and protect
its resources while allowing for commercial activities and
resource extraction. For the Moon, information from all
possible stakeholders regarding development plans would
be needed to design an inclusive operational management
system that provides benefits for all stakeholders [53-55].
Phase 3 Human Aspects
Herein are details regarding life support systems, medical
capabilities, safety precautions, and organizational
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frameworks. Most of the life support and medical specifics
within roadmaps describing this phase depend substantially
on the specific requirements of the crewed missions to the
Moon that will take place. However, it is essential that a
foundation is established in all of these factors as early
as possible, such that they are developed adequately and
potentially support a growing, permanent human presence
on the Moon.
Life Support. Although robotic missions would have
already begun extracting lunar resources to produce
water and oxygen for use in Life Support Systems (LSSs),
this phase would rely on supplies carried from Earth. On
the ISS, there is a partially closed-loop LSS that is able
to recycle water and oxygen, but still heavily relies on
resupply from Earth. Due to the distance circumstances,
resupplying the Moon will be more complex and
require higher costs than resupplying the ISS and
therefore, establishing the basis of larger scale food
production, hydroponics and other means of capturing
and repurposing waste material will be essential to
transitioning to later phases [56]. Outside of the lander
modules, the crew would require EVA space suits.
Medical Capabilities. Due to the short duration of the
crew’s mission on the lunar surface, it is not necessary
to have the complex medical capabilities that would be
required by larger populations that would be on the Moon
for longer durations in later phases. Missions would require
medical accessory kits such as the one on the Apollo 11
Command Module [56].

Phase 4 Infrastructure
Power and Distribution. In Phase 4 the need and
capability to produce energy continuously is required
due to the permanent inhabitation of the base. An
increased number of solar energy collection facilities
necessary. However, different approaches, like thermal
Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) (Figure 4) and a power
grid management system (PMS) must be taken to address
the lack of sunlight during the lunar night and support
Goal 12: Zero Waste [58].
Communication. Long-term human missions, and the

the purpose of sustaining a permanent human presence
with a secondary commercial focus. This includes water
extraction from lunar craters and regolith through heating,
evaporation, and condensation processes [61].
Phase 4 Governance
Here, lunar activities shift from development towards
sustained, long-duration activities, an analog for which is
the ISS. Therefore, an active governance model, similar
to ISS, wherein ISS partners may extend their national
jurisdiction onto their respective elements of the station

Phase 3 Summary
Phase 3 represents the transition between exploration and
habitation. At the beginning of the phase, the first crewed
missions are sent to the Moon, to support the increase
of production and construction capabilities of the robots
that are already there. Together, the robots will work with
a series of crews to construct infrastructure to sustain
human life continuously (e.g., habitats, power sources,
and communication, navigation, and transportation
systems) and develop LSSs. At the end of the phase,
the infrastructure is sufficient to house 6-10 people,
for six months to a year. The milestones in this phase
can be seen as analogous to those that occurred during
Space Shuttle and ISS missions. This phase represents a
significant amount of the preparatory infrastructural work
in sustaining small scale operations, with the intention of
upscaling in the future.

Phase 4: Basic Operations (2040 - 2060)
The “Basic Operations” phases defined by several roadmaps
is characterized by the preliminary missions conducted and
the long-term inhabitation of humans. Here, infrastructure,
governance, and human aspects are described.

Figure 4. A CSP Tower system combined with heat and cold storage sinks
likelihood of scientific missions being conducted on the
far side of the Moon, could require scaling the capability
and number of relay satellites within low lunar orbit.
Lunar ground stations would also be prepared for future
settlement growth, which would allow for large amounts of
continuous data transfer.
Navigation. To support the robotic and crewed missions
(6 to 10 astronauts) on the lunar surface to perform
scientific experiments of 180 days, expansion of the
navigation system and the ground-based lunar navigation
system mentioned would be planned. This would reduce
costs of satellite launches and their station keeping [58].
Transportation. In situ fuel generation, in the form of
hydrogen and oxygen, may be synthesized from lunar polar
ice caps to support fuel needs for crew rotation [59] (Goal 9:
Sustainable Transportation, Goal 14: Sustainable ISRU). For
surface transportation of crew and resources, electrically
powered buses, with a pressurized operations cabins and
threaded wheels, have been proposed [60].
In Situ Resources. Here, lunar resources primarily serves

[62], and wherein the agreed upon roles and responsibilities
of all space actors and a management structure to control
and govern activities, would serve to ensure that new
activities follow international law on Earth, including
ensuring that the Moon is used exclusively for peaceful
purposes (including non-weaponization, a ban on military
installations, as per the Moon Agreement, and ensuring
actions of a non-aggressive nature). However, the inclusion
of private companies, which fall under the jurisdiction of
their registered state, would require a unique approach to
this government level agreement.
Phase 4 Human Aspects
Here, the necessary changes in life support systems,
medical procedures, and physical training required for
successful completion of the phase are described.
Life Support. Here, open-loop LSSs transition to semiclosed-loop LSSs, with the goal being to achieve 95%
closed-loop capability, similar to the ISS today [56]. Unlike
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the Phase 3 astronauts who were confined to their lander
modules, EVA suits and vehicles with the portable LSS will
be largely used for outpost activities. Phase 4 would rely on
a future iteration of ESA’s Advanced Closed Loop System to
permit the survivability of the crew during the mission [63].
External Stressors. Important stressors to consider
for long-duration lunar missions include (1) physiological
(i.e., radiation, lack of natural time parameters, impacts to
circadian rhythms, limited exposure to sunlight based on
the lunar orbital period, ⅙ gravity), (2) psychological (i.e.,
isolation, mission demands, limited hygiene, interpersonal
tensions, social conflicts), (3) mission factors (i.e., high
workload, limited resources and communication, food
limitations), and (4) habitability (i.e., limited privacy,
constant noise/vibration). Mitigating against these stressors
will serve to maximize crew productivity and mental health
for the long term [64].
Medical Capabilities. Here, ⅓ of the crew would receive
34 hours of medical training, similar to ISS [65]. Familiarity
with cardiopulmonary resuscitation, vascular access, and
intravenous fluid infusion is required. Incorporating regular
exercise into astronaut work will help them combat bone,
muscle, and cardiovascular deconditioning [66].
Cultural Aspects. Long-term habitation in the same
working and living environment causes factors of culture and
work expectations to emerge. Schedule implementation is
crucial to balance the work expected of the crew and their
daily lives which contribute to their mental health and
ability to perform tasks. This includes staging the working
period to best fit crew capabilities and the needs of the
mission [67]. Additionally, new tools are being explored,
which could create frameworks to ease cross-cultural
teamwork [68] to include smooth intercultural interactions
[69].
Phase 4 Summary
The Basic Operations phase focuses on conducting scientific
missions and long-term testing of life support systems for
a future human society. The use of previously established
habitats plays a crucial role along with the extension of
power infrastructure to include thermal concentrated solar
power. Existing frameworks of communication provide the
link to successful mission operations on the lunar surface
and for relays back to Earth. Continued use of the existing
navigation system for astronaut surface navigation will meet
the needs of extended missions. In orbit transportation will
utilize the existing lunar ascent element, while the inclusion
of alternative surface transportation, such as rovers and
electrically powered buses provides direct access to the
crew of remote areas. Finally, mass mining of polar ice
and the collection of lunar regolith to produce elements
such as liquid water and oxygen for habitat sustainability
underly the entire basic operations phase. The transition to
partially closed-loop life support systems and the inclusion
of advanced medical training and equipment is essential
for long-duration crews. Legislation is needed to address
the allocation of lunar space and resources. Collaborations
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could allow cultural and technological growth for future
multicultural settlements.

Phase 5: Lunar Settlement (2060 - )
This phase is characterized by shifting away from conducting
lunar base missions and operations, and towards the
act of living and spending one’s life on the Moon, with
self-sustaining capabilities being achieved as the phase
progresses. This includes development of larger economic
markets, in situ resource utilization.
Phase 5 Infrastructure
This phase’s goals are to increase the capabilities of
power and distribution, communication, navigation,
transportation, and habitation to ensure the demand
requirements for this larger base are met.
Architecture. Here, the lunar base will continue to grow,
and develop into a settlement, populated by employees,
mission operatives, and residents. The increased growth
of the settlement population will increase the demand for
habitable modules. Future iterations of the orbital platform
started in Phase 3 would act as supporting infrastructure
for the lunar surface and beyond [70].
Power and Distribution. The growing rate of people,
systems, and power dependent activities will determine
the needed size of power production, distribution, and
storage needs. Helium 3, which is in abundance on the
lunar surface, could address these needs through fusion
[71].
Communications. Moon ground stations and LaserBased Communication Systems would be further
developed at this stage, enabling a more comprehensive
communications line of sight. In addition, a Moon network
communication system similar to a cellular network
concept shall be considered [33, 72-73].
Navigation. Here, the establishment of a Lunar
Navigation Satellite System, the lunar equivalent to a
Global Navigation Satellite System, would be developed to
ensure connectivity for daily life, similar to those present on
Earth. This could comprise of a constellation of 16 CubeSats
orbiting the Moon along two inclined circular orbits at an
altitude of 33,400 km from the lunar surface [74].
Transportation. To accommodate the growing number of
passengers traveling to and from the Moon, it is anticipated
that large amounts of fuel production would be established
on the Moon by this time. However, all referenced
roadmaps failed to address establishing the capability of
managing and storing large amounts of cryogenic fuel on
the surface of the Moon for long periods. Furthermore, the
need for advancement in rocket technology to utilize other
alternative in situ resources as propellant is necessary to
maintain the sustainability of lunar resources, in line with
Goal 14: Sustainable ISRU.
Surface Transportation. Lunar Roving Vehicles would
no longer be sufficient for the lunar community, so,
existing concepts for electrically powered lunar busses

Figure 5. MeLISSA loop diagram [78]
and lunar railroads could be adopted for this phase and
scaled appropriately to accommodate more people, but
would require more initial investment in infrastructure
[75-76].
In Situ Resources. With the increasing number of
base inhabitants, the lunar regolith mining efforts should
be expanded to meet the architecture and life support
material requirements. Furthermore, to procure more
hydrogen for the anticipated commercial fuel market
demand, lunar ice water mining could be enhanced. To
address the transportation needs of this phase, resources
could be used to construct landing pads, roads, and
railways.
Phase 5 Governance
The level of governance required for potential Phase 5
activities could be a subset of an existing body on Earth, and
organized as an extension of the United Nations General
Assembly and UNOOSA. The lunar population may evolve
with its own cultures, activities, habits, and local laws, so
establishing a new government entity on the Moon, with
greater transparency of activities and customs, similar to
the Kingdom of Asgardia, could become compelling [77].
Once activity becomes organic on the Moon, it may no
longer be feasible or suitable, to assign responsibility
to states on Earth for activity organically created on the
Moon.

Phase 5 Human Aspects
To support the growing population of lunar residents,
medical support would be provided widely, and combined
with procedures to ensure the safety of human health.
Here, LSSs and medical capabilities are addressed together
with the cultural aspects that could evolve during the
development of a settlement.
Life Support. Here, closed-loop LSSs (e.g., the MicroEcological Life Support System Alternative (MELiSSA),
shown in Figure 5) would become increasingly important
to provide sustainable food, oxygen, and water as the
lunar settlement population grows. Among the roadmaps
examined, Airbus, the Global Exploration Roadmap,
and the National Space Society specifically emphasize
the importance of evolving a settlement to become selfsustaining, however, most of the examined roadmaps do
not contain fully developed closed-loop LSSs.
Medical Capabilities. Here, preventative measures,
inhabitant selection processes, and emerging advanced
medical capabilities are required for the progression of a
full scale, growing human settlement. Telemedicine and
telesurgery will be insufficient alone, so on site clinical
and medical expertise will serve to mitigate any medical
problems to avoid emergency flights to Earth. This includes
on-site diagnostics, urgent treatment, preventative
medicine, and a variety of pharmaceuticals must be
available on the Moon during this phase and should include
capabilities such as laboratory analysis, surgery, dentistry,
sterilization, antibiotic treatment of infectious disease
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These five stages of lunar base development, as
culture
may establish new religions, team models, and
consolidated from the literature, provide a roadmap for a
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lunar settlement, maintained by a variety of actors (Table 3).
and cyber-physical, human-robotic interfaces will
However, all plans reviewed fall short of establishing
likely influence these. Finally, the internationality of

and emphasizing a sustainable approach to each phase of
the process. To address these insufficiencies, the following
phases for establishing a lunar base work to combine the
IAC-19-D4.2.8
operational details and phases of existing lunar evolution
roadmaps, and add goals related to sustainability that can
serve to protect the lunar environment and ensure the
long-term sustainability of the lunar base, while supporting
the rationales, outlined in IAC-19-D4.2.8 [1].
These 15 Lunar Sustainability Goals can be applied
during mission planning throughout the lunar settlement
process by a variety of actors. Further details, including
targets and drivers for each goal, are available online at
sustainablemoon.com
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These five stages of lunar base development, as
consolidated from the literature, provide a roadmap for
a lunar settlement, maintained by a variety of actors
(Table 3).
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Table 3. Summary of key elements and goals of each
phase
Phase

Focus

Primary
Inhabitants

Outcome

1

Assessment of
Lunar surface for
usable resources
and landing sites.

Remote
sensing
satellites.
Ground based
rovers and
other robots.

Identification of
potential habitat
sites.
Quantification
and localization
of resources.

2

Remote
infrastructure and
habitat
preparation.

Remote
controlled,
autonomous
robots.

Initial
infrastructure
for human
arrival.

3

Finalizing
infrastructure and
habitat for future Humans and
missions.
robots.
Short duration
surface missions.

Finalized
infrastructure
for permanent
human
habitation.

4

Conducting
science-based
missions.

Specialists
(geologists,
astronomers,
astronauts,
etc).

Preliminary
technology
development for
future
inhabitants.

5

Transition
towards society
on the Moon.

Lunar citizens
and workers
Space Tourists.

Self-sustaining
lunar society.
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Abstract

F

irefly Academy, Inc. is a Private Operating Foundations dedicated to giving students practical experience in the
commercial space industry. As the space industry becomes more commercialized, students entering the workforce are
going to have increasing opportunities to enjoy careers in commercial space companies. However, recent graduates of
undergraduate programs often lack the hands-on skills and experience to let them excel in commercial space companies.
To better prepare students to succeed in the commercial space companies, and to help them becomes drivers of innovation
and change, incorporating non-traditional, practical programs into traditional education courses is necessary. This paper
looks at the approach taken by the flagship company-university partnership initiative undertaken by Firefly Academy,
in partnership with Firefly Aerospace, Inc. and the University of Texas. to illustrate the benefits of an interdisciplinary,
project-based approach to educating students which combines initiates from the schools of engineering, law, policy,
and business as a model for future curriculum enrichment initiatives for other undergraduate students. The flagship
program is designed around a corporate-university collaboration facilitated by a non-profit entity. First, the students
are given a practical, commercially applicable goal of launching a student-made rocket above the Karman line (100km).
Working on this project, whether successful or not, provides real world experience of the technical problems and issues
many space start-ups face in the design and development of new technology. Second, the initiate utilizes corporate
resources from a private company to provide mentorship, expertise, facilities, and funding to provide the resources the
students need to work on and complete the project. The project will span multiple years and involve students from many
engineering disciplines. Students can engage in the project both as a class or as a club. The curriculum of both covers a
broad range of topics and practical problems faced by commercial companies in the Research & Development process,
including engineering, business, compliance, and regulatory issues faced by companies. At first the education will be
focuses primarily on technical concepts necessary for the design and building of a rocket but will eventually include
compliance and business curriculum as well as students from other disciplines. By giving students a problem to solve
which mirrors the issues face by commercial space corporations, and combining an interdisciplinary curriculum with
commercial partnerships, students can be better prepared working in the commercial space industry. The success of the
program will be measured by the achievement of project goals, the number of students involved, and the percentage
of students who matriculate to successful employment post-graduation. As the program proceeds, Firefly Academy will
expand its partnerships to other universities, using lessons learned from the flagship program.

Acronyms/Abbreviations
Research and Development (R&D)
Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
Texas Rocket Engineering Lab (TREL)
The University of Texas Austin (UT)
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM)
Rocket Engineering Practicum (REP)
Preliminary Design Review (PDR)
Critical Design Review (CDR)
Flight Readiness Review (FRR)
Computer Automated Design (CAD)
Commercial off the Shelf (COTS)
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Human Resources (HR)
Huston Tillotson University (HTU)
Firefly International Rocket Event (FIRE)

“If America fails to grow more STEM talent over the
next few years, our country risks being left behind
technologically. That's why Firefly's challenge is so
important. Inspiring young people and making science
cool is the name of the game."[1]

1. Introduction

F

irefly Academy, Inc. is a Private Operating Foundation
dedicated to giving students practical experience in the
commercial space industry. As the space industry becomes
more commercialized, students entering the workforce are
going to have increasing opportunities to enjoy careers in
commercial space companies. However, recent graduates
often lack the hands-on skills and experience to let them
excel in commercial space companies. To better prepare
students to succeed in industry, incorporating practical
experience programs into traditional education courses
is necessary. This paper looks at the approach taken by
the flagship company-university partnership initiative
undertaken by Firefly Academy, in partnership with Firefly
Aerospace, Inc. and the University of Texas, to illustrate the
benefits of an interdisciplinary project based approach to
educating students in practical rocketry skills. This program
combines initiates from the schools of engineering, law,
policy, and business as a model for future curriculum
enrichment initiatives for other undergraduate students.
The flagship program is designed around a corporateuniversity collaboration facilitated by a nonprofit entity.
First, the students are given a practical, commercially
applicable goal of launching a student-made rocket past
the Karman line. Working on this project provides real
worldvexperience of the technical issues many NewSpace
startups face in the design and development of new
technology. Second, the initiative utilizes corporate
resources from a private company to provide mentorship,
expertise, facilities, and funding to provide the resources
the students need to work on and complete the project.
The project will span multiple years and involve students
from many engineering disciplines. Students can engage
in the project both as a class or as a club. The curriculum
covers a broad range of topics and practical problems faced
by commercial companies in the R&D process, including
engineering, business, compliance, and regulatory issues.
At first the education will be focused primarily on
technical concepts necessary for the design and building of
a rocket but will eventually include compliance and business
curriculum as well as students from other disciplines. By
giving students a problem to solve which mirrors the
issues face by commercial space corporations, exposing
students to multiple disciplines, and engaging in strategic
commercial partnerships, students can be better prepared
to work in the commercial space industry. As the program
proceeds, Firefly Academy will expand its partnerships to
other universities using lessons learned from the flagship
program.

2. Firefly and the Problems of the NewSpace
Economy
Firefly Aerospace is part of the emergence of NewSpace
companies dedicated to growing the space economy of the
coming decades. Firefly wants to make space for everyone
by providing reliable and cost effective access to space

with a steady launch cadence serving payloads in the
small to medium class of under 4000kg. One of the major
limits of the growth of economy in space is cost of access.
Until relatively recently, the cost of launch has limited the
space economy to government missions. With the advent
of SpaceX and similar companies, space has proven to be
profitable. Firefly is focused on reducing the cost of access
to space by focusing on developing smaller, less expensive
launch vehicles using lighter, modern materials, and
innovative, simple designs to lower the cost of production
and launch.
In ramping up its commercial efforts to design, test,
build, and launch the next-generation of small-launch
vehicles, Firefly has encountered a fundamental problem:
a dearth of talent in the workforce required for success in
the NewSpace economy. Put simply, there are not enough
qualified or experienced professionals in any age group to
fill the needs of the NewSpace economy. Firefly is always
short on the requisite manpower and is constantly looking
for qualified people to add value to the organization. The
challenges facing Firefly are twofold: First, simply finding
people with the right skills and experience, and second,
competing with other NewSpace companies to attract
those people.
Access to space has historically being controlled
by governments. As such, the skills, knowledge, and
experience necessary for launching objects into space is
concentrated in the minds of a small number of senior
industry experts. Further, that knowledge is not widely
disseminated among younger professionals. This scarcity
of expertise creates an intense competition for the
best talent in the field, for both new and experienced
employees. The competition in turn raises overhead costs
of finding, hiring, and retaining talent for key positions.
Key roles may go unfilled for months because experienced
or qualified candidates cannot be found, or competitors
win them over. At best, this scarcity raises the cost of
getting to space. At worse, it threatens the ability of the
NewSpace economy to grow as a talent scarcity results in
higher costs and a slowdown of research, development,
and commercialization. Recognizing this problem, Firefly
established Firefly Academy.

3. Enter Firefly Academy
Firefly Academy was conceived by Firefly’s CEO, Dr.
Tom Markusic, as a way to get university-aged students
involved in the space economy earlier in their education.
The acceleration of the NewSpace economy has created
a generation of students excited about space but lacking
the experience or skills necessary to be effective upon
entry to the job market. There is a mismatch between the
energized new generation with fresh ideas, and the old
guard committed to doing space the way it has always been
done. To bridge that gap, Firefly Academy was created as an
independent nonprofit, partnering with Firefly Aerospace
to provide students with mentorship and practical
experience in space economic activities to develop the
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next generation of space industry experts to service the
NewSpace economy.
As a 501(c)(3) nonprofit private operating foundation,
Firefly Academy can bridge the gap between the private
space sector and students and educational institutions.
Its flagship program, the Texas Rocket Engineering Lab at
the University of Texas Austin (TREL) provides students
a hands-on education in rocket design. Firefly Academy
is also funding TREL’s participation in the Base-11 Space
challenge. The Base 11 Space challenge is a competition
for university students to design, build, test, and launch a
rocket to an altitude of 100 km or more by the end of 2021
for a $1 million cash prize. [2] In order to be competitive,
students need access to resources, infrastructure, and
expertise that the private space sector can provide. The
Base 11 Space Challenge presented the perfect opportunity
for Firefly Academy to put its goals into practice by funding
TREL’s participation, facilitating access to Firefly Aerospace
facilities and employees as support, and providing both
a theoretical and practical education to students in the
design, build, test, and launch of a rocket.
Firefly Academy, as the nonprofit branch of a
corporation, has at its disposal both the resources
and expertise to bridge the gap between industry and
educational institutions. Firefly Academy can give energized
and motivated students access to industry, where they can
gain the skills and experience necessary to become the
next generation workforce of the NewSpace economy. The
next sections of this paper describe how Firefly Academy
achieves this and lays out the vision for how the corporatenonprofit partnership model may be applied in other
contexts to provide a practicum-based education for the
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next generation workforce of the NewSpace economy.

4. Corporate-University-Nonprofit Partnership
Structure
Firefly’s goals of furthering STEM education and preparing
workforce-ready students is made possible through a
three-way partnership between Firefly Aerospace, Firefly
Academy, and The University of Texas at Austin. Firefly
Aerospace had four primary projects in mind when creating
Firefly Academy:
Funding university rocket labs and aerospace
engineering programs;
Providing guidance and expertise to teams of university
students to build and launch their own rockets;
Building interest in STEM and aerospace programs
beyond the Department of Aerospace Engineering and
Engineering Mechanics; and
Funding and coordinating internships for students with
NewSpace companies.
These goals may only be realized when Firefly
Aerospace, Firefly Academy, and The University of Texas
enter into relationships with each other. These relationships
allow students not only to take advantage of corporate
funding, but to also to build relationships with mentors and
spend time collaborating in the operational environment
of a NewSpace company. Given this experience, students
graduate from university with the immediately-applicable
skills and knowledge of a second or third-year engineer.
Each entity in this partnership benefits from the
relationships it establishes. These benefits are outlined in
Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Outline of the three entity partnership and the benefits to each.
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Although the initial costs of setting up these relationships
are high, the ongoing benefit to each entity makes such an
investment worthwhile. Firefly Aerospace benefits from
better applicants, higher employee morale, and marketing
opportunities. Firefly Academy benefits from funding,
proof of concept to expand, intellectual property licensing,
and proven relationships with experts in industry and
academia. The University of Texas (UT) Austin benefits from
funding, better facilities, curriculum development, and job
opportunities and mentorship for students. This three-way
partnership is essential to developing a strong NewSpace
economy. Other companies can model partnerships using
Firefly Academy as an example. Firefly Academy is also
open to using its expertise in building similar relationships
with other corporate sponsors and universities, without the
need for a new nonprofit corporation to be incorporated
for each relationship.

5. Firefly Academy’s Activities to Date
5.1 The Flagship Program – Texas Engineering Rocket Lab
Firefly Academy established a relationship with UT towards
the end of the 2018 Spring Semester. The initial meeting was
with the head of the Department of Aerospace Engineering
and Engineering Mechanics and student members of the
Longhorn Rocketry Association. The students and professors
at UT were very excited to work with Academy and have
the opportunity to be the first University to launch a rocket
past the Karman line (100 km).
Legally defining the relationship with UT took the
most effort. UT, like most universities, is a large, slow
moving establishment with multiple departments. Firefly
Aerospace is a NewSpace startup and moves quickly
in order to realize its goals of launching its first rocket
and starting to become revenue positive. The difference
in the relative work speeds of the two entities caused
some frustration amongst Firefly leadership. This is a
barrier that other companies should be ready to face.
The development of the contractual framework to ensure
funds were maximized in developing this rocket design
program took all of the Summer and part of the Fall
semesters. In these contracts, Firefly Academy agreed to
donate up to one million dollars for the development of a
rocket engineering lab and class at UT. Once the contracts
were signed, in September 2018, the first installment of
$250,000 was sent to UT.
From September to December 2018 Firefly worked with
UT to develop a curriculum so that a course, the Rocket
Engineering Practicum (REP), would be ready for students
in January 2019. This quick development was a surprise to
Firefly as Firefly was initially told that a course likely would
not be offered until the fall semester of 2019. To date,
TREL has an established design space at UT’s main campus
and a hardware development and test space at UT’s Pickle
Research Center. Firefly and UT are currently discussing a
lease space at Firefly’s test facility for TREL to perform the
more hazardous tests of their engine designs.

5.2 Teaching and Mentoring
REP started in January 2019. REP was added as part of
UT’s Studies in Aerospace Engineering Course which, with
continued funding for hardware, is sustainable for at least
four more years. The curriculum was designed by UT in
collaboration with Firefly Academy. REP consists of two
lectures a week, with one lecture taught by UT staff, and
the other taught by volunteers from Firefly Aerospace. The
students reach out to Firefly lecturers after their lecture if
they need any assistance or mentoring in the areas in which
that person is an expert.
Firefly Academy is currently helping to facilitate the UT
lease of a test cell at Firefly Aerospace’s test site. Additional
teaching and mentoring for the students is built into the
lease for students’ education and safety. The students
will be required to go through design reviews with Firefly
Aerospace directors before a test is allowed to be run. The
standard aerospace testing cycle requires a design to go
through a Preliminary Design Review (PDR), Critical Design
Review (CDR), and Flight Readiness Review (FRR). The
students will be required to contact the relevant director
at Firefly in order to get these reviews of their designs. A
PDR will be required before any tests are run. Finally, all
tests will require final approval from the Firefly Director
of Test. These reviews expose the students to real-world
requirements and standard practices while giving them the
opportunity to work with senior engineers who have risen
to director level positions. Such exposure accelerates the
student’s professional development.
Finally, Firefly Academy has organized multiple activities
for the students to visit Firefly Aerospace’s headquarters.
This has resulted in additional awareness among Firefly
employees, who have volunteered their time outside work
hours to mentor student both with their rocket design and
with general career advice. Many times, engineers who
leave Firefly Aerospace for other opportunities continue
their mentoring relationships with these students, creating
a more diverse network of mentors. It is Firefly Academy’s
goal to increase the mentor pool outside of Firefly
Aerospace to provide the students a large and diverse
pool of mentors. These mentor-mentee relationships will
benefit these students for years to come.
5.3 Internships
Firefly Academy coordinated with Firefly Aerospace to
provide twelve students with 3- month internships with
Firefly Aerospace in the Spring Semester. Firefly Aerospace
had only one intern in the spring semester that it did not
find through Firefly Academy. For the Summer of 2019
Firefly Aerospace accepted 17 interns, most of which were
from UT through Firefly Academy. Participation in Firefly
Academy definitely gives students a leg up in the hiring
process. In their three months at Firefly, these interns
developed experience with designing parts in Autodesk
Inventor (CAD), contacting and interacting with vendors
for raw materials and COTS parts, and the assembly and
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integration of components. Not only does this experience
help the students with their goal of building a rocket at
TREL, but it helps these students find post-graduation
employment. After proving the concept that participants
in the Firefly Academy-sponsored TREL program and
internships are better prepared for working in NewSpace
companies, Firefly Academy will begin seeking other
NewSpace partners to provide internships with more
companies than just Firefly Aerospace.
5.4 Encouraging
Education)

Entrepreneurship

(Cross-Disciplinary

As Firefly Academy was established, it began looking at a
cross-disciplinary approach to its educational programs.
Engineers seldom work in a vacuum. A successful business
requires accountants, salesmen, procurement specialists,
lawyers, HR, and many other administrative functions.
Engineers must understand how to interact with these
business functions in order to succeed in the business
world. Firefly believes that helping students prepare for
these interactions is key to their success in the professional
world, and in preparing future NewSpace Entrepreneurs.
TREL’s engineering students are exposed to students
from other disciplines and backgrounds by including
students from other disciplines in TREL, either as students
enrolled in the REP class or as participants in TREL as an
extracurricular club. There are currently three avenues
Firefly is using to include such students in TREL:
-- - Firefly Aerospace attorneys are teaching a law
school class aimed at preparing law students to
practice law in a NewSpace company. These students
may participate in TREL as a student organization,
supervised by Firefly Aerospace’s legal department.
-- - REP is going to be cross-listed with other UT
schools in order to encourage participation. REP has
already received applications from students in the
McCombs School of Business.
-- - TREL encourages students from Huston-Tillotson
University (HTU) to participate in the program. HTU
is listed as an historically black college and university
and is focused on providing working adults access
to higher education. [3] Giving minority students
access to STEM education through Firefly Academy is
extremely important as students from both schools
have the opportunity for be exposure to students from
different cultural and socio-economic backgrounds.
This valuable exposure can be mind- expanding and
provide the type collaboration experiences that lead
to entirely new innovations. Firefly Academy and UT
initially attempted to include HTU students in the REP
class, but HTU students were not able to balance the
hours requirement of REP with their other classes
and jobs needed to provide for their families. Firefly
Academy and UT are looking into a paid internship
program for HTU students to reestablish HTU
participation in TREL.
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5.5 Other Educational Programs
Firefly Academy and Firefly Aerospace collaborated
to host the first annual Firefly International Rocket
Event (FIRE), funded by Firefly Aerospace. Both US and
international teams competed in a model rocket contest,
with participation from local Texas middle schools. All
of the teams built and launched model rockets at Firefly
Aerospace’s test facility in Briggs, Texas. School officials
were impressed and shared Firefly’s hope that this handson approach would spark an interest in STEM fields. The
FIRE event was successful in this regard, with one student
commenting that the fun was in “watching the rocket go up
and feeling satisfied that you built it and now it’s in the air,”
and another saying he hopes to work at SpaceX or Firefly
in the future.
These two entities also collaborated in sending Firefly
Aerospace CEO and Firefly Academy Director, Dr. Tom
Markusic to the annual meeting of the Texas Boy Scout
Councils to lead a discussion about NewSpace with over 300
Boy Scouts. At this meeting, Dr. Markusic also demonstrated
Newton’s Laws of Motion using a Firefly rocket gun and
skateboard, which served to increase interest from the
scouts towards Firefly and other space companies.
These small projects, while not as grandiose as the
flagship project, are key to advancing the goals of Firefly
Aerospace, Firefly Academy, and The University of Texas.
Firefly Academy is advancing its goals towards increasing
STEM education; the University of Texas advances its
education goals and receives more applications to its
competitive aerospace engineering program; and Firefly
Aerospace is investing in future rocket scientists, who will
help grow the NewSpace economy and Firefly Aerospace.
Note that although UT is not directly involved in these
educational outreach programs, it benefits from STEM
outreach and development performed by Firefly due to
its proximity, excellent academic reputation, and its close
relationship with the two Firefly companies.

6. Principles for Application Beyond Firefly
Academy
The fundamental problem of sustaining the growth of
the NewSpace economy is staffing the workforce of the
expanding economy. As a start-up whose speed and
profitability depend on the quick expansion of a skilled,
young workforce, Firefly recognizes this fundamental
challenge. Since the knowledge necessary to train the next
generation is concentrated in the hands of relatively few
experts, Firefly Academy believes the most effective way
to train the next generation is to form key partnerships
between industry stakeholders and educational institutions
in order to seed the next generation with the knowledge
and experience they will need to excel.
Based on Firefly Academy’s experiential model, Firefly
believes there are four fundamental principles which
can be applied to train the next generation of the space
economy workforce.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Partnership
Leadership
Entrepreneurship
Outreach

6.1 Partnership
The Partnership principle promotes the formation of
cooperative relationships between industry and educational
institutions to develop programs to train students at the
high-school and college level in order to instill in them
the skills necessary to succeed in the NewSpace economy.
NewSpace companies have an interest in training skilled
workers prior to entering the workforce because many of
skills which employees apply everyday are not trained in
the traditional educational setting. Instead, these skills are
better trained on the job or in a practical setting. Industry has
the resources, expertise, and facilities to create practicumbased educational programs which provide students to
learn essential skills while still in school. Firefly achieved
this through forming its nonprofit branch, Firefly Academy,
which in turn formed a partnership with the University
of Texas Austin to establish TREL. Other companies can
pursue similar partnerships. The students involved in
such programs benefit from practical education, while
the companies benefit from training interns and students
who may become full-time employees. Such partnership
programs can help NewSpace companies create pools of
qualified workers with prior experience in the industry.
Beyond the industry-educational institution partnership, Firefly Academy also exhibits how forming partnerships between nonprofits and other companies can
create opportunities beyond single-program endeavors.
NewSpace companies like Firefly need qualified pools of
candidates to fill jobs in order to grow economically and
become profitable. However, while these companies have
the facilities and experience to benefit students, often they
lack the resources or bandwidth to lead such programs.
Here, nonprofit entities like Firefly Academy can fill the gap
by providing program management for both companies
and educational institutions in return for funding and
cooperation from NewSpace companies. Nonprofit entities
also have the ability to fundraise from private donors and
so can provide an additional source of program funding
and cost savings. Using Firefly Academy as a model, other
companies and institutions can form similar strategic
partnerships to train the next generation of the NewSpace
economy workforce.
6.2 Leadership
The Leadership principle suggests that industry must take
on the responsibility for training the next generation of
space workers. As stated previously, the concentration of
space industry expertise means that the dissemination
of knowledge will be largely downward vertical, instead
of horizontal for the foreseeable future. The current
landscape of industry expertise in the space economy

is largely concentrated in the hands of current and
former government employees and some heritage space
companies. The demand for these professionals has not
changed much until recent years. With the growth in
the number of NewSpace companies, there is now more
demand for talent than the current workforce can supply.
In order to meet the challenge of staffing the growing
numbers of open positions, industry leaders will need
to invest in training the next generation and lead the
dissemination of expertise from heritage industry to new
workforce entrants. Forming strategic partnerships across
industry which focus on developing programs to train the
next generation can help grow the NewSpace economy
with the next generation at the helm.
6.3 Entrepreneurship
The Entrepreneurship principle focuses on the need
for crossdisciplinarity education. NewSpace companies
obviously need engineers and other STEM graduates,
but they also need accountants, salesmen, procurement
specialists, lawyers, HR, and many other administrative
functions. NewSpace companies are not just science
projects, they are fundamentally businesses. It is not only
technological advances that are driving the expansion
of the space economy, but the demonstration that space
companies can turn a profit. Neither the technology, nor
the business, exist in a vacuum, especially in the world
of NewSpace startups. Engineers must understand how
to interact with these business functions in order to
succeed in the business world, and business types need to
understand the technology. If either set lacks a functional
understanding of the other, it can paralyze a company’s
operations and lead to slow-down or inefficiencies. For
example, if an engineer does not understand the company’s
business model or principles, they may spend unnecessary
time working on an unprofitable technology. Likewise, if a
business employee does not understand the technology,
they may form a contract which is unperformable. This
is why, from the outset, Firefly Academy has emphasized
an entrepreneurial focus in its educational programs.
REP students are not just taught engineering principles,
they are also taught the law, policy, and business of
NewSpace companies, and our law students are not just
taught law, but also the basics of rocket technology and
business considerations. When we talk about educating
the workforce of the NewSpace economy, we are not just
talking about STEM, but about educating students in across
disciplines in order to train a NewSpace workforce which
think and solve problems within the context of the business
world.
6.4 Outreach
Finally, the Outreach principle emphasizes that to expand
the pool of space-qualified professionals, industry must
extend STEM assistance to students beyond its current
or usual limits. There is a lot of excitement about space
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and its economic future right now because space is cool
again. Everyone wants to be the next Elon Musk because
space has once again captured our imaginations. There
is a lot of energy and interest out there, but because
space expertise has been government-controlled for so
long, many young, smart, and talented people have no
idea how to begin working in space. In order to build
and maintain the current excitement, and to connect
the next generation with industry experts who can train
and mentor them, NewSpace companies should look into
developing outreach programs to build excitement and
begin recruiting the next generation. Bringing students to
test or launch facilities or engaging them in fun activities
can inspire them to pursue STEM education. Likewise,
reaching out to older students in high-school and college
to make them aware of internships and mentorship
opportunities can help create excitement about working
in the NewSpace economy and inspire them to work in this
industry. Creating outreach opportunities which connect
students early can give them an end-goal, a vision, and a
passion for space which drives them to create the next big
thing in this thrilling industry.

7. Conclusion
The Firefly Academy model emphasizes Partnership,
Leadership, Entrepreneurship, and Outreach as a way to
address the need-gap between essential positions and the
available work- force supply. On the small scale, this may
seem a micro-problem particular to a single NewSpace
company, but on the macro-scale, the problems faced by
Firefly evidence a lack of space-qualified industry workers to
help drive the next generation of economic growth in space.
Failure to address this gap, at best slows down economic
growth, and, at worst, may threaten the long-term viability
of the space economy. Without a workforce which can
guarantee regular and affordable access to space, many
of the most interesting and exciting space ventures may
never get off the ground. A broad effort at collaboration
between industry, nonprofits, and educational institutions,
led by industry expertise and resources, and which focuses
on training well-rounded students to meet the economic
needs of the NewSpace economy may be the best way to
address this problem.
These partnerships are not easy to form. Companies
must navigate issues of liability, safety, non-disclosure,
safety, intellectual property, and export compliance. The
example of Firefly Academy proves that beneficial programs
and partnerships can be successful in practice, despite
these challenges. In time, with more resource investment,
Firefly Academy will expand its partnerships and programs
to other companies and universities. Just as TREL is Firefly
Academy’s flagship program, Firefly Academy may become
the flagship for corporate-nonprofit-education partnerships
to launch the next generation of space technology and
space business experts.
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1. Introduction

I

n many parts of the world, child education is a major
challenge. Countries in Africa, as with most developing
nations, have this problem, and the girl child is the worst hit.
Most troubling is the low girl child involvement in Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). Taking
Nigeria as a case study, a report by UNESCO in 2014
stated that over 5.5 million girls were out of school. In
addition, the National Population Commission in Nigeria
stated in 2009 that more than 40% of the total female
population has never been to school. Also, the same
UNESCO report in 2014 indicated that the net enrollment
rate for girls at primary school level stood at 56%. Out of
the girls enrolled into school, very few of them eventually
take up STEM. This is because of some preconceived
and still dominant myths in the African society that have
promoted an unhealthy fear of STEM. These myths pose a
great challenge and must be overcome to set the girl child
on the path to educational recovery.

2. The myths and the challenges they pose
There are two (2) dominant myths. These are:
2.1. The subjects of Science and Technology are difficult
for a woman to handle.
I come from a country where girls are not encouraged to
study STEM courses especially engineering because it is
perceived to be a male dominated course and as such
involves a lot of technical skills. If Nigeria was to be running
engineering courses the way it should, like a hands-on
practical approach, it would have been easier for the girls
to venture into studying STEM and the related courses
because they believe in and do very well with what they see,
so I would say that there is little attraction in STEM for girls.
Again, there are no helpful strategies to boost the
interest of these girls both from their teachers at school
and family members at home. Recently in the course of my
awareness creation in some secondary/high schools in FCT,
Abuja Nigeria, I came across some girls that have not heard
about space science and technology let alone the entrance
courses. This informed me that there is a lot of work to
be done in Nigeria and Africa at large. This made me ask
a question in the class about those that would want to go

into studying science and engineering and their response
was quite discouraging as 25% of the girls did not raise their
hands. I began to wonder why; some girls gave these myths
as their reasons.
i. My mother said that engineering is not for girls.
ii. Having few girls in a class dominated by boys, their
level of exposure will increase negatively.
iii. She also said that girls that make their career in
engineering hardly keep their homes in marriage as
their level of exposure would make them challenge
their spouses.
iv. Again, you hardly get a job that will help you take
care of your personal need.
v. The girls in engineering classes tend to be molested
by their male teachers and even colleagues, etc.
vi. We have other factors like the social, culture and
religion.
From my personal experience, I would say that their mothers
are not far from the truth. In Nigeria and other developing
countries, we have NGOs that promote STEM but a lot of
them do it for their own benefit without truly caring about
the situation on ground. They have no real desire to acquire
the expertise required to tackle the problem. Most of them
lack an action/activity roadmap and a truly measureable
performance review based on funds generated for their
operations.
Yes, since it is perceived that STEM is a masculine field
or career, when in class/workshop, the teacher would
always prefer the boys to do the hands on practical/
experiments and write the reports as well, while the girls
will only participate as spectators. I was a victim until one
day while watching the boys interchange in each practical
session at the workshop, I burst into tears. My teacher
walked up to me and asked why I was crying, I told him, Sir,
I can do all these things as well. Fortunately, I was given an
opportunity to try and surprisingly I did as well as the boys.
To be frank, from that day, my confidence was boosted and
I became an encouragement to the other girls in class.
2.2. That the work environment in Science and Technology
is challenging for a woman who seeks to be married
In most African traditions – as with many parts of the
world – marriage is the hallmark for a woman. This idea
automatically stimulates parents and teachers to stir the
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girls towards non-science oriented courses so they can fit
into the society. This need to fit into the culture and society
around you hampers the girls’ ability to see herself as
capable of overcoming any challenge posed by the subjects
in STEM.

3. Overcomimg the challenge
While there are lots of misleading factors that stop girls
from studying STEM courses such as lack of interest,
economic, social, religious factors etc. These factors draw
their strength from the two challenges identified above.
Overcoming these challenges would require a concerted
effort from parents, society, and government. One may ask,
what role can these parties play to address these problems
and debunk these myths? I start my solution with a story of
my personal experience.
I personally overcame these myths with the help of my
father who did not only bring a home teacher but also did
not subscribe to this line of thinking that a career in science
or engineering was solely for men. Instead he encouraged
me to read wide and discover myself. On one of my visits
to the local library, I came across an article on Katherine
Johnson, the first African American woman to work on
the Project Mercury and Apollo missions. This encounter
informed me that I could feature prominently in the science
community if I worked hard enough. Thus I embraced
science subjects with a new found enthusiasm. Most of my
friends today had similar stories.
To be frank, it’s high time girls disabuse their mind
on the thought, “I lack the skills and boys would always
be preferred in class”. My candid advice for girls in STEM
is to be serious and prepare themselves for the future
because the future is theirs. But I must add, they need help
because this problem has been decades in the making.
Recently, I heard a story about an oil company in Nigeria
that advertised for recruitment of female engineers and
scientist, it was strictly for ladies, I said to myself that yes,
things are changing and definitely it will change for the girls
that are prepared.

4. Gender imbalance in space science and
technology
In 2007 I was employed as part of a Nigerian team of
Scientists and Engineers to be trained to design and build
the NigeriaSat-2 and NigeriaSat-X satellites, out of 14
people employed only 2 women were selected. Similarly,
for the NigComSat project in 2004, only 3 women made the
team of 50 selected to be trained in China.
It is no news that women are underrepresented in
STEM. In Nigeria alone (assumed to be the giant of Africa),
just less than 20% of top engineers, scientist, space
technology researchers and professionals are women in
this 21st century. Nigeria has a very good number of higher
institutions for Science, Engineering and Technology both
government and private owned but it is observed that the
number of female lectures in the departments are few
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compared to the male likewise the female to male students.
With this observation, it is disheartening to note that if
nothing is done to bring more girls to study STEM courses,
and create opportunity, empowerment and motivation
for the few women already in the field, the upcoming girls
might not have mentors to look up to.
The issue of role model should be taken seriously in
STEM fields in Nigeria and Africa. STEM in Nigeria has few
role models meanwhile these role models are not widely
seen/known because there is nothing to show forth about
them. Some of the so called role models don’t have a good
job and as such do not live up to expectation for the girls to
emulate thereby making the girls lose interest and desire
in them but they rather go for the people that are been
celebrated.
I could remember when we returned from NigeriaSat2
and Nigeria Sat-X mission, a great milestone in Nigeria, a
thing of great joy and national honor. I was among the two
ladies that went for the mission and the country did not
dim it fit to celebrate us, why? I guess they government
does not know the value of satellite and there were no
females in the policy making that would recommend for
that. Again, the day the team members were invited for
presidential handshake, after the launch of the satellites,
I was denied to see the then Nigerian president because I
went with my baby.
Again, just in the last concluded girls programme I
organized in NASRDA Abuja, as I was giving my speech, I
asked (my programmes are usually interactive) the girls in
attendance “who is your role models” no one mentioned
anyone from science, engineering, mathematics and
technology both in Nigeria and Africa. You would be
amazed at the names mentioned. I was opportune to as
why they don’t have role models in STEM subject – story
for another day.

5. Reaching out and catching them young
Following the 2019 IAC theme “Space: The power of the
past; the promise of the future” you will agree with me
that everything now is about technology and to make it
advanced is the space technology, every other technology
can stop you at a point but space technology can help you
to reach the unreached especially those at the remote
areas. Looking at the statistics especially in the developing
countries, those living in the remote areas are mostly
women. Again, considering the fact that every girl child
today is a potential woman, if we can reach out to these
girls at a very young age before or at secondary/high
schools to make them have interest in STEM courses, if we
can also be able to get these girl children to understand
space technology and begin to be creators, they will be able
to know the problems with respect to women, and be able
to design the Apps that will help their fellow women/ladies
and as such would not just become consumers where
people would be dumping technologies. and this will help
them to belong to the world power and equally secure their
future for tomorrow. The world is a global village today

because of space technology and girls/women should not
be left out.
Hence, the Women in Aerospace advocacy for
awareness creation for a girl child to be involved in Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). So with
space technology, you can reach the world.
In the course of our advocacy in some parts of Nigeria,
it is found out that the girls are still leaving in fear and
exclusion in the study and participation STEM, this would
have to change. So, how do we solve these problems of fear
and exclusion?
First, we need to catch them young. The Women in
Aerospace Nigeria (WIAN) initiative which I championed
in 2012 – knowing that I couldn’t do this alone – sought
as many women as possible in the Science and Technology
industry to visit high schools and encourage young girls to
embrace STEM and most especially reach for the stars in
Space Science and Technology.
The society has made the young girls susceptible to
insecurity, lack of confidence and academically imbalance
by upbringing and environment. For example, the Chibok
girls and Dapchi girls both in Borno and Yobe states of
Nigeria respectively. These made the girls to lose value
on themselves, lack of confidence on both parents and
teachers and even the society generally who have bought
the societal ideas that they can’t cope with their male
counterparts in STEM fields. Meanwhile the teachers
and parents are supposed to be their mentors and their
source of inspiration but since they failed to get it from
them, they are grip by fear of “I can’t not”. so the catch
them young programme by WIAN has brought back the
confidence in them.
The WIAN has been able to achieve this advocacy
programme by creating opportunities and activities
to engage the young girls in STEM so as to reinforce
their potential to use space technology for national
development.

6. My triumph
Finally, how have I fared in the industry so far? I’ve been
lucky, I had a father that understood the value of the girl child
education and encouraged me to challenge myself. Also,
I got married to a man that appreciates the contribution
a woman can bring into Science and Technology. Which
tells me that we need to educate the boy child to value
the girl child in Africa; to see the girl child as a partner in
development and not as an object for the kitchen and the
other room.
This way we can reach for the stars together and set the
girl child on a path to career fulfilment especially in space
science and technology.

7. Recommendations
The way forward for STEM for girls in Nigeria and Africa
at large is to achieve the sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) for Space programmes:
1. United Nations (UN), African Union, National Space
Agencies and other related bodies should create a
network for eligible and qualified women already in
the field of STEM locally and internationally.to work
together for awareness creation and advocacy.
2. To advocate for STEM female professionals to be
involved in decision making in Nigeria and Africa at
large.
3. Space technology as a tool to generate interest and
reach all young children should be encouraged by
the government through the implementation of
Space Museums.
4. Forums to stimulate Mentorship programmes
between young girls and women currently in Space
Science.
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Abstract

T

he United States (US) National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) first developed the NASA Systems
Engineering (SE) Handbook in 1995, with two revisions ensuing. The Handbook has been a standard used in the design
and development of major aerospace systems, and has enabled government and industry to ensure the realization of high
quality, durable, and reliable systems. From various spaceflight systems to university student research projects, the tools,
methods, and processes identified in the Handbook have proven to be effective regardless of project scale. The present
paper will describe how the NASA SE Handbook can be successfully utilized in the design and development of smallscale university projects, while also enabling engineering students to become acclimated to the methodologies employed
by major aerospace engineering entities. NASA’s SE Handbook defines a design process, beginning with the initiation of
requirements to final product delivery and beyond, formally known as NASA’s Systems Engineering Engine. The SE Engine
divides the design-to-product journey into three system design processes– the systems design, product realization,
and technical management processes. These three overall processes were implemented by a team of Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering (MAE) students in the design and development of a tabletop wind tunnel for Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) outreach through the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH). The present paper
will correlate specific SE Engine processes to project success, as established by the UAH student design team. Additionally,
issues and solutions will be identified, as well as lessons learned, in order to convey this knowledge to future design
teams. Beginning with the requirements definition process, to functional decomposition, technical solution definition,
design realization, evaluation, product transition, and the numerous technical management processes used throughout the
year-long UAH design effort, the present paper will provide a guideline for small-scale project success. Additionally, it will
be shown that engineering students benefit from use of the established practices detailed in the NASA SE Handbook, as it
enables accelerated readiness and understanding of engineering practices prior to entering the workforce. Specific metrics
assessing the learning impact on UAH CDC students will be presented.

Product Breakdown Structure (PBS)
Product Certification Review (PCR)
Product Readiness Review (PRR)
Project Requirements Document (PRD)
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System Definition Review (SDR)
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Systems Engineering & Integration (SE&I)
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1. Introduction

T

o attain successful results on an engineering design
and development project, engineering entities
worldwide employ SE processes. Implementing these
processes helps achieve successful results by ensuring
that “no stone is left unturned.” Specifically, adherence
to SE processes enables an engineering team to proceed
through rigorous practices such that all design and
development considerations, whether major or minor, are
not overlooked. Basically, SE processes provide a broad
“checklist” of steps to follow, which can be implemented
iteratively or recursively, in order to achieve optimal
project results. NASA is a prime example of a major
aerospace organization that has successfully employed SE
processes, and has even created an SE Handbook based

upon lessons learned and evolving practices. The first
version of the NASA SE Handbook was released in 1995 [1]
with the intent of providing NASA personnel knowledge
regarding SE processes in order to achieve ideal project
outcomes. The foundation of the design process employed
in the two revisions followed: the first in 2007 [2] and the
second, current version, in 2016 [3].
UAH Product Realization CDC is based upon the NASA
SE Handbook. The undergraduate MAE Product Realization
students work in small teams (4-6 students per team) in
order to design and develop a product for a real-world
customer that must meet certain requirements. At the
end of the two-semester class, the product is transferred
to the customer for permanent use. Since 2010, when the
NASA processes were first used in the class, the resulting
product quality and delivery success rate has improved
tremendously.
The UAH Product Realization design teams utilize
a design process that is outlined within the NASA SE
Handbook, formally known as the Systems Engineering (SE)
Engine. The SE Engine, shown in Fig. 1, is a comprehensive
outline of the design process from the initial stages of design
to final product delivery. Through the implementation of
seventeen steps within the SE engine, small scale projects
undertaken by undergraduate senior design engineering
teams, as well as large-scale NASA programs, have
experienced project success. The present paper will focus
on how the NASA SE Handbook and Engine were employed
by UAH CDC students in the design and development of a
tabletop wind tunnel. The educational impact on the UAH
students, garnered as a result of working on the project and
employing NASA methodologies, will be assessed.

Keywords: NASA Systems Engineering Handbook, Systems Engineering Engine, Capstone Design, Wind Tunnel

Acronyms/Abbreviations
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Capstone Design Class (CDC)
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS)
Concept of Operations (ConOps)
Critical Design Review (CDR)
Department of Defense (DoD)
Detailed Verification Objective (DVO)
Exploration Toolset for the Optimization of Launch and
Space Systems (X-TOOLSS)
Field Programmable Analog Array (FPAA)
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
Functional Flow Block Diagram (FFBD)
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Hazard and Operability Analyses (HAZOPs)
Interim Design Review (IDR)
Johnson Space Center (JSC)
Kindergarten through 12th grade (K-12)
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering (MAE)
Military Standard (MIL STD)
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
NASA Structure Analysis (NASTRAN)
National Space Science and Technology Center (NSSTC)
North Alabama Section (NAS)
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
Preliminary Design Review (PDR)

Fig. 1. The NASA SE Engine [2]
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2. Background
NASA’s implementation of the SE Engine for large-scale
programs has been very effective, as the SE engine has
inherent flexibility to meet program needs. A prime example
is the SLS program. The SLS effort integrates a modified and
customized approach of NASA’s SE principles. Specifically,
the SE&I team at NASA’s MSFC focused upon the following
program objectives that were to be implemented across all
engineering fields [4]:
• Define the SLS system to meet requirements
• De-compose the system into hardware and
software end items with assigned functionality
• Manage the technical, cost and schedule
interactions of the allocated end items
• Integrate the end item designs into a certified
system design
• Integrate the end item hardware and software into
a flight-certified system
• Support the operation of the system.
One major focus during SLS design requirements
development was implementation of extant hardware
from previous programs. Additionally, emphasis was
placed upon reducing and simplifying requirements and
replacing derived requirements with DVOs to ensure
that design criteria are met [5]. Definition of system
requirements was followed by system decomposition. A
pressing consideration in the design and certification of
the entire system was the influence of each element on the
overall system. Additionally, communication and technical
management processes were, and continue to be, crucial
to project success. MSFC created a matrix identifying
contributors and key roles for smooth communication
flow between departments. Other changes regarding the
certification process were also implemented permitting
NASA’s SE Engine to be customized for the novel and
complex challenge of creating the largest rocket to ever be
launched.
While the SLS program provides an example of the
effectiveness of SE practices on major NASA programs,
smaller-scale designs can also benefit. An example is the
utilization of the NASA SE engine by an undergraduate
senior engineering design team at UNCC [6]. The UNCC
team outlined multiple tasks, derived from the SE Engine,
which served as success criteria for the project. These
included correct and meticulous requirement definitions,
requirements traceability, and documentation, which
enabled the assessment of the project against stakeholder
requirements for project verification and validation. The
UNCC project involved the development of FPAA and
FPGA boards that could be repurposed to serve multiple
functions aboard spacecraft for NASA’s JSC. By following
NASA’s SE processes, the team experienced greater success
than other UNCC design teams.
UAH’s integration of NASA SE processes into the
Product Realization CDC has been previously detailed [7].
One example is the collaboration with MSFC engineers
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and NSSTC engineers whereby a Product Realization team
undertook the optimization of a scaled Gemini capsule
using the software programs X-TOOLSS® and NASTRAN®.
The team successfully increased the capsule’s factor
of safety while reducing the weight and impact stress.
Another MSFC based project undertaken by a UAH Product
Realization team was the design of the body segments of a
lunar regolith burrowing robot, called the Lunar Wormbot
[8]. Throughout both projects, the student design
teams implemented NASA’s SE processes by conducting
stakeholder assessments, performing cost, technical, and
safety analyses during the system design process, among
multiple other tasks. During the 2-semester design effort
all 17 steps of the SE Engine were addressed via multiple
presentations to engineers at MSFC. The integration
of NASA’s SE engine in the UAH CDC was a success and
continues to be implemented in the class curriculum to the
present day. NASA SE based projects provide opportunities
to inculcate NASA’s processes in undergraduate senior
design projects, providing the opportunity for students to
become highly knowledgeable with a process employed in
government and industry.

3. Methodology
Since 2010, the NASA SE Handbook has been employed by
UAH CDC students in the Product Realization class. Since
that time, over 200 products have been designed, analysed,
fabricated, tested, and delivered to a customer for longterm operational use. Over 95% of the resulting products
were deemed to be functionally sound and of high enough
quality to satisfy stakeholder (customers, sponsors, team
advisors, and instructor) expectations - primarily due to the
comprehensive design process stipulated via the NASA SE
Engine.
3.1 UAH Product Realization Class
The UAH Product Realization class provides MAE students
with an all-encompassing, real-world design experience.
The two-semester design effort begins with students
selecting a project from several options and ends with
a product transferred to the customer after a rigorous
operational testing period, and provision of a thorough
Operations Manual and design documentation.
Project customers have included a plethora of entities
including NASA, USSOC, K-12 teachers, distilleries, UCP, and
the US Army, to name a few. Prior to the start of the first
semester, the class instructor and customer agree upon the
scope of the project to ensure that project complexity is
appropriate for a 4-6 person student team to complete in
two semesters. On the first day of class, ideally, a customer
representative will introduce themselves and describe
the requirements for the needed product. Students are
able to request a 1st, 2nd, and 3rd project choice, with
most students assigned to their first project choice and
the remaining students assigned to their second choice.
Rarely is a student assigned their 3rd choice. It has been

assigned to their second choice. Rarely is a student
assigned their 3rd choice. It has been observed that
student interest in a project reflects upon the final
quality of the product. Interest and enthusiasm in a twoAD
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semester long effort is important in order to ensure
successful completion of the project.
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Table 1. UAH Product Realization CDC Overview
Senior Design I-Product Realization
1st Semester
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Task
Requirements Definition
Research
Conceptualization
Trade Studies
Concept Selection
CAD Drawings
Interface Diagrams
Technical Analysis
Hazard-Risk Assessment
Cost Analysis
Human Factors
Manufacturing Ready Drawings
Additional Technical Analysis
Update PDR Tasks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Final Manufacturing Plans
Parts Procurement Status
Update CDR Tasks
Manufacturing Results
Test Results
Requirements Verification Matrix
Updated Costs
Operational Test Results
Stakeholder Assessment
Lessons Learned
Recommendations

Design Review
SDR

PDR

CDR

Senior Design II-Product Realization
2nd Semester
IDR

PRR

PCR

Table 1. UAH Product Realization CDC Overview
IAC-19-E1.IP.12x49312
3.2 Utilization of the NASA SE Handbook

NASA’s SE Handbook has been integrated into the
core curriculum of the UAH Product Realization CDC
via numerous lectures that focus on the SE Engine–
specifically, the System Design, Product Realization, and
Technical Management Processes which are allocated into
seventeen processes. The Product Realization student
design teams apply the processes of the SE Engine to
the design, analysis, fabrication, testing, refinement, and
delivery of a resulting product. Student teams begin the
process by understanding the project requirements and
creating a requirements definition document, known as
the PRD. Requirements definition lays the groundwork
for the system’s design and realization in its entirety.
The process occurs when stakeholder expectations,
desires, capabilities, and needs are encapsulated in
Shall (a firm requirement), Should (a goal), and Will
(a fact) statements [2]. Stakeholder expectations are

and realization in its entirety. The process occurs when
stakeholder expectations, desires, capabilities, and needs
are encapsulated in Shall (a firm requirement), Should
(a goal), and Will (a fact) statements [2]. Stakeholder
expectations are defined by identifying mission
objectives through communication with the mission
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entity. By specifying the overarching goals of the
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4.1 Wind Tunnel Requirements

Page 4 of 12

The development of requirements encompasses Tasks #1
and #2 in the NASA SE Engine. The UAH tabletop wind
tunnel design team created a PRD in which stakeholder
expectations were categorized into eleven categories of
requirements. Each requirement category was dissected into
multiple requirements classified by requirement number,
the requirement, the source of the requirement, VM, and
requirement rationale. Sources of the requirements are
the Customer (C), Sponsor (S), Derived (De), or Professor
(P). Requirements are validated by one of the following
methods: Analysis (A), Demonstration (D), Inspection (I),
and/or Testing (T).
The following identifies some of the top-level
requirements for the tabletop wind tunnel.
Physical Requirements:
• Each detached product section shall weigh 35 lb or
less.
• The tabletop wind tunnel shall be fabricated using
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parts and components available in most parts of the
world.
• Specialized manufacturing of parts shall be allowed
as long as an equivalent part or process is available in
most parts of the world.
Functional Requirements:
• The tabletop wind tunnel shall demonstrate and
measure lift of the test article.
• Test article lift shall be measured via lightweight
objects added to the stinger (the mechanism that
supports the test article), that can subsequently be
weighed.
• The angle of attack shall be adjustable.
• Appropriate safety guards shall be installed on
all chemical, mechanical, and electronic systems
associated with the wind tunnel.
• Complete system and level 2 sub-system components
shall be capable of assembly/disassembly with only
standard hand tools (screwdrivers, wrenches, etc.)
and should ideally be snap fit or latched.
The most critical requirements included the ability to
demonstrate and measure lift, as well as fabricate the wind
tunnel from COTS materials.
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4.2 Project ConOps

4.3 Functional Flow Block Diagram

4.4 Hazard and Risk Analysis

The ConOps provides an overview of the product operation
and is associated with Task #3 in the SE Engine – the
Logical Decomposition of the Technical Solution Definition
Process. ConOps incorporates stakeholder expectations
and requirements in the framework of the project’s
operation. ConOps are important as they demonstrate how
the project will fulfil stakeholder expectations.
The ConOps created by the wind tunnel team is shown in
Fig. 2. The UAH design team’s ConOps conveys eight phases
of the wind tunnel’s operation, beginning with assembly.
Once the wind tunnel is assembled and the test article is
mounted, lift can be observed with the airflow generated
by the fan. The lift can be varied by adjusting the angle of
attack and the airspeed. As the test article experiences lift,
weights can be added to the weight carriage in order for
the test article to descend to the constant altitude line (this
line is represented as a yellow dashed line on the side of
the wind tunnel.)

An FFBD is a diagram that provides a visual depiction of
the functions of a system and also is part of the Functional
Decomposition represented by Task #3 of the SE Engine.
Critical in functional analysis, FFBDs not only depict the
overall functions of a system, but include all necessary
tasks that must be completed for the system to carry out
all requisite functions. Functions are decomposed into subfunctions, creating a multi-level diagram of consecutive
actions necessary for the completion of a function. These
diagrams are beneficial in decomposing functions into more
manageable tasks and tracing a task to its related function.
An FFBD is also an effective trade study tool that identifies
which succession of tasks is most efficient in carrying out
various functions [2].
The FFBD created by the UAH team is shown in Fig. 3.
Due to space limitations, only details for Functions 1 and 4
are provided. The wind tunnel FFBD identifies the following
primary functions performed over one operational cycle
of the wind tunnel: preliminary setup, power up, visual
component setup, testing, and shutdown. Each of the five
functions are decomposed into tasks necessary for the
completion of each function.

A hazard and risk analysis is created to evaluate potential
hazards that may occur during various phases such as
during fabrication or system operation. It is a necessary
component of the Technical Risk Management process
- specifically Task #13 in the SE Engine. The NASA SE
Handbook defines a hazard as a potential state which could
cause adverse effects. Risk is defined as the combination
of the probability and consequences of an unfortunate
event. The evaluation of both hazards and risks is crucial in
preventing harmful situations.
A hazard and risk assessment can be performed
through several techniques including “what if” analyses,
HAZOPs, and fault tree/event tree analyses. The UAH
design team created a hazard and risk assessment chart
according to the MIL STD 882-B assessment standard. The
chart and corresponding legend are shown in Fig. 4 which
identifies the hazard, the frequency of occurrence, severity
of consequence, hazard risk number, control methods to
mitigate or eliminate the hazard, and subsequent results of
implementing the control method.

Fig. 3. FFBD for the UAH tabletop wind tunnel (note: only
details for Function 1 and 4 are shown) [8]

Fig. 4. Hazard and Risk Assessment charts for the table
top wind tunnel [8]

Fig. 2. ConOps for UAH tabletop wind tunnel [8]
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4.5 Project Schedules

5. Results and Discussion

Project schedules are essential for creating a deliverable
product in the proper timeframe. NASA’s work breakdown
structure, which the UAH team refers to as a product
development schedule, decomposes the project into a
hierarchy of tasks. Milestones of the design and product
realization processes are incorporated in the schedule
which consists of both tasks and deadlines. In the product
development schedule, activities are broken into toplevel systems and sub-systems. The categorization of each
activity and subsequent deadlines is helpful in tracking
project progress and identifying potential barriers to
meeting project deadlines.
The UAH design team created a product development
schedule and team schedule. The product development
schedule identified key milestones including the System
Definition Review (SDR), Preliminary Design Review (PDR),
and Critical Design Review (CDR) for the fall 2018 semester
and the Interim Design Review (IDR), Product Readiness
Review (PRR), and Product Certification Review (PCR)
for the spring 2019 semester. The project development
schedule is shown in Table 2.

The UAH tabletop wind tunnel design team successfully
completed fabrication of the wind tunnel in March 2019.
The use of the NASA SE handbook and SE Engine formed
the foundation of the design process and enabled a
successful outcome. The educational impact upon the
team, as well as classmates in the Product Realization
CDC, was assessed.

An image of the final tabletop wind tunnel is shown in
Fig. 5. Note that a NACA 0012 airfoil is positioned on the
stinger within the test section. To date, the wind tunnel
has been demonstrated to numerous K-12 students with
excellent results – the young children have learned about
airfoils, lift, nozzles, angle of attack, airspeed, and numerous
other aerospace and engineering phenomena. The total
budget required to produce the single wind tunnel was
under 850 USD.

5.1 Completed Wind Tunnel
The wind tunnel met all but one functional requirement.
The team was unable to produce all three test articles
originally required. Only one airfoil was produced due to
the intricate shape required to duplicate NACA airfoils.
The team recommends if additional NACA test articles
are desired, that professional fabrication methods be
employed to exactly duplicate the shape. However,
the wind tunnel met all other physical, performance,
facilities, transportation, storage, durability, safety, human
performance/ergonomics, personnel, training, and STEM
outreach requirements. The crucial expectations for the
wind tunnel to be lightweight, easily assembled and
operated, and able to demonstrate lift were achieved with
great success.

Fig. 6. UAH Product Realization survey results regarding
knowledge of specific SE design processes
Fig. 5. The completed UAH designed tabletop
wind tunnel [8]
5.2 Educational Impact
In order to assess the learning outcomes and educational
impact on the UAH Product Realization students, a survey
was administered at the start of the first semester design
effort and at the end. Information was garnered with
respect to the knowledge gained by utilizing the NASA SE
Handbook and the affiliated methodologies, processes,
and tools. The results of four questions are provided and
discussed.
Fig. 6 shows the results of a survey question that queried
16 Product Realization students’ knowledge of the NASA,
or DoD (US), SE design process. At the start of the class,
8 students had no knowledge of SE processes, 7 students
had “Very Little” or some knowledge, and 1 student replied
“Fairly Well.” At the end of the semester, 12 students
indicated that they understood SE processes “Fairly Well” or
“Very Much.” These results show a significant improvement
in engineering students’ knowledge of these important SE
processes and practices that are used in the engineering
community.
A second survey question pertained to the Product
Realization students’ opinion regarding the benefit of
familiarity with NASA (or DoD) SE processes. The results are
shown in Fig. 7. While the majority of students, from the
onset of the class, believed that knowledge of SE processes
was important, 3 students replied “No” or “Very Little”
at the start of the first semester. At the end of the first
semester, all students believed that SE process familiarity
was beneficial – with only 4 students replying “Somewhat.”

Table 2. The tabletop wind tunnel Product Development Schedule [8]
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The next survey question regarded knowledge of
evaluation matrices. The results are provided in Fig. 8 and
show that half of the respondents, or 8 students, initially
had no familiarity with these matrices. At the end of the
semester, all students indicated that they knew what
evaluation matrices were, with 11 students replying “Yes/
Very Much.” Evaluation matrices were emphasized within
the UAH Product Realization class as being an important
and critical tool in the engineering workplace, as decisions
made by the design team are conveyed via the information
detailed in the matrix.

Fig. 7. UAH Product Realization survey results regarding
knowledge of specific SE design processes
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6. Conclusions

Fig. 8. UAH Product Realization survey results regarding
knowledge of evaluation matrices
The final survey question inquired if the Product
Realization students knew how to conduct a Hazard/Risk
Assessment. As previously stated, MIL STD 882B was the
required method utilized in the UAH class. As shown in Fig.
9, only 1 student initially stated “Yes/Very Much.” At the
end of the semester, 10 students replied “Yes/Very Much.”
Five students responded “Fairly Well” and only 1 student
replied “Somewhat.”

NASA first created the NASA SE Handbook in 1995. Since
that time, numerous entities have utilized the Handbook
as an invaluable resource. Major NASA programs, such as
SLS, have consistently employed the prescribed practices
and methodologies in order to achieve project success. The
content and tools detailed within the Handbook ensure
that design teams progress through the project life-cycle
with thoroughness and rigor.
The UAH Product Realization class began implementation
of the NASA SE Handbook in 2010 and the resulting product
quality and durability have dramatically improved. As
with all Product Realization projects, the tabletop wind
tunnel effort provided engineering students with a realworld engineering design experience. From the initial
understanding of stakeholder requirements to delivery
of the final product, the student team obtained design
experience that accelerates critical engineering readiness
upon entrance into the workforce.
The educational impact upon the Product Realization
students was determined via a survey conducted at the
start and end of the first semester. The results show that
students initially were not familiar with the NASA SE
processes, including the use of tools such as evaluation
matrices, and conducting hazard and risk studies.
Capstone design classes are conducted during the senior
year of undergraduate engineering studies and represent
the culmination of the undergraduate engineering
curriculum. Employing actual SE processes used in industry
provides students the opportunity to enter the workforce
with relevant experience that covers a multitude of topics,
thus ensuring the students can easily acclimate to the
professional work environment.
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During the kickoff meeting several reasons why
Latinamerica needs to improve its Science and Technology
(S&T) capabilities, how we could support the development
of projects and solutions using the expertise of the
Latinamerican members of the ARCST.
The idea is to contribute and promote the “Technology
Transfer” among Latinamerican researchers and professionals. The Andean Road is highly committed with
the improvement of Latinamerican people’s lives
by supporting Science, Technology, Education and
professional growth.
It is important to point out that the name “Andean
Road” was inspired from the Inca Trails Empire, a road
network that connected Latinamerica centuries ago.
Although “Andean” is the original name, the ARCST
project plans not only to integrate people from the
mountain region but from all Latinamerica. This was
just the beginning of the dream, welcome dear readers,
investors, institutions and companies to be supportive of
this initiative.

C

Keywords: Andean Road, Latinamerica, space workforce, small satellite technology

H

umanity’s interest in the heavens has been enduring
that has led to explore the unknown, discover new
worlds, push the boundaries of our scientific and technical
limits. The intangible desire to explore and challenge
the boundaries of what we know and where we have
been has provided benefits to our society for centuries1.
Through addressing the challenges related to human space
development we expand technology, create new industries,
and help to foster a peaceful connection with other nations.
On July 30th of 2018, the kick-off of the project “Andean
Road Countries for Science and Technology - ARCST” was
carried out at Beihang University in Beijing, China. The
event had the participation of official representatives of five
Latinamerican countries: Bolivia, Colombia, Peru, Mexico,
and Venezuela as well as University professors, and experts
from different fields of ARCST.
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Fig.2.Group photo of the participants in the first workshop
organized by the Andean Road in 2018.

2. Developing the space workforce

1. Introduction

Fig.1. Official photo of the event with representatives
of the embassies, Professors of Beihang University
and members of ARCST at the kick-off meeting
of the Organization.

3. The space-related problematic
During the first day of the workshop, the delegates and the
members of ARCST identified key problematics that affect
the region and could be solved with satellite applications.
Below they are shown in more detail.
3.2 Natural disaster response

Abstract
uriosity and exploration are vital to the human spirit and accepting the challenge of going deeper into space will invite
the citizens of the Latinamerican countries today and the generations of tomorrow to join the Andean Road Countries
for Science and Technology (ARCST) on this exciting journey. The first step in embarking on a long and challenging journey
involves laying solid groundwork for a successful endeavor. For that, the ARCST serves as the first Latinamerican organization
focused on tackling the challenges, opportunities and innovative approaches to developing the current and future global
space workforce. Here, we report the results of the first workshop organized by the ARCST where several students and
young professionals immersed on the Space Technology gathered to discuss about the challenges on opportunities in the
space field faced by the Latin-American region. Our understanding about its current status will pave the way for the future
cooperation and the development of the space workforce in Latinamerica.

Fig.3. Magdalena Gonzalez Liaison officer of Chile during
the small satellite workshop in 2018

In order to establish a solid structure and fulfill our
mission and vision, we held a workshop in coordination
of Beihang University. This workshop celebrated the
30th and 31st of October 2018, gathered more than 60
representatives from different Latinamerican countries
that discussed the main problems related to the space
field and its possible solutions. The workshop also
counted with the presence of various authorities from
Beihang University as well as industry representatives.
The event served to strengthen the relation between
professionals of the space related field, the industry and
the academia from different countries of Latinamerica
residing in China.

Natural disasters are present everywhere and South
America is not the exception. Most attendants explained
serious experiences in their countries about natural
disasters. Nowadays, there are plenty of resources in order
to analyze these disastrous events. Even though, sometimes
the actions taken are not as effective as expected. In fact,
when some disaster events occur in the Andean region,
the response is not immediate. So, there was a consensus
that better well prepared and trained human resources are
required to process and analyze the situation faster and
more efficiently.
3.2 Lack of Research in Human Resources
There was plenty of discussion about the necessity of
training professional analysts. Nowadays, there are
plenty of available free resources which might be used
by analysts. Even though, the capabilities in specific
areas are still limited. For example, there is a software
for processing certain kinds of satellite images, but the
staff does not know how to use the tool properly or does
not take all advantages of a software tool. In this sense,
it was established that a higher level of development in
the education system is required. As a result, a bridge
with China would be established through universities in
order to promote and strengthen training and knowledge
acquisition.
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Fig.4. Luan Henrique Liaison officer of Brazil
expressing his point of view during the small satellite
workshop in 2018.
3.3 Vehicle tracking
Smuggling is a high economic problematic for several
countries of the region, so participants mentioned the
importance of implementing satellite technology in order
to improve the systems for tracking vehicles containers in
order to prevent it.
3.4 Land Identification for Agricultural Purposes
One of the main areas of research and improvement for
remote sensing satellites is focused in agriculture. China has
widely launched and developed several satellites for this
purpose. As a result, several participants discussed about
this problematic in their countries. The two main issues
related are deforestation and identification of illegal crops.
Deforestation has affected widely countries such as
Brazil, Peru and Bolivia. The Amazonas is considered as one
of the most important oxygen reserves in the world, but
unfortunately, this natural resource has been depredated
especially during the last years. So, it is of high importance
to improve the remote sensing systems in order to monitor
deforestation. Several ideas were proposed even to adopt
real time systems for this purpose.
Another important application is that it can be
implemented for the immediate identification of illegal
crops. Drug trafficking is a big problem present in countries
such as Bolivia, Colombia, Peru and Brazil. Therefore, it is
necessary to implement systems able of monitoring illegal
crops.

Fig.5. Roberto Guachi from Ecuador co-founder
of the Andean Road participating on the small
satellite workshop 2018.
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3.5 Identification of Water Resources and Prevention of
Water Scarcity

3.6 Low Capacity in Telecommunications Download
Throughput

Nowadays, LANDSAT 8 images processing applied in order
to monitor the status of rivers, ponds, lakes and mountains.
Further and deeply analysis on ice movement and melting
can be achieved by processing SENTINEL optical and
microwave images. SENTINEL images are pretended to be
used because these are high resolution images and are free.
Some difficulties come by two applied processes. The
first one is related with downloading; SENTINEL images are
really heavy (12 GBytes in average) especially microwave
images. Processing and analysis of images also requires
expertise and experience in order to achieve good results.
In this sense, these questions can be analyzed for this
purpose:
Do you have expertise in using SNAP software? If so,
is it possible to acquire some training and guidance about
useful procedures for processing and analysis?
Is there any other mechanism in order to process and
analyze SENTINEL or any other microwave remote sensing
images? If so, is it possible you could mention the sources
(preferably free resources)?
Which requirements might be necessary for designing
a microwave remote sensing software? Is it feasible to
achieve this goal?
Which strategies could be applied to implement a
system of clusters or high-speed servers which could help to
download and process satellite images?
SENTINEL images are also applied for deforestation
monitoring. The reason of these consults is related with
the Bolivian remote sensing problem The government
through the Bolivian Space Agency has a long-term goal
of launching a remote sensing satellite. Even though, the
professional staff in the field of remote sensing is not yet
well trained to take full advantage of today’s free available
resources. In this scenario, the idea is to promote maximum
utilization of free resources, so that when a new remote
sensing satellite is launched in Bolivia, there will be enough
capacity of professional staff to maximize the profit and the
high investment of the project will be justified.

This topic was discussed considering the situation of
Bolivia. The first satellite was successfully launched some
years ago. Even though some technical issues did not
enable the maximum performance of this satellite,the
project meant a good investment for the country. Right
now, higher capacity is required, so there is a mediumterm project for launching a second telecommunications
satellite. In this sense, the main idea was to obtain
guidance and orientation in well- known strategies to
balance the traffic between the two satellites once both
of them are in operational status.

Fig.6. Michael Gonzales from Bolivia co-founder
of the Andean Road participating on the small
satellite workshop 2018.

Fig.7. Gerson Cuba from Peru co-founder of the
Andean Road participating on the small satellite
workshop 2018.

4. The space workforce in action, the plausible
solutions
During the second day of the workshop, previous problems
were discussed. Some important conclusions were
established about certain problems. Before establishing
possible final solutions, it was remarked by the attendants
that solutions should have taken into account the use of
small satellite (micro or nano-satellites).

Fig.8. Marco A. Cabero, President of the
Andean Road participating on the small satellite
workshop 2018.

4.1 Natural disaster response
After considerable discussions among participants, it was
concluded that the best solution for this problematic
comes by the wide use of meteorological satellites. As a
result, the small satellites would have some limitation in
time usage because continuous monitoring for long time
is required for disaster monitoring. Even though, some
positive comments were discussed in sense that small
satellites would accomplish some benefit in post disaster
response. Even though, an appropriate contingency plan
might be highly required for this purpose.

Fig.9. Group photo of the participants of the small
satellite Workshop during our technical visit to
local satellite companies.
4.2 Lack of Research about Space Technology
In this point, participants agreed that there is a need
to develop the Latinamerica technological capabilities in
other to bolster research and academic activities related to
the Space Science. And integrate different regions through
the same weather or agricultural problematic in order to
propose real time solutions that benefit the region.
4.3Vehicle tracking
The tracking of vehicle containers requires full time service
monitoring during long periods of time. In this sense
some limitations of using small satellites were remarked.
Even though, it was established that if a well- designed
engineering is implemented, then small satellites would
help on this issue taking into consideration the periodicity
in which the small satellites would be launched into the
space every year.
Besides the discussion and analysis, several dissertations
were collected about current status of the satellite
technologies in different countries. Below, a summary of
four countries is presented.
For the land Identification for agricultural purposes,
the identification of Water Resources and Prevention of
Water Scarcity, due to time constraints it was not possible
to discuss possible solution, although the topics carry a big
importance for the feature of the Latinamerican region.
About the Low Capacity in Telecommunications
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5.4 Bolivia

Download Throughput, we consider that concerns
exclusively to the already installed based and technology.
ARCST considers to provide advice for policies related to
the future technology that could be acquired or developed
in the region.

5. The current status and the space related
challenges in Latinamerican
As part of the workshop, ARCST offered the opportunity
to the delegates of the workshop to provide news to the
participants about the evolution of the Space Technology
applications in their countries. This is the result:
Fig.11. Members of the Andean Road in company of the
representatives of the Brazilian Space Agency.
5.2 Venezuela

Fig.10. The Senior Advisor of the Andean Road Prof. Wang
Xinsheng in company of the Ambassador of El Salvador
Eddie Martinez in the Popular Republic of China.
5.1 Brazil
The Brazilian history of satellite development began in
1993, when the first Brazilian satellite was launched, the
SCD-1 with the project, construction and operation carried
out by INPE (National Institute of Space Research), designed
to collect environment data.
Since then Brazil has been developing and launching
a couple of new satellites, one mission which worth a
citation is the CBERS program carried out by the BrazilChina partnership, through the institutions INPE and China
Academy of Space Technology (CAST), fundamentally
to monitor deforestation, agricultural areas and urban
development. The CBERS Program was one of the
responsible for the popularization of remote sensing in the
country.
Concerning the educational area, in recent years Brazil,
courses focused on the space field have been implemented
in several universities. There has been showing results
in the field of microsatellite development, as example
the nanosatellites SERPENS 1, AESP 14, NanoSatC-Br,
ITASat, all developed in partnership between universities,
government institutes and companies, all with participation
of undergraduate students.

On October 29th 2018, Venezuela celebrated the 10th
anniversary of its first satellite: VENESAT-1. Venezuela's
second satellite, VRSS-1, is a remote sensing satellite. It
was launched on September 2012 and now it has six (6)
years successfully in orbit; already one more year beyond
its designed lifetime and it is expected to last at least one
more year. The third satellite, also a remote sensing, was
launched on October 2017. It has now one year
successfully in orbit. On all three programs, the satellites
were delivered together with the knowledge transfer. For
the VENESAT-1 program, the Popular Republic of China
gave training for 90 professionals;
for the VRSS-1, 54 persons were trained and for VRSS2, also around 60 person participated in the project.
As for ground segment, Venezuela has two places for
ground stations. The first one is in Guarico, at the center
of the country; here is the ground station for the control
of VENESAT-1, VRSS-1 and VRSS-2, and the teleport. The
second place is Luepa, it has a ground station backup of
VENESAT-1.
Other than space segment and ground segment, there
is also the Venezuelan Design and Assembly project: a
center for design, assembly and test small satellites, up to
1000 kg; a project that is still under development.
Personnel training is also a very important part of
Venezuelan Space program; the first training programs
were done by the Popular Republic of China to Venezuelan
professionals, but now there are Venezuelan people giving
training programs to Venezuelan people. The Bolivarian
Agency for Space Activities (ABAE) has training programs
on GNSS, Geomatics and satellites control and operation,
among others.

Fig.12. Members of the Andean Road in company of the
representative of the Venezuelan Space Agency.
5.3 Peru
Peru is located in the west side of south America. Having
three main regions: coast, highland and jungle. Due to
the diversity of the geography the country has several
topics to be solved. Such as illegal mining, deforestation,
smuggling, etc. In that sense the government decided to
buy and finally lunch an observation satellite on September
2016. The satellite PERUSAT-1 is currently operated by
the national space agency CONIDA and it is aimed to take
images with suitable resolution in order to mitigate the
national problems mentioned earlier.
To date, on the other hand, have been released many
academic projects related to the satellite technology. In 2013
was lunched the first nanosatellite PUCPSAT-1, promoted
by Catholic university of Peru. In 2014 was lunched the
nanosatellite CHASQUI -1, project promoted the National
university of engineering (UNI), the same year was lunched
UAPSAT-1 promoted by Alas Peruanas University. All these
projects were nongovernmental projects but rather private
initiative, however the development of these were quite
important to generate human resources on this field.
“Thanks to this workshop all my country mates are
expected to share the different issues in the region in order
to support each other on the
mitigation of these ones”. As expressed by one
participant of the Workshop from Peru.

Fig.13. Members of the Andean Road in company of the
representative of the Peruvian Space Agency.
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From our knowledge, it can be considered that Bolivia
has not developed considerable expertise in Space
Technologies. As a first experience scenario can be
mentioned the “Tupac Katari Satellite” project, where for
instance, on August of 2010, with the issuance of supreme
decree 0599, the Bolivian Spatial Agency (ABE) becomes
a strategic national public company with its own legal
personality oriented with telecommunications scopes in
national operators.
On December of 2013, the Tupac Katari satellite is
put into orbit by the Xichang Satellite Launch Center
in China, for which 74 Bolivians are scholarships for
the management of it. Careers Space Sciences and
Technology are not formally considered as professional
careers by Universities System in Bolivia. Nevertheless,
specialization from electronic, telecommunications,
mechatronics, electromechanics, electric, informatics or
physics bachelor can proceed from actual institutions and
study programs.
From this situation Bolivia already achieved
constructive experiences, since TKSat -1 is a
communications Satellite, National Telecommunications
Operators established co-operative projects with specific
satellite services as national television broadcasting
and internet. The Bolivian operator Entel worked on
development of “telecentres” national project, which
was divided in two stages, the implementation of more
than 1600 telecentres focused in rural area lead to a
second stage, where technical capabilities at transmission
segment, topographic diversity of selected beneficiary
areas, key performance indicators, and frequency plan
requirements, where scope of evaluation for further
engineering applications of Direct to Home (DTH) service
were performed.
Prospective of Space technology application in Bolivia
is based with future scopes of Bolivian Space Agency,
telecommunications segment, academia ventures, private
and public entities, since the implementation of remote
sensing, GIS applications,
Small Satellites technology, GNSS labs, processing of
data, optimization of processes, and integral technology
development are part of actual and future Engineer’s
responsibility, suitable environment for such an important
scope of formal support for professional academia,
insertion in research, and capability building. Lack of
technology features in this segment, should be considered
as a good chance in order to reach large scale the space
technology projects.
It is true that academy in Space Sciences needs
formal processes of evaluation and implementation for
development in Bolivia. Continuous adjusting, paradigm
break, and innovation must be transcended in the formation
of this apparently unknown field. Gradual evolution and
evident progress will be produced by reference building
guidelines.
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6. Conclusions
The Latinamerican space workforce gathered for the
first time at Beihang University to discuss about the
space related problematics in the region, the common
problems, the challenges faced by different countries and
plausible strategies to minimize the problems. As a general
agreement, working together to solve similar problematics
was accepted as one solution due to the lack of funds, or
specific space programs. Fostering the Latinamerican talent
seems to be a fundamental task in order to develop this
space workforce. Under this scenario, the Andean Road
aims to integrate different actors in this field, including
spaces agencies, universities, research institutions, schools
and society in general.
Latinamerica limitations’ together with the
meteorological and social problems particular to the region
deserve a different perspective for appropriate solutions
regarding the space related activities. Developing common
strategies, synergy of actors involved, the promotion
and cooperation among countries and professionals
could certainly benefit the development of its own space
workforce.

Note
At the moment of the workshop, several co-authors had
one affiliation while being in China, at the moment, several
of them have decided to maintain their affiliation at that
time while others decided to change it.
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Abstract

T

he most widely adopted agreement on space law, the Outer Space Treaty (OST) (1967), actively promotes international
partnerships and peaceful uses of outer space. It also forbids any claims of sovereignty or private property on celestial
bodies; however, nothing is explicitly written about the use of resources that can be found there. Other texts, like the
Moon Agreement (1979), attempted to correct this, but only 17 nations signed this agreement, because it also contains
obligations that remove all incentives for the private industry to participate in the exploitation of outer space resources,
such as the obligation to disclose all discoveries and share the benefits between all state parties. Today, most missions are
scientific, so there is no need to compete for using space resources. If tomorrow society wants to incentivize participation,
and leverage the available funds, from the private sector to explore and exploit outer space, an allocation mechanism
that allows to dispute the use of resources needs to be set up. On Earth, this is achieved by the private property system
and commercial competition. However, private property is not allowed by the OST, because it has a right of exclusion,
and everyone shall be free to use space resources if it does not interfere with activities of other nations. An exclusivity
of use for the first nation to exploit a given resource is not desired either and is precisely why the OST was established
in the first place. In full compliance with the OST, this paper introduces the concept of Partial Ownership of Outer Space
Resources (POOSR). This system allows to compete for the use of resources, without granting monopoly, as it always keeps
the competition for ownership open. It is based on the introduction of a Harberger tax and a Partial Ownership system, that
allows to expose commonly-owned resources (such as outer space asteroids, or planetary surface areas) to the efficiency
of allocation provided by market dynamics, while preserving the incentives for investment to the current owners and
preventing resource locking. This paper shows how such system would foster investments from private entities, as well
as how it would benefit to all the international entities or nations participating to it. The synergy between such system,
international regulations, and national laws, to establish a regulation for space mining and other outer space activities is
also discussed.
Keywords: Space Mining, Law, Governance, Economics, Ethics, Partial Ownership.

1. Governance

E

xploring new planetary bodies and exploiting their
resources to set up a sustainable space infrastructure
is a medium-term objective for all major space-faring
nations, but how can we organize to get there? How can
international collaboration be fostered to decide common
policies, tackle common issues, preserve sovereignty of
the nations, and stimulate economic growth of all the
participants?
This section introduces current space agreements and
proposes a governance structure for international
collaboration on large scale projects like Asteroid Mining,
Moon exploration, and Mars settlement. A decision-making
process that is compatible with specialized interests is
introduced, and it is discussed the role of private companies,
as well as some ethical considerations.

1.1 Current situation
Conquering the new frontier by returning to the Moon,
sending humans to Mars, and unlocking the Asteroids
resources is a unique opportunity to capitalize on our
human experience and think about how we could organize
space societies, and offer a fresh start to a new branch of
civilization, by fostering international collaborations and
address the legal challenges faced by space mining today.
That being said, the next humans returning to the
Moon, and the first who will set foot on Asteroids and
on Mars will not be founding a colony or establishing a
society but conducting a space exploration mission. Few
astronauts will get there at first, perhaps only for short
stay missions. Then regular manned missions will be
conducted, from multiple agencies, and perhaps even by
private companies. It does anyway sound a bit far-fetched
to talk about a “civilization” when we are actually talking
about only a few people at first.
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The initial “flag” missions will probably be conducted
without much concerns about an outer space governance
structure. But as humankind progresses towards its space
exploration endeavours, we observe that nations and space
agencies push toward collaboration over competition. Big
projects like the ISS, Hubble Space Telescope, or rovers,
are conducted as an international effort, and alliances like
the ISECG (International Space Exploration Coordination
Group) are formed to establish common goals and a Global
Exploration Roadmap (GER) [1].
The Outer Space Treaty [2], established in 1967, has
been ratified by 108 countries and signed by 23 more. It
is an agreement between the major space-faring nations
to establish a baseline legal framework regulating space
exploration. It actively promotes international partnerships,
peaceful use of space, and introduces several concepts that
are important to note before thinking about a governance
structure for outer space resources:
•
•
•

•

“There shall be free access to all areas of celestial
bodies” Art. I.
“Outer space, including the Moon and other celestial
bodies, is not subject to national appropriation by
claim of sovereignty” Art. II.
“State Parties to the Treaty shall bear international
responsibility for national activities in outer space,
including the Moon and other celestial bodies,
whether such activities are carried on by governmental
agencies or by non-governmental entities” Art. VI.
A nation shall not have “potentially harmful
interference with activities [of other nations] in the
peaceful exploration and use of outer space” Art. IX.

In other words, there should be no private property in space,
because it would introduce a right to exclude others, and to
prevent them from using a property. It would not comply
with the principles of the OST, as every land shall remain
“the province of all mankind” and there shall be “free
use”, if it doesn't interfere with activities of other nations.
Also, nations are responsible for their private companies
and citizens actions in space. This prohibition of private
property is subject to interpretation and several national
laws, like in the U.S.A. and Luxembourg, are materializing
a different interpretation and are essentially granting their
companies a right to claim private property in space. In
2015, the US Commercial Space Launch Competitiveness
Act (HR 2262) of the Obama Administration states in Title
IV – “Space Resource Exploration and Utilization” that the
USA must facilitate the recovery of resources coming from
space for all its citizens. This resources appropriation, even
if facilitated and even sometimes funded by the American
government, does not impose American sovereignty on the
celestial bodies according to the Act. In 2017, Luxembourg
took inspiration from the USA and passed a space law
stating in its first article that space resources are allowed
for appropriation if the operator is settled in the country
and has an approval of the Ministry in charge of economy
and space exploration. National legislations are a good
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strategy to offer guarantees for private investments, but
don’t offer a satisfactory conflict resolving mechanism, and
will probably cause problems in the future when multiple
nations will be interested by the same resources (certain
orbits, asteroids, or areas of the Moon and Mars certainly
have special value).
A dynamic where nations play with their regulatory
framework to attract private space companies on their land
is taking place. A trade-off must be performed by every
nation, as more flexible laws will attract more companies,
but also increase the risk of those companies inadvertently
crossing some forbidden lines (pollution, generation of
debris, contamination, ...), for which the nation will be held
responsible for.
Indeed, this increase in national legislations asks the
question of whether the future of space law resides in
international right or if it will be driven by national laws,
which can only be enforced in state’s territorial jurisdiction.
The question of the use of outer space resources needs to
be answered, and an allocation mechanism and authority
needs to be internationally agreed in order to prevent
conflicts between nations.

force. In addition, any amendment removing the mining
ban can only occur if a legal regime for controlling mining
is in force and if the sovereign interests of countries under
Article IV of the Antarctic Treaty were safeguarded. Unless
an amendment is adopted in the manner set out above,
the mining ban will remain in force indefinitely. Taking
inspiration from Antarctica, a collaboration between
nations to establish an enforceable legal framework to
govern the use of outer space resources in a responsible
way can be established.
Whether it is on the legal or engineering side of
things, there is value in collaborating, and it is ultimately
more beneficial for every nation to do so. Countries who
were denied entry in the ISS program like China greatly
suffer from this rejection, as it impairs a bigger financial
charge upon them to benefit from the same technological
advancements and scientific knowledge. A proposition
for governance and economic structure for outer space
exploration and exploitation that is both inclusive, in line
with the existing laws, guarantees proportional returns on
investments, and lays the foundations for a future spacebased society, is detailed in the following paragraphs.

1.2 Analogous situations

1.3 Outer Space Alliance

To justify outer space resources utilization, states usually
take inspiration from the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) which inspired the OST. Article
136 states that “The Area and its resources are the common
heritage of mankind” where “The Area” refers to “the seabed and ocean floor and subsoil thereof, beyond the limits
of national jurisdiction”. Then, the international seas use
is based on the freedom principle notably of circulation or
fishing with only limitations due to the international law
with fishing quotas for example. However, this case of the
UNCLOS can find its opposite in the specific case of Antarctica
usage which is a transposition on Earth of some principles
of the OST. The Protocol on Environmental Protection to
the Antarctic Treaty (1991) provides for comprehensive
protection of Antarctica, the last great wilderness on
earth. The countries which ratified the Protocol commit to
comprehensively protect the environment of the Antarctic
region and dependent and associated ecosystems. Among
other, if Antarctica is designed as a “natural reserve,
devoted to peace and science”, all mining activities are
banned indefinitely stating in Article 7 “Any activity relating
to mineral resources, other than scientific research, shall be
prohibited”. Contrary to a common misconception, there is
no time limit on the mining ban and there are strict rules
for modifying the ban.
Until 2048, the unanimous agreement of all countries
engaged in the management and governance of this
territory would be required to remove the mining ban.
Later that time, any country may request to review this ban
in a conference in which three quarters of the countries
which adopted the Protocol in 1991 adopt the modification
and three quarters of the countries implement it (of which,
all signatories from 1991) to enter the modification into

On Earth, a new intergovernmental organization is founded.
For this document, we will call such an organization the Outer
Space Alliance (OSA). Following the model of the United
Nations (UN), every country is free to join: it is “open to all
peace-loving States that accept the obligations contained
in the Charter and, in the judgment of the Organization, are
able to carry out these obligations” [3]. While very similar,
it will be explained later why it is important that such an
organization remains independent from the UN and can't
be created as a specialized agency within the UN.
Much like the governance model of the European
Space Agency (ESA), all member states are given an equal
amount of voting power, regardless of their financial
contribution. Countries with higher financial participation
are compensated by being awarded more contracts from
the OSA. This concept is called geographical return and
guarantees a proportional return on investment to every
participant: if the U.S.A. are funding 35% of the OSA, 35%
of the awarded contracts value will go to the American
industry. There might be a required minimum contribution
and mandatory projects so only countries that plan to have
a participation in space exploration activities shall join the
OSA.
1.4 Radical Democracy
As mentioned, member states are free to modify their own
national laws to favour certain kind of activities in space
(think of Luxembourg and the U.S.A. regarding Space
Mining). Certain countries might have a leading industry
in the sector of transportation, while others are more
performing in human spaceflight, life support systems, insitu resource utilization (ISRU), etc. Therefore, all member

states will have stronger preferences and stronger interests
in certain decisions, while they may not care as much about
other subjects. A traditional voting system (1-person 1 vote,
1P1V) does not allow to capture different degrees of caring,
and this is a problem for dealing with a large international
project like space exploration that envelops such a big
variety of different topics. It could be interesting to make
use of quadratic voting, as introduced in [4] and discussed
in-depth by Glen Weyl in his Radical Markets book [5].
Under such a system, every member state would be given a
certain amount of Voice Credits, for free, every year. When
a new issue arises, and a decision must be taken, member
states can purchase votes with their Voice Credits, with
the cost of an additional vote increasing quadratically with
the number of already purchased votes, hence the name
of quadratic voting (cost = votes2), or radical democracy
(votes = √cost). This scaling speed is not arbitrary and
while out of topic for this paper, it is explained in depth in
the book why quadratic scaling is the just price to pay for
imposing your preferences upon others. Let's provide some
examples to understand how such a system would work:
•

•

A decision regarding space transportation must be
taken. With its strong private launchers industry,
the U.S. is caring a lot about this issue and is buying
5 votes at the cost of 25 Voice Credits. On the other
hand, the Netherlands has no launcher program and
other priorities, so they save their Voice Credits for
later, buying 1 vote at the cost of 1 Voice Credit.
Being a major reference in building human-rated space
habitats, Italy cares a lot about Human Spaceflight and
casts 3 votes on each issue, costing 9 Voice Credits
each time. While Japan is more focused on robotic
exploration and only uses 1 vote costing 1 Voice Credit
on each issue. Japan has a larger remaining budget of
Voice Credits and when decisions impacting robotic
exploration will arise, they will be able to have a bigger
impact.

As mentioned in Radical Markets [5] (this paragraph is
almost entirely quoted), this voting system still has flaws:
it is not resistant to collusion, vote-buying, or fraud. But so
are 1 person 1 vote systems. A separate law enforcement
mechanism needs to be in place. Quadratic Voting, however,
deals better with minorities and specialized interests. Small
groups may still lose to the majority, but they will not lose
to a majority with weak preferences. Majorities will prevail
over minorities, as they should, when the intensities of
everyone's preferences are similar. But when minorities
have sufficiently intense interests, they can protect their
interests from majority domination.
1.5 Private Companies
Many space enthusiasts believe that private companies will
lead the way in space exploration. Under such assumptions,
one could argue that private companies should be able to
join the OSA on the same basis as nations can and that
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there could be a race opposing public vs. private initiatives.
It would be interesting to study how private companies and
nations could be composing an international organization,
but, given the current state of space law, companies are
not considered as separate entities but as representants
of their parent nation. Moreover, many private companies
are strong thanks to collaborations and contracts with
their nation's space agency, government, or military, so the
relationship is more of a partnership than a competition.
In any case, should a private company threaten a nation's
supremacy or diplomatic relations, most of the company's
activities are still Earth-based and it is hard to see how a
nation would accept such behaviour, therefore repressing
the company's enactments as any other illegal acts. Keeping
participation at nation level in the OSA also allows for more
flexibility. Nations with an entrepreneurial mindset could
put in place a system where their voting power is directly
managed by their corporations, while some others might
prefer a different approach. The U.S.A. for instance has
put in place a national regulation to transfer property
and liability of their activities in space to the underlying
company doing activities in space. In any case, companies
are still paying taxes in their own country, create domestic
employment, and participate in economic growth, so all
nations will vote in the best interest of their industry.
1.6 Protected Areas
Planetary exploration cannot be wildly conducted, and
some rules need to be respected. For instance, the topics
of contamination, planetary protection, and preserving
scientific integrity, are agreed by everyone to be of top
priority, when they are justified. In fact, some of them are
included in international treaties, like contamination is
mentioned in OST Art. IX [2]. The Moon and Mars hold a
lot of scientific value, and some areas should be protected
from any interaction to conserve the environment as
pristine as possible.
When industries are set up on other planetary bodies,
the environment will undergo deep, irreversible changes.
Habitat zones will have pipe networks and pressurized
environments that will eventually leak. Industrial zones,
and especially mines, will modify the terrain. All these
installations will also produce waste (unrecycled biological
wastes, processed regolith, broken parts, leakages, ...), that
will compromise the scientific integrity of some areas, and
perhaps make them unusable in the short-medium term.
Some historic sites like the Apollo landing sites, as well as
the areas surrounding current and past rovers, and well as
some identified unique geologic formations, might be suited
for protection to prevent them from being tampered. To
structure our upcoming use of the resources of the Moon,
for instance, a network of “moonways” could be decided,
to make sure all commercial transport elements would be
taking the same path between 2 industrial sites. This would
start discussions about protection of our common lunar
heritage and establish a coordination between nations to
put in place regulations. Scientific exploration wouldn’t
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need to be regulated, because the number of travels will
be less, and they are less likely to repeatedly drive in the
same areas.
To address these pollution and preservation issues,
several areas shall be defined: habitable areas, restricted
areas, scientific areas, waste areas, and moonways. To
avoid conflicts of interests, these will have to be defined by
another impartial entity, separate from the OSA. Someone
without any economic interests. A good candidate for such
a task would be the UN, that has a dedicated bureau for
space-related issues, the UNOOSA. Prior to defining an
area, sample analysis could be performed, when needed,
and regularly other samples could also be analysed to
monitor the environment's evolution. Those areas are not
only required for scientific, regulatory, and ethical reasons,
but also for market efficiency reasons. An entity having the
monopoly of a given natural resource or location is not
desirable, it might as well be regulated and allowed for use
under special requests only.
1.7 Space Citizens
A more distant-future prospect, and idealistic suggestion
perhaps, would be to put in place a Space Citizenship
programme. Astronauts and settlers staying in outer space
would likely want to participate in the development of
the rules they will live under [6]. Gradually transitioning
the decision power to space workers and settlers by
providing them with Voice Credits could be desirable. Large
contributors to the space development effort residing on
Earth could also be considered, as an honorary gift for
helping advance humanity’s progress towards the stars.
1.8 Developing countries
Another concern is the inclusion of developing countries
in this space expansion movement. The OST states that
exploration “shall be carried out for the benefit and in
the interests of all countries, irrespective of their degree
of economic or scientific development, and shall be the
province of all mankind”, but the reality is less egalitarian
notably when analyzing the lack of implication of African
States in space programs. Nigeria is one of the few space
nations of this continent and seems to be far from the
race of commercialization of space. Algeria is preparing
its future law about space operations, but they are likely
to give the monopole to the state in these activities. That
seems to be a risky bet as the private sector is becoming
more and more predominant.

2. Economic structure
How to design an efficient economy for a life-threatening
environment in which nothing can be owned? In this section
are addressed the following main questions: How to design
an economy compliant with the existing regulations? How
to benefit from efficient market mechanics without private
property? How to bootstrap a space economy from scratch,

leveraging the funding capacities of the private sector? How
to incentivize space work and settlement for the middleclass, and why is it desirable?
2.1 Partial Ownership
After an internationally recognized authority regulating
space exploration is in place (see Governance section 1). An
economy whose rules of good conduct are enforced by this
authority can be set up. An idea suggested by R. Zubrin in
1995 [7] is to allow Martian land to be sold, leveraging the
funds available in the private sector by allowing speculation.
However, that could result in inefficient use of land since
someone might just buy a land without making use of it,
and as discussed previously, according to international
agreements [2], nothing can be privately owned, so how
could we make those lands available for purchase, and
commercial use?
No private property doesn't mean no market. While
outer space resources can't be owned, a common
interpretation of the OST is that they can be used. The
Moon Treaty [8] of 1979 attempts to clarify this point
and states that “States Parties to this Agreement hereby
undertake to establish an international regime, including
appropriate procedures, to govern the exploitation of
the natural resources of the moon as such exploitation is
about to become feasible”. Indeed, rules for governing the
use of outer space resources are required, but this treaty
does not define them, it only contains an engagement
to establish a legal framework as soon as outer space
resources exploitation becomes possible. Think about the
thin band of land almost permanently illuminated on some
mountains or crater rims of the lunar south pole, where
the highest concentrations of water have been observed.
These lands have special value, and this situation can be
transposed to Mars, where geothermal sources and metal
deposits will be located. Asteroids are in the same boat.
There will be commercial incentives to use outer space
resources: an allocation mechanism must be enforced, and
a market to dispute the use of those resources could be
desirable, as markets come with an efficient allocation of
resources.
Harberger licensing [5] is a partial ownership system
that allows exposing public goods and government-owned
natural resources to the efficiency of allocation provided
by market dynamics while preserving the incentives
for investment to the current owners, and preventing
monopoly (resources locking, or location squatting).
Under such a system, owners self-assess the value of
their properties and pay a tax proportional to this value.
If a buyer is willing to purchase something at the owner's
self-assessed price, the owner must cede this good to the
buyer. No owner would be ceding a property without being
paid what she considers a good price for it, and a counterclaim allowing the owner to raise his self-assessed value
to conserve ownership could be put in place. In his Radical
Markets book [5], E. Glen Weyl names this tax common
ownership self-assessed tax (COST). Such a permanent

auctioning system ensures that the person who values the
most a property can always benefit from it. This mechanism
is already in use for online advertisement space allocation
and is particularly adapted to the private exploitation of
public goods, such as radiofrequency bands, outer space
special locations like geostationary orbits, and celestial
bodies surface areas. This system is comparable to licensing
but overcome some drawbacks like having to trade-off
between allocative efficiency and incentives to invest (you'd
want to provide long-term licenses so that owners have an
incentive to invest to improve this public good, however,
the longer the license, the fewer competitors can challenge
the efficient use of the licensed good).
Such a system would be compatible with the Outer
Space Treaty [2]. First, there is no appropriation or claim
of sovereignty from any nation or company: everything
still belongs to the international community (through the
OSA). It is only a structure to allocate the use of space
resources, that relies on a small tax to introduce market
dynamics. That tax benefits everyone who accepts to pay
it, as they are also shareholders of the OSA, the entity
collecting those taxes. There is no private property, so no
right of exclusion, so everyone remains free to access all
areas of outer space, if it does not have potential harmful
interference with activities of others, as depicted in the
OST. The current owner could prevent others from using a
property on behalf of harmful interference, but everyone
remains free to acquire the use rights of the property, so
there is no real exclusion. The collected taxes could also be
used to redistribute wealth, if desired, enabling developing
countries to catch up in space activities and increasing the
number of people working in the space industry, which will
result in more innovations for everyone.
2.2 Taxation rate
A recommended COST tax value would be slightly lower
than the turnover rate [5]. For example, if a good changes
ownership every 15 years or so, it has 6.67% chance
to change owner every year, so a 5% annual tax rate is
appropriate. Different types of assets (orbits, Moon areas,
asteroids, Mars areas, …) have different tax rates, and these
rates can be adjusted whenever needed based on observed
behaviours, by a vote from the OSA member states. In the
first years, the tax rate could be kept very low so that COST
values are declared high, and there are not many ownership
changes, if any. This would encourage early investments
and help cover the initially higher risks involved in financing
such projects. In this case, the allocation should be overseen
by a separate entity like the UNOOSA, to prevent resource
locking and inappropriate allocation. Property could for
instance be granted after a given amount of exploration has
been performed (imaging, sampling, …).
At a tax rate of 5% for lands, an average Mars price of
1.4$/ha would provide the OSA with 1B$ yearly income.
Around 30$/ha, the OSA budget would match NASA's
yearly budget. Farmland in France sells between 2k-20k$/
ha, but of course, these are open-air breathable areas. No
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other taxes are required to provide steady income to the
OSA, considering the Moon if about the size of the African
continent, and there are thousands of asteroids to exploit
in the main belt.
2.3 Exceptions
Protected areas, like previous probes landing sites, rovers
operating sites, north and south poles, and in general any
area deemed protected for scientific, ethical, or any other
reason, can't be owned through the partial ownership
system, and should require special requests to be issued
before any interaction.
2.4 Bootstrapping the private economy
Private companies don't have to wait decades to join
the game. With a Partial Ownership system in place,
several business models could emerge today, leveraging
the private sector funding capacities for a faster space
infrastructure development effort and short/medium-term
profit perspectives.
Space agencies will contract with major space industry
companies to conduct their initial exploration activities, as
is the case today. Including them in the process is crucial to
prepare the transition to a privately-led economy, because
the private sector can acquire knowledge and invest in
facilities at a reduced risk. But with a resource utilization
regulatory framework in place, start-up initiatives could
emerge today, powered by the revolution in space launch
costs and funded by audacious investors who see the
unparalleled value of space exploitation and settlement.
There is no doubt that if the American continent were
discovered today, and a property and resource utilization
framework could be enforced there, investments would
be made to develop this new land of opportunities and
support brave pioneers willing to dedicate their lives to
the construction of a new world. Nations would have
strategic interests in establishing facilities and a robust
presence on this new continent and would do so. It is
often said that the Moon is Earth’s 8th continent, and with
the ever-increasing reliability of space technologies and
decreasing costs of making space hardware, it is becoming
more and more evident that the last thing required for
developing a sustainable human presence in space is a
robust international legal framework. Mars is even easier
to access than the Moon due to its atmosphere, and the
resources available there arguably make it an even safer
and more sustainable destination. After Mars has been
tamed, supporting operations to the Asteroid belt will be
more convenient and economic.
When a private company conducts geological surveys
on the Moon, Mars, or Asteroids, they become aware of
valuable locations holding useful materials. This information
can be sold to the scientific community or stimulated a
through bounty-based system. With the partial ownership
system in place, the company can acquire the land, then
increase the self-assessed value of these locations, in the
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prospect of future interested buyers. A business model for
exploration companies can be supported. Similarly, other
companies will wait for valuable locations to be discovered
and buy these locations to send mining equipment that will
perform resources extraction. Transport companies will be
established to move all these extracted resources back to
Earth orbit, the Moon, or to future Mars settlement areas,
where other companies will be preparing the terrain, and
building power distribution and piping networks. A whole
private economy can be bootstrapped, the only missing
element is a resource allocation framework.
2.5 Social dividend
Some profits collected through the COST tax system could be
redistributed as a universal basic income to space workers
and settlers, providing them with a substantial amount of
money. This would ensure that the expensive daily goods in
space can be afforded by people living there. This is a very
important point because life in space will be expensive and
high-paying jobs or other sources of income are needed to
make the trip appealing to the middle-class. Without high
incomes in space, only tourists and individuals mandated
by their employers (or military) will be able to make the
trip. Providing space workers and settlers with a social
dividend is a way for space capital holders to commonly
incentivize migration to their land, and finance economic
growth, because in the labour-short space economy, the
limiting factor for expansion will be the number of people
able to travel and live there.
The taxes collected through the COST system could also
serve to build investment funds for supporting the new
space start-up ecosystem and redistribute wealth so that
over a very long period, the inequalities of starting capital
will be evened out, and truly everyone can acquire the
capacity to dispute the use of space resources, guaranteeing
an effective resource allocation and an efficient space
economy.

earning its independence. An economic structure based on
partial ownership and the establishment of a Harberger tax
is described, and it is shown that such mechanism would
allow to benefit from the efficient allocation of market
dynamics, while respecting the international agreements
that prevent private property and claims of sovereignty,
keeping the ownership of space resources shared between
all space-faring nations.
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3. Conclusions
A brief overview of space law has been made, both
through international treaties and national laws. It has
been discussed how existing analogous situations to space,
like the isolated, scientifically interesting, and resourcesrich Antarctica, can be used as inspiration to establish an
international legal framework to govern the use of outer
space resources. A governance system based on the
foundation of a new intergovernmental entity has been
proposed, and its internal decision process based on radical
democracy is depicted as a powerful tool to establish an
international legal framework and regulate the use of
common resources. The protection of our common lunar
heritage is discussed, and a system based on protected
areas like on Earth is proposed. A program of space
citizenship is proposed to gradually transfer the governance
power of space settlements from Earth-bound nations to
new space-faring branches of human civilization gradually
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Abstract

2. Literature

M

odular design methodology enables rapid reconfigurability for functional changes, robustness to failures and space
utilisation for transportation. In the case of planetary exploration robots, there is promise in modular robots that are
able to reconfigure itself for exploration of unknown terrains.
This paper presents a design and controller architecture for modular field robots that can be rapidly assembled in
a variety of functional configurations. A key challenge of building a functional robot out of modular units is the ability
to seamlessly add, remove and replace individual units to enable functional improvements as well as adapt to terrain
requirements. An added benefit of modularity is the ability for graceful degradation through reconfigurability such as
detaching a module or adaptation of motion models to actuator failure.
We present a representative modular wheel design and a distributed controller architecture able to create a range of
bespoke multi-wheeled configurations capable of traversal on a variety of terrains during simulated failure scenarios. The
self-contained wheeled unit has energy, computation communication, and actuation modules and does not require any
modification or physical customization in the field during deployment enabling a seamless plug and play behaviour. The
hierarchical control structure runs a body controller node that decomposes a whole body motion requested from a higher
level planner to generate a sequence of actuation goals for each of the modules, while a local controller node running on
each of the modules ensures that the desired actuation is adapted to the configuration, load and terrain characteristics.
Keywords: (Mobile robots, Robot motion, Unmanned autonomous vehicles, Modular robotics, Graceful degradation)

Nomenclature
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

V_B= Velocity of the robot body.
r_(a1/B)= Radius from the robot body to actuator 1
θ= Angle from the body to the wheels reference frame
β= State of steering actuator
ϕ= State of drive actuator
NW_n= State of an individual NeWheel
NR= State of robot instance

have ended. This paper proposes the use modular wheels
to overcome some of the problems encountered on such
missions. The position independent nature of the actuators
allows the nominal front of the platform to shift, allowing
operations with failed actuators. While modularity enables
the platform to continue operations after suffering a
trapped or failed module ejecting the impacted component
from the system. The NeWheel system see Figure 1 offers a
test bed for developing this style of behaviour.

Acronyms/Abbreviations
•
•

(ICR) Instantaneous centre of rotation
(URDF) Unified Robot Description Format

1. Introduction

R

obotic platforms deployed for extraterrestrial
exploration have no capacity for repair or replacement
parts. This isolation means that any problem encountered
needs to be overcome to keep the mission alive. The Mars
rover has faced problems including actuator failure and
becoming bogged in the terrain. When the mission has
been able to continue a compromised control strategy has
been adopted, such as dragging a wheel. Though when
strategies to free a platform have been unavailable missions
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 explores the existing literature of modular robotics
and their applicability to extraterrestrial exploration. Our
strategy for platform adaptation to failure is laid out in
section 3. Section 4 introduces the modular wheel system
used in both simulated and hardware testing conducted for
this paper with an overview of the controller and its ability
to adapt. Testing was primarily carried out in simulation and
is detailed in section 5 with some of the testing repeated on
the platform in section 6 , and lastly, section 7 summarises
the results of this paper.

Figure 1. NeWheel platform depicted in Gazebo
simulation Moon analogue.

Since the Russian Lunokhod-1 rover landed on the surface
of the moon in 1971 [1] humans, have sent robotic rovers
to extraterrestrial bodies to explore and send back data.
These rovers cut off from maintenance and repair survive
until their sensors and actuators age and decay to a point
they are no longer able to operate. Mars rovers Spirit and
Opportunity far exceeded their battery life expectancy but
at the end of their mission began to reach the limits of
their actuators and sensors. In the course of their mission
both suffered failures resulting in the need to change
control strategies as noted by Townsend [2]. These changes
included driving both platforms backwards for large parts
of their deployment. For Spirit, this was to reduce the drag
of a misaligned wheel and, in the case of Opportunity, to
reduce loading on a damaged wheel [3]. Spirit survived
with approximately 17% less efficiency until 2009 when
it became bogged in soft soil and became a static science
platform before finally becoming uncontactable in 2010.
The class of wheeled legged robots shows promise to
overcome some of these challenges. In this area, designs
vary substantially with each wheeled legged platform
proposing different configurations and degrees of limb
articulation. Wheeled legged platforms offer the ability
to reconfigure platform characteristics such as footprint,
ground clearance and body pose. These platforms include
All-Terrain Hex-Limbed Extra-Terrestrial Explorer (ATHLETE)
[4] and [5], The Mars Analog
Multi-Mode Traverse Hybrid (MAMMOTH) [6] and
[7], Scarab lunar drilling rover [8] and Wheeled Actively
Articulated Vehicle (WAAV) [9] and [10]. Multiple versions
of the kinematic for such reconfigurability exist including
the work by Alamdari [11], [12] and [13], Sreenivasan [14]
as well as the generic models such as [15] by Kelly. By
reconfiguring the limb attached to a damaged wheel, the
platforms could continue without the misaligned wheel
suffered by Spirit. Additionally, the wheeled leg class of
platforms has demonstrated the ability to walk out of
situations when wheels become bogged or the terrain
difficult to pass. This concept has been shown by Klamt
[16]. Wheeled legged platforms show promise and have
demonstrated capabilities that could have overcome the
scenario that trapped Spirit. This additional reconfigurability
comes at the cost of mass, energy usage and complexity.
The addition of legs to the platform also adds additional

motors sensors and locking mechanisms [17] with each of
these adding weight a consideration for transportation to
the surface and while deployed as noted by [4]. All of these
platforms would, however, suffer the same fate as Spirit
should a wheel become stuck - relegated to a static sensing
platform.
This paper proposes combining the benefits of
reconfigurability with the noted ability of modular robot
systems to gracefully degrade [18], [19]. In their simplest
form, Murphy [20] describes modular robots as a mother
robot with a deployable daughter platform. This style
of mother and daughter deployment will be seen on
Mars with the planned 2020 Mars helicopter [21].These
platforms have also shown that by reconfiguring, a system
can produce platforms with distinctly different capabilities
with the same components [22], [23].
At the other end of complexity and component numbers
are the modular systems comprised solely of homogenous
modules. Systems such as Superbot [24], [25] and SMORESEP [26], [27] modules illustrate the possibilities of modular,
reconfigurable systems. Each of the Superbot and SMORESEP systems allows multiple platform configurations
capable of performing simple tasks. As noted in [26], these
systems reach hardware limitations with the example of
SMORESEP capable of supporting 3.1 of its modules when
cantilevered restricting the size and the maximum number
of components deployed.
Platforms such as Snapbot [28], [29], [30] and Snake
Monster [31] connect modular component around a
purpose designed torso. Both platforms demonstrate
mobility with different numbers of modules attached.
This functionality would allow these platforms to abandon
failed or faulty modules to maintain system functionality.
The torso on both Snapbot and Snake Monster presents
a single point of failure. As the torso provides all of the
communication and planning for the limbs, its failure would
stop any further function. This work looks to incorporate
the platform reconfigurability of wheeled legged platforms
with the ability to abandon faulty modules from a dumb
torso of modular robotics. This combined strategy is laid
out in the following section proposing platform adapting
until the deployment is risked and ejecting modules if
required.

3. Strategy for robustness
A reconfigurable modular wheeled platform deployment
faced with actuator failure could eject the defective wheel
and continuing as an n-1-wheeled platform. While this
approach is a core strategy for proposed for modular robots
deployed in the field, it represents a loss of hardware and
would be avoided if possible. Retaining equipment is the
priority until it represents a risk to the mission. This work
explores strategies to keep defective wheels through some
potential failure modes. The potential failure modes are:
the failure of the drive motor, failure of the steering motor
and the combined failure of the steering and drive motors.
In plots and figures depicting the robot’s configuration an
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actuator failure is indicated with either the failed steering
or the failed drive icons seen in Figure 2. Figure 3 is a
decision tree for the transition from four fully functional
wheels to a partially functional three-wheeled platform.
Failure responses have been explored for the four and
three-wheeled systems as they have the least ability to
reconfigure by removing a wheel. These two configurations
are reflective of the last remaining components as the
system fails or an exploratory platform cut off from
replacement parts.

Figure 2: Icons indicating failure of an actuator from
left to right: failure of a steering actuator, failure of the
drive actuator.

AD ASTRA – IAC Special Issue – 2019

The proposed strategy retains partially damaged or
broken wheels through adapting the control strategy
based on the hardware available. Read from the top
Figure 2 proposes an omnidirectional control strategy for
a platform with functional wheels. As failure modes are
detected, the appropriate motion mode is adopted. In the
case of the failed steering/drive motor, the dragged wheel
strategy is proposed. If this wheel becomes a liability,
it can be ejected from the system producing a three
wheeled platform capable of omnidirectional motion. The
remaining three-wheeled platform has scope to cope with
failed actuators.
Edge cases for this proposed strategy are numerous and
will not be explored in this work. Situation and platform
dependent solutions would be required.

4. NeWheel (Any Wheel)
The NeWheel system has been designed to allow fast
reconfigurability before or during deployment. This
reconfigurability is variable size, shape and module
numbers within the system and not dependent on
symmetric configurations. These configurations range
from large numbers of wheels working collaboratively
to individual wheels operating with passive wheels.
When combined in large groups the NeWheels could
move heavy objects or if combined with rocker bogie
links could explore the surface. When a single NeWheel
is combined with two passive wheels a tricycle motion
model is developed requiring the least power of all
the configurations. Previous work carried out with the
NeWheel system demonstrated its ability to operate in
different configurations and be rapidly redeployed when
inspecting dilapidated buildings [32]. The following
sections introduce the wheels and controller to
demonstrate our proposed strategy possible.
4.1 Modular Wheels
The NeWheel modules are self-contained, two degrees
of freedom powered caster wheels as seen Figure 4. First
introduced in [33] each wheel achieves the desired velocity
and steering angles with the use of two onboard motors, a
battery and onboard computing. In addition to controlling
driving and steering velocity, the onboard computer
permits inter-wheel communication via WiFi. The location
of the power supply and computing on the link between
the steering and the driving motors allow the body-wheel
connection to rotate continuously. The use of 3D printing
has allowed for rapid replacement of parts and design
modifications between iterations.

Figure 3: Partial diagram of a four-wheeled modular robot
decaying to the point of ejecting a wheel. Followed by the
failure of a module in the three-wheeled platform.
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Figure 4: Current iteration of the NeWheel module.

configuration with the same input velocities emulating
multiple motion models. Locating the ICR centrally between
the wheels attached to the platforms allows Non-holonomic
Omnidirectional motion within the body of the platform,
as seen in the top left of Figure 6. The top right of Figure
6 show the ICR located on the axis of rotation of the rear
wheels, by restricting the control input to[x,θ] produces a
platform with Ackerman steering. Similarly, tricycle steering
is produced in platforms with three-wheels see the bottom
right of Figure 6. Finally, by configuring IRC between both
pairs of wheels sets the platform as differential drive or skid
steer see the bottom left of Figure 6.

Figure 5: NeWheel platform configured with the
instantaneous centre of rotation at the centre of three
Figure 6: Clockwise from top left: ICR placed centrally
wheels. The combined velocity of the three connected
between all attached wheels producing non-holonomic
wheels produce the desired linear and angular velocity
omnidirectional configuration. ICR placed in line with the
of the body.
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4.3

Simulations

𝜷𝜷𝜷𝜷𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇
𝜙𝜙𝜙𝜙̇

𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝝓𝝓𝝓𝝓𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇

𝜷𝜷𝜷𝜷𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇

𝝓𝝓𝝓𝝓𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇

�

Robot configurations 11 and 12 showing the third
NeWheel failing is only indicative. Due to the platforms
ability to reconfigure a steering failure is accommodated
in any of the wheels by changing the nominal front for
the platform. This strategy works for symmetric and
nonsymmetric platforms alike. In the case of a threewheeled platform, the resultant platform will operate
as either a tricycle with a single steered wheel or with
Ackerman style steering and a single fixed wheel.

T. The platform achieves this trajectory by rotating its body
as it travels along the desired path.

IAC-19-F1.2.3
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Figure 10: Assumed friction when dragging dead wheel.
5.3 Steered dragged wheel

a failure of both the steering and drive actuators.
𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = � ̇
𝜙𝜙𝜙𝜙

Figure 9: Four NeWheels moving to the pose
[5.0 5.0 3.14]T [m m rad]T using the Ackerman motion
model. The insert depicts the orientation of wheel 2
relative to the platform as it performs the manoeuvre.

(8)
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110goal and level ground terrain were selected to
highlight the different platform behaviour available
and travels to the goal pose of [5.0,5.0,3.14]T. The
within the same platform configurations by shifting the
platform achieves this trajectory by rotating its body as it
nominal centre of the platform. This experimental setup

Figure 8: Robot configured to align with the failed
steering actuator on the back of a three-wheeled platform.

A steered dead wheel could take many forms and
assumptions for this work are as follows. The drive motor
is locked in place with no or minimal ability to move,
while the steering motor has retained full functionality.
The friction model of the wheel/surface follows Figure
10 where dragging the wheel perpendicular to the axis
of rotation incurs the least friction penalty. Similar to the
failed steering actuator in Section 5.2 the location of the
failed drive actuator in the robot states 13 and 14 is only
indicative due to systems ability to re-orientate.
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When rotating the platforms ability to shift the ICR
allows a platform with a failed drive actuator to shift the
ICR outside the body of the robot. Shifting the ICR away
from the failed wheel allows management of the torque
required of the functional wheels refer to Figure 11b. This
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Figure 12: NeWheel platform testing, the fourth failed wheel is ejected and the three-wheeled continues.
frame with options for three and four-wheeled
configurations. Each wheels configuration within the body
can be adjusted radially around the base and the body/
wheel links are discretely adjustable in 20 mm increments.
This adaptability allows testing of configurations with
different sizes, shapes and wheel numbers.
Initially, the platform configured with four functional
NeWheels with the ICR placed between them. Commanded
to the position [3.0,3.0,3.14]T the system drove to the
desired location using the non-holonomic omnidirectional
motion model, this was repeated twice more with
simulated failure to a steering motor and drive motor.
During the failed steering test, the platform drove to the
desired pose using an Ackerman control strategy. The final
test with the dead drive motor saw the platform struggle to
rotate the through 180° for the final pose. Resetting to the
pose to [0 0 0]T the module with the failed drive motor
was uncoupled. The platform drove away from the fourth
wheel achieving the desired pose in a non-holonomic
omnidirectional manner see Figure 12.

7. Conclusion
This work has proposed a framework for continued
operations of reconfigurable modular robots deployed on
extraterrestrial bodies. The work noted that wheeled legged
platforms enabled some of the proposed functionality at
the cost of complexity and mass. Their reconfigurability,
combined with wheeled modular robotic units enables the
proposed strategy. The strategy laid out proposes modifying
the motion model of the deployed platform as actuators
decay. Once a module becomes a liability to the mission,
modularity allows its removal from the system. The system
used to demonstrate this framework was the NeWheel
modular robot system; the robot system’s hardware and
controller having been specifically developed for rapid
reconfigurability. The controller’s ability to move the
instantaneous centre of rotation allows the motion model
of the system to change without modifying the hardware.
Proposed solutions to steering and drive failures have been
tested in both a simulated and simple environment on
the robot. The results demonstrated the ability to change
the motion model of the platform without needing the
modify its configuration. These proposed failures only

cover a small number of the possible failures suffered by
a deployed platform. Future work includes the automatic
adaptation to failure and exploration of further failure
modes. In conclusion, reconfigurable modular robots, such
as the NeWheel, offer solutions to potential challenges for
humanity exploring extraterrestrial bodies.
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